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TRANSLATOR 'S PREFACE 

The following presentaHon of the elements of Gregorian Chant 
according to the method of Solesmes is that used in daily teaching at 
the Gregorian Institute of Paris, official teaching center for Solesmes. 
As such, its order and emphasis stem from a long practical experience 
in the teaching of this method. and represent a distribution of the 
material over the school year in an efficient and readily learnable 
manner. To some, the material included in the first year of study 
may seem too voluminous. To others it may seem too limited. Each 
of these attitudes may contain a dangerous misevaluation of the 
course. 

Those who presume that the material outlined in this book is too 
extensive must reexamine their preparation for chant study. Some 
elementary knowledge of musical notation is vital as is a certain expe
rience in making music and listening to it. Chant techniques are sub
tle, not complex. There is no problem of rhythm or mode which will 
not dissolve before the approach of a patient student equipped with 
an elementary knowledge of musical theory and the norms of classical 
musIC. 

Those who presume that the material included here is too limited 
are prone to approach chant study with a superficial manner which 
is ill-Cftlculated to tap the secrets of chant style and technique. The 
materials given here must not be hurried through. Even in rare in
stances where the student or class using this book is able to digest the 
basic exercises given here, the teacher should understand that the 
simple basis of their compilation and progressive order may be ex
panded to include additional study of a similar type and difficulty. 

It cannot be urged too strongly that the early stages of study be 
taken without haste. The quality of first training never fails to leave 
its permanent traces on the mature musician. 

J. R. C. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Gregorian Chant in the Liturgy 

Gregorian chant is that form of sung prayer which the Catholic 
Church has officially adopted for Western Christianity of the Roman 
Rite. 

Art in the Service of Prayer in Gregorian Chant 

"In Gregorian chant the text supplies man with the food necessary 
for his mind; the music provides him with the substance which his 
heart needs. Thus both contribute to the complete fulfillment of the 
human being in his relationship with God." (Le Guennant) 

"We can in this instance hardly draw a distinction except by 
abstraction; church music is not an accessory or an exterior ornament. 
It is the very life of the prayer taking its complete form; it is linked 
to the words as the words to the thought, the thought to the soul and 
the soul to the Holy Spirit." (Father Sertillanges in Priere et 
Musique, p. 12) 

Fruits of the Study of Gregorian Chant 

"The study of Gregorian chant will bring us to experience abund
ant and very pure artistic pleasures, will obtain for us very appre
ciable spiritual fruits and will be a remarkable means of apostolate to 
the extent that we shall have the deep desire of responding to the 
wishes of the Popes for the finest liturgical praise." (Canon 
Coudray) 

Legislation of the Church on Gregorian Chant-Main Sources 

Motu Proprio of St. Pius X given the 22nd of November, 1903. 
Letter of St. Pius X to Cardinal Respighi, Cardinal Vicar of 

Rome, December 8, 1903. 
Motu Proprio of St. Pius X on the Vatican Edition, April 25, 1904. 
Decree of the Sacred Congregation of Rites on the model Vatican 

Edition, April 8, 1908. 
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Constitution "Divini Cultus" of Pius XI, December 20, 1928. 
Encyclical "Mediator Dei" of Pius XII, November 20, 1947. 
Letter of His Eminence Cardinal Pizzardo to the Ordinaries, on 

the subject of the teaching of sacred music in Seminaries, August 15, 
1949. 

(See also Klarmann Gregorian Chant Textbook for a discussion of the 
main pontifical texts.) 

History of Gregorian Chant 

The History of Gregorian chant may be divided into four prin
cipal periods: 

"1) Period of formation: from the beginning of the Church, in 
particular, from the end of the persecutions (313 A.D.) up to Saint 
Gregory the Great (590 A.D.). 

"2) Period of highest development with 
and of diffusion until the thirteenth century. 
melody and the rhythm. 

St. Gregory the Great 
The notation of the 

"3) Period of decadence from the thirteenth to the middle of the 
nineteenth century. 

"4) Period of restoration from the middle of the nineteenth cen
tury to our time." 

(Canon Coudray) 

First Period 

The cultual chant of the Catholic Church was constituted in tne 
beginning by elements stemming from various sources whose separate 
roles are very difficult to determine. What can be seen, however, is 
that the contributions of the synagogue were evidently very important 
and that the early Christians certainly used the Jewish psalms and 
canticles in their assemblies. Then, as the Christian communities mul
tiplied among the Greeks, the Latins, in Asia Minor, Africa, and else
where, new elements came to blend with the primitive melodies which 
were thus enriched by the contact with these diverse civilizations. 
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HISTORY 

At the same time that the chant was developing, the forms of the 
cult ... what were called at that time" the liturgies," ... began to be 
organized little by little under the initiative of the Bishops. In the 
fourth century they were in use in and about the great centers of ac
tivity such as Milan, Constantinople and Rome. But the time came 
when concern for unity obliged the Roman Pontiffs (St. Damasius, 
fourth century) to direct these tendencies, and thus it was that step by 
step the development progressed up to St. Gregory the Great. 

Second Period 

St. Gregory I, whom history has entitled "the Great", was born 
at Rome about 543 A.D. and occupied the throne of Peter from 590 
to 604. 

"St. Gregory was admirably prepared for his musical work by his 
patrician education, his monastic vocation, the dignity of Abbot, one of 
the principal offices of which is organization and presiding over the 
Liturgy, and lastly by his musical genius." It is certain that St. 
Gregory himself composed or caused to be composed a certain number 
of pieces, but his role was, more than anything else: 

"to collect, choose, and give an order to the pieces and to assign 
to each its place in the liturgical cycle to form the repertoire or the 
official antiphonary; 

"to reform and bring to perfection the chants which he found in 
use; 

"to found the Schola Canto rum, an advanced school for church 
music." 

(Canon Coudray) 

It was from this foundation that was born what we call the Roman 
School, and it is because of the excellence of the work accomplished by 
Gregory I that the liturgical chant of Latin Christianity has since 
been known as Gregorian chant. 

This chant then spread to England (Gallican School) and to a 
great extent throughout France with Pepin the Short and Charle
magne. During the reign of the latter, the deacons Petrus and Ro
manus, sent by Pope Adrian, founded the two famous schools of Metz 
and St. Gall. There was also the Ambrosian School which existed, 
moreover, before St. Gregory, and the Mozarabic School. 
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The oldest manuscripts which we know hardly go back beyond 
the ninth century and exhibit various types of notation: 

Neumatic notation or neume-accents, (chironomic notation), stem
ming mainly from two signs borrowed from Latin grammar: the 
acute accent and the grave accent, combined in different ways and 
placed above the literary text. This was a very imperfect melodic no
tation, since the absence of the staff (thus "in campo aperto" nota
tion) made it impossible to' indicate the intervals which the voice was 
to sing but jt was a notation very rich in indications of the expressive 
interpretation of the pieces. 

Alphabetic notation, borrowed from the Greeks, in which the notes 
la, si, do, re, mi, fa, and sol were respectively indicated by the letters 
A, B, C, D, E, F and G. This was a more precise notation in regard 
to the intervals, bqt inadequate as to the unity of the neums. 

Bilingual or double notation: both neumatic and alphabetic. 

Diastematic notation (indicating the intervals), using the lines which 
were gradually increased to the number of four, which today forms the 
Gregorian staff. The neumes are transferred to the staff. There they 
lose in graphic perfection to the point of attaining the geometric and 
rigid form of modern typography. The primitive accents have be
come "points" which can be located with precision on the staff 
(neume-points) . 

While with the diastematic notation intervallic precision was as
sured, this development was a reduction, an impoverishment. The 
rhythmic details disappeared and this deformation changed Gregorian 
chant by undermining it at the very sources of the life which am
mated it. 

The rhythmic tradition was, in fact, in the beginning, oral, like 
the melodic tradition. From the moment that the scribes had fixed 
the melody "in campo aperto," they added to it the rhythmic indIca
tions. "To attain this end, regional schools were established whose 
influence was c('nsiuerable. Whether by modifying the graphic form 
of the neume-accents or by adding to them complementary signs or 
letters whose meaning was known, these schools succeeded in deter
mining the length, the brevity or even the expressive character of 
certain groups or of certain notes. Moreover, the comparative studies 
undertaken on the manuscripts prove that with means sometimes quite 
different, but in every case uniform within each school, the masters 
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of Gregorian science arrived at a stabilization of the traditional 
crhythmic interpretation." (Le Guennant) 

It is these lost rhythmic details which the Solesmes signs have 
restored. 

Third Period - Causes of the Decadence 

1) Gradual abandoning of the rhythmic traditions; 
2) The more and more marked influence of the new poly

phony; 
3) The arbitrary attributing of unequal durations to the va

rious forms of notes as a consequence of a lack of knowl
edge of the origins of Gregorian notation; 

4) The abbreviation of the melodies and the tendency to 
execute them in a heavy, wooden manner; 

5) The Renaissance, with its misunderstanding of everything 
medieval; 

6) The complete misunderstanding, from the end of· the 
fourth century, of the Latin tonic accent of the ecclesiastic 
period. (Canon Coudray) 

All thi~ led, in 1614, to the edition which is called "Medicean," 
because it was produced by the printers of the Medicis at Rome, which 
was the point of departure for a multitude of abridged editions in 
which Gregorian chant became unrecognizable. 

Fourth Period - Restoration 

The restoration of Gregorian chant, the beginning of which was 
marked by the re-establishment of the Roman liturgy in France in the 
wake of the efforts of Dom Gueranger, is characterized by the return 
to the manuscripts and was accomplished mostly by the Benedictines 
of Solesmes. This restoration may be viewed from three different as
pects: melodic and rhythmic firstly, then modal. 

( a ) Melodic Restoration 

In 1847, discovery of the bilingual manuscript of l\Iontpellier by 
Danjou, organist in Paris; 

In 1848, Father Lambillotte restores a very precious manuscript 
of St. Gall attributed to the deacon Romanus himself; 
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In 1850, publication of the "Remo-Cambresienne" edition which 
constituted an attempt of restoration deemed, however, insufficient by 
Father Lambillotte who refused to take part in the Commission 
charged with is preparation; 

In 1856, Dom J ausions, on the order of Dom Gueranger, Abbot of 
Solesmes, begins the study of the manuscripts of France; 

In 1880, Dom J. Pothier of Solesmes Abbey publishes his famous 
work" Les melodies gregoriennes d'apres la tradition," then 

In 1883, the Liber Gradualis (for the Mass) and 

In 1891, the Liber Antiphonarius (for the Office); 

In 1889, Dom Mocquereau, disciple of Dom Pothier, launches the 
famous Solesmes publication, the Paleographic Musicale, in which he 
"defends the work of restoration of Dom Pothier, reproduces the man
uscripts photographically to permit the scholarly world to follow the 
work of restoration, and succeeds in destroying on scientific and ar
tistic grounds the reputation of the Medicean edition, the privilege 
for which had been renewed for Pustet of Ratisbon, the publisher, 
in 1873." (Canon Coudray) 

In 1890, Dom Mocquereau founds the studio of "musical paleo
graphy" in which Dom Gajard was to become his principal assistant; 

In 1903, St. Pius X confides to a special Commission, set up at 
Rome, the editing of an official edition based on the work of Solesmes. 
This edition, called the" Vatican," appeared in 1907 for the Gradual 
and in 1912 for the Antiphonary. 

A decree of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, April 11, 1911, 
authorized Solesmes to edit the Vatican edition with rhythmic signs 
whose authenticity is unquestionable. It is in this form that it is gen
erally used, although in certain areas the pure Vatican text is ad
hered to, that is, without additions of any sort. 

(b) Rhythmic Restoratio1t 

After the work of Canon Gontier in 1859 and that of Dom Pothier, 
Dom Mocquereau issued his important work, Le Nombre Musical Gre
gorien of which the two volumes published, the first in 1908, the sec
ond in 1927, study the rhythm of the melody, the rhythm of the Latin 
word and lastly the agreement between the melody and the Latin text. 
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The influence of the Solesmes School and the spreading of its 
method of interpretation have made, in the last few years, great 
strides, largely because of the creation of Schools among which we 
can cite only a few: The Pontifical Instittde of Sacred M'nsic at Rome 
(1910), Pius X School of New York and, in France, the Gregorian In
stitute of Paris (1923). To the latter are affiliated the greater part of 
the provincial schools which have since been founded. The Gregorian 
Institute of America was founded in 1941. 

The Director of the Gregorian Institute of Paris, Dr. Auguste Le 
Guennant, is at present in the course of publishing a Precis de ryth
mique gregorienne in which, reaffirming the thesis of Dom Mocquereau, 
he shows its perfect agreement with the laws which govern the interpre
tation of music in all its forms. 

Dom Gajard has published, for his part, several monographs, a 
series of articles in the Revue Gregorienne, a brochure, Notions sur 
la rythmique gregorienne and, in 1951, The Method of Solesmes. 

(c ) Modal Restoration 

Lastly, in the domain of modality, important research prepared 
by Dom Sergent, begun by Dom Desrocquettes, are continued prin
cipally by M. Henri Potiron, professor at the Gregorian Institute of 
Paris, in intimate connection with Solesmes. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

GRADED STUDY OF GREGORIAN NOTATION 

Basic Elements 

1. Gregorian notation, such as it appears in our modern editions, 
reproduces the Gothic notation of diastematic manuscripts of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 

2. The notes are arranged on a staff of four lines: 

3. The name of the notes is determined by two kinds of clef: 

The·C clef: 

G- G-

on the second, third or fourth line, and 

The F clef: 

on the third and fourth lines. 

This clef nomenclature recalls the C and F clefs which derive from 
the alphabetical notation. 

4. Reading in either of these clefs will be found quite easy through 
an exact and rapid evaluation of the intervals. 
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5. The notes, ALL EQUAL IN LENGTH, in spite of their differ

ent forms, are represented by neumes. 

The word "neume" comes from the Greek and means "sign." 

6. Fundamental neumes: the virga , 

and the punctum - • 

In the diamond-shaped form the punctum is never found except 

as a part of a group or larger unit. It cannot stand alone. 

Origin of Neumes 

The neumes originated in the grammatical accents of the Latin 

language. 

The acute accent 

The grave accent 

,/ became the virga ~ 

"" became the punctum • 

Thus there is a difference between the neume elements of a mel

odic order. 

7. Special neumes. These are never found alone on separate syl

labes, and, for that reason, are not placed among the fundamental 

neumes: 

The Apostropha: • 

The Oriscus: 

The Quilisma: 

which gave birth to the family of 

strophicus (Distropha • • and 
tristropha I. • .); 
which is nothing but an apostropha 

added to a preceding element, and 

the transcription of which in the Vat

ican edition is either a punctum or a 

VIrga; 

the origin of which is unknown. 
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N. B. Each of these signs, transcribed conventionally by the 
eighth-note of modern notation, corresponds to a sign of which the 
length is 

ONE SIMPLE BEATl 

Since Gregorian chant is made up of a succession of simple beats, 
it follows that their movement is regular or isochronic, provided that 
no supplementary sign is interposed to alter this length. 

S. These supplementary signs are principally: 

The Horizontal Episema 

which indicates a slight broadening of the note or group which is af
fected by it (an expressive sign rather than a quantitative one). 

The Mora Dot 

•• t • ,. 
which doubles the note (quantitative sign). Thus the dotted note is 
transcribed, conventionally, of course, as a quarter-note in modern 
notation. 

Neumatic Combinations 

9. For two different sounds, regardless of the interval between 
ther . 

Podatus 

Clivis 

an ascending neume composed of a 
punctum and a virga 

a descending neume composed of a 
virga and a punctum 

10. For two identical sounds: 

Bivirga 

Distropha " •• 

made up of two virga combined 

(Strophicus family) made up of two 
apostrophas, actually printed as two 
punctums in combination 

1. For examples of transcription into modern eighth-notes, see pages 99 through 102. See also 
the Schema on the back cover. 
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11. Reading exercise: Go through the following selections nam
ing the neumes as each is encountered: 

Vesper Hymn of the l"irst Sunday of Advent 

IV. ~C. • • • • • • • • I • I • • •. ! • , • C RE-!-TOR alme sf-de-rum, fE-terna lux cre-denti- urn, 

< •• 
I • • • · · .. E-

Je-su, Redemptor 6rnni- urn, 
II I. • <~--=.-=.--~.~~I~.~. .~ 

• ---r-

• • • I 

daernonis ne fniudibus Per-f-ret orbis, fmpe-tu Am6-ris actus, 

• D • ~~~----.------=-~.~.~.r-=---~~~'r-~~--~~-. 
]!I. • ~I.· .. , .. . , -- , 

Iangui-di Mundi rne-de-Ja factus es. 3. Cornmu-ne qui rnundi 
• - +--j 

~_. I ••• __ ~.'I~~~~!!_~ 
ne-fas Ut expi- a-res, ad cru-cern E Virgi-nis sacni-ri- 0 Inta-

.C. • 11--'--' -' •• L.· · I It---~I ~
----_____ - I. 1 

~J~--------·T·~·"~·· • ---.~----- I .-------- --Tf---------------~-------------

cta prodis vfctima. 4. Cu-jus po-testas gJ6-ri-ae, Nomenque cum 

.,; •• •• . ~ •• • ~----.-;--.~. '.jB 

.... -=---ili'-----i-II--'=--j~-----'-J -I.~.=-----T~--tI.'"""=. ..------.-----.- -

primum sonat, Et coe-li-tes et fnfe-ri Trernente curvantur genu. 

.-. • • • • I ••• • 
:~~~-LI -I • .-~---~~I--_~.~--tI.~. ~~ __ j 

• -{-~ I.! , 
5. Te depre-carnur, 6ltirnae Magnum di- e- i Judi-cern, Armis su

,L.--==;.===:----+-----.-"'.,---.- ~ _ ----=. .-~ 
,. · ., . .. · . •. · .00.. _____ _ 

• , I • 
-11F----· 

pernae gra-ti- ae De-fende nos ab h6stibus. 6. Virtus, honor, laus, 
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~ • I • • Ii • I • • • ·1 • -II--=-- i • • I • 
1--

:--t.I---=. --~ 
I_~. __ i--I 

gI6-ri- a De- 0 Patri cum Ff- Ji- 0, Sancto simul Pa-nicli-to, In 

saecul6rum saecu-Ia. A-men. 

VI. 

R 

Anthem of the Blessed Virgin in Eastertide 

;-----;-~--=-t_i-----------tl-"'_1 
---i--.-II----"'---------=.---.. -~=+-~---1 
-------=-11----=----------1--- • -+ • 
----'--------~------------

Egi-na cae-Ii * laeta-re, alle-lu-ia: Qui- a quem me-

; I :t-. .-
- ..... •• • --------L-_-L--- • ' 

• I~ -_ -g-.. . ____ ------.--1 

- I -=! .-~_~= -------~~-r_~ 
ru- isti porta-re, alle-lu- ia : Re-surre-xit, sic-ut di-xit, aUe-

; b .". iDi------- III --· r----·---~-i-.-.-.. -.-- -------
____ ~_I----L-.... ~-------- _--=--== 

I(l-ia: O-ra pro no-bis De- urn, aIle-lu- ia. 

Antiphon of Sunday Compline 

Ant. Ii • I 
VIII. • •• ,.. '--L~~. - · 
M I-SERERE mi-hi D6mi-ne, et exaudi 

• fa • =. _ ···4 
o-ra-ti-6nem me-am. 

T. Pasch. C _ f---tI I 

AAnt. .. ~ .,.. • - ,.. I·.· i-·-++lj---
L-LE-LU- lA, al-le-\t1- ia, al-Ie-Iu- ia. 

Antiphon of Sunday Compline 

Ant. I C---II __ • __ I • ,.,., -'--II-'.i'--Il--:::--ll--=--;:.'--.-'~--.--t.t--.-.•• ~ 
!II. -.---- \--"" • I • • • • I 1 

S ALVA nos, D6mi-ne, vi-gi-Iantes, cust6-di nos dormi- entes: 
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I~----_. ~~~~------~.~= 
• I 

f-----
• • •• =--. r. r. •.• iJ[J 

---------------~~ 

ut vi-gi-Iemus cum Christo, et requi- escamus in pa-ce. 

I----o-r--
• r. •.•. ,!+-\-------_________ _ 

T. P. AlIe- hHa. 

Short Responsory of Sunday Compline 

('I/, '1I£U'I/,'UI> 

During the Year: 

VI. E-I ----,-----

. = 
I 

• • • • a • 
N manus tu- as D6-mi-ne, * Commendo spf-ri- tum me- um. 

=G·~-:-.~~~~~ •• ~=_a~_IILL1~~~a __ a ~-= _a ___ a __ t-• • ~-f-:_a-=-:. __ -IL_~_.. =~~ 
In manus. ~. Rede-mfsti nos D6mi-ne, De- us . ve-ri- ta-tis. 

C _·-=--=-1~~_=_~.I__~=-3--1-~==~.= •• ---.--'b"-=~~ •• ,~~~.I---h+j.--,.=--L--Iat---:::~ 
* Commendo. V. GI6-ri- a Patri, et Ff-Ji- 0, et Spi- rf- tu- i 

C 
= : 

II ~Ft-• • 
Sancto. In manus. 

During Advent: 

• • • IIV, <_. __ ._. ~ 
N manus tu- as D6mi-ne, * Commendo spf- ri-tum me- urn. 

•• a.~ 
~ a I 

f--____ ._a __ i-l-J.._,a== • ~-----I==a==~=_'_-_.~~.~~~.~:~: I •. (~ 
In manus. ~. Redemfsti nos D6mi-ne, De- us ve-ri- ta-tis. 
=-------,n---:~ • • I ___ .=--1 • ..--[-

~--·--~-.-~----·--·'=--:.·-=--=-~·'=-~-=--=--=--=--=--=-'::.-=--=-~.=-,C----_a---___ • • • ~ 
* Commendo. ,. GI6-ri- a Patri, et Fi-Ji- 0, et Spi- rf- tu- i 
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T· • Y 
Sancto. In manus tu- as. 

During Eastertide: 

VI. 

I 
C ---t-----------J =---.--.--.---.--.--. . ~--.--.-.-.-.-.--~-.-.~ 

I 

N manus tu- as D6mi-ne, commendo spi-ri-tum me-

_;-Il-_O ~ __ ---r-_-__ • -'~'---I.I--!--=-~ _._0 -,-I ,--I _. __ • 3· •• • __ ---=;J 
urn: * AIle- lU-ia, alle-Iu-ia. In manus. y. Redemisti nos 

C_--'---__ -T---_O~I_-'_______=_-'------'B. ~~.~~.~.~ __ .-;.-=.-·~~-~--+~~~.--i--4;~~~.~o--H~-~ 
I • 

D6mi-ne, De- usve-ri-ta-tis. * Alle- lu-ia, alle-lu-ia. y. G16-

_ I L I •• • ~ • ~ :--+.II---I.I-.~I-::.-II~--. r.._: -,-I L-1_. __ ._.-.l.l11 j 
I 

ri- a Patri, et Fl- Ii- 0, et Spi-ri-tu- i Sancto. In manus. 

Vesper Hymn of the First Sunday of Lent 

(first verse only) 
----------------~----.--~-

II. ~--/Io;-~ !Ii~ r... I 

A ---:---01-, -:-e~~--nf-;:-:--~-;-n-d~--to-·r-o,--N-~-s-t-r-a-s=~p-r-e----c-fl----es--c-um==f=Je-~-ti--b:~~1 

~-~ ~ . ~-:~===-~~~~~= 
In hoc sacro je-ju-ni- 0 Fu-sas quadra-ge-mi- ri- o. 
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TWO-NOTE NEUMES 

H~'1l1n for Sunday Vespers 

VIII. .a-, -. ______ =I--___ • ...,?:=-~~--.-. _. _~_,_. 1-_;_rt __ ·_~_. ____ ._1 _._~_. __ 

L V-CIS Cre- a- tor 6ptime, Lu-cem di- e- rum pr6-fe-rens, 

Mundi pa-rans o-rfginem: 2. Qui ma

•• =--=--1 ; rt=. 
~ 11--_ e.---II:,..::----------'1-<~ .~.-. ____ ~~--.. h==-~~ 

Prim6rdi- is lu- cis novae 

~ --~--------_~~I----I ~_._~: ______ _ 
ne junctum vespe-ri Di- em vo-ca- ri praeci-pis: II-Ia bi- tur 

1- ..... ----=-. --=----_f--.-= H-rt --=·---1t--~--r-=-------1I -------l 
--~ ~... -~.; • •. rr-. .. 
-1-- -

te-trum cha- os, Audi pre-ces cum fle-ti-bus. 3. Ne mens gra-

ht.-. • I ; rt • II -f---tt-.,..~ _ ; =-tii'=" _-_-...:--~~~.,,,....-----+~ ·~·t-·=---7-~-l·Il---=.-:+--.-~ ;; ~ 
va- ta crfmi-ne, Vi-tae sit ex- suI mune-re, Dum nil per-enne 

--.-t-ii"""* • ~ 
~~ ._ _____-+iI ~----=---=---+t--: =l. /'II ~--i .. .... ~--~ 

c6-gi- tat, Se-seque cuI-pis II-Ii-gat. 4. Coe-teste pul- set 6sti-

--i-.-----Jt--. -H 
;-----;-~-!!-i--.--=L~--!Io;; •• --I 
- ~... i i· •. ,-.... f-!"~=-- ~::._ 

urn, Vi-ta- Ie tol- lat praemi- urn: Vi-temus omne n6-xi- urn, 

--~ ho~-i 
;-:--BI-~~-'---d-~-II r. •• -~-+iI--

---+ill =- - --- -!Io;;--~---------= •. -•• f-!"- •• 

Purgemus amne pessimum. 5. Praesta, Pa-ter pi- fssime, Patrf-

--i----------·---i--f---i-~------
I--~.-i-i-~ =-tI~. · ~-l 

~ I~D. --===~ ~_. ____ -___ ~-
que compar Uni-ce, Cum Spf-ri- tu Pa- nicli- to, Regnans per 0-

Ii. -j -~ ------11- -i/'j-
-----~. -4--;- ---------
mne saecu-Ium. A-men. 
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Vesper Hymn for the Feast of the Holy Family 

(first verse only) 

II. ~=. ~... • ~ ~ ~=J O --=------ .~ 

I .' = 

lux be~ a-ta Cae-li-tum,Et summa spes mor-ta~ 

------~.~ -+I~I---
1tE-1'I_-l---. • ~ .' ~-=--l 
L...-.--.::.:..-. _-=1. ~.. • • I'" •• ~ 

li- urn : Je-su, 0 cui domesti- ca Arri- sit orto ca- ri-

tas: 

Kyrie XVI (except for the final invocation) 

~~-=~~--~~--rr-~·~1--~~=--n--~~=-
III. • • I·· ..... II • i··' II • I •• 

K Y-Rl- E * e-le- i-son. iij. Christe e-le- i-son. iij. Ky-ri- e 

. = · r\, •••. II 
e- le- i-son. ij. Ky-ri- e * e-Je- i-son. 

12. For three different sounds, regardless of the intervals In

volved: 

Porrectus 

Trivirga 

Tristropha 

.,. 
I I I , , 

••• 

Punctum, virga, punctum 

Virga, punctum, virga 

Three virgas combined 

(Strophicus family) three apostro

phas, actually printed as three punc

t.ums in combination 
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THREE-NOTE NEUMES 

13. Reading exercise. Go through the following selections nam
ing the neumes as each is encountered: 

Compline Hymn during Pentecost 

I. I I • = • r-• ." r- • • .. , • • I 

T • • • I • I • 
E lu-cis ante terminum, Re-rum ere- a-tor, p6scimus, Ut 

l.~.-=:--.--~-. -r.=-=:_:~---.~~~r.:=-."'----=-"'-:-~--,-.-•. \ I • T 

pro tu- a c1ementi- a, Sis prae-sul et cust6-di- a. 2. Procul 

jill I. =. -~. 
i-.----.--•• -=-~.~.--=-_=. ... r_~-'--_-_-_~_-_-_ -_-_ -_ -+_f-!!'-:'__=_*'L--_._.=~~.-=-.+\__=___=___=_~.__=_~_~_-" 

I • • • 
re-ce-dant s6mni- a, Et n6cti- urn phantasma-ta: Hostemque . 

• ~. r. --+==---"'r---;;.~.r-· --'.L--i.I-t~t---___ • ~I 
nostrum c6mpri-me, Ne pol-Iu- an- tur c6rpo-ra. 3. De- 0 Patri 

;-----.+I-~.H=~.~ • ._.~~~---------~.--------
_.-~~~.~ __ ·-+~~-----f-!!'-L~~·~·-·.I~-.-·-~-·~.~~n~ •. ~ 
sit gJ6-ri- a, Et FI-li- 0, qui a m6rtu-is Sum~-xit, ac Pa-nicli-

C I 

Find the Strophicus forms in the Introits In Medio and Justus ut palma. 

Intr. e-c-----------· 
VI. ~----•• -.-.-.---.~~~-.--.-.-.-------~~~~--~. 

I ~ 
N me- di- 0 * Ecc1e- si- ae 

l-

I -
••• • • r. ... • 

= a-pe- ru- it os e- jus: 

! .. ; r. .' 
et imple- vit e- urn D6mi- nus spf-ri- tu sa- pi- enti- ae t 
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•• • •• 
et in- tel- lectus: sto- lam g16- ri- ae fndu- it e- urn. 

C I 

r· ... "1\1 •• • /\ . • =~ .• ' II : r. I 
• b •• • 

T. P. Alle- lU- ia, al-Ie- lu- ia. Ps. Bonum est confi- te-ri 

c ... ' • • • • r • ~ ~ ••• ' II = r. .-j 
D6mi-no: * et psalle- re n6mi-ni tu- 0 Altfssime. G16· ri- a 

C • • 
II ~ • ~ ~ • ··11 

Patri. E U 0 u a e. 

Intr·CE------t------------------

JI. :rt··· r. = ;. ".~ . .., •• =,. ... •• • .:oJ 
u- STUS * ut palma flo-re- bit, sic-ut cedrus 

C I ~~ I • • • • ~~ 
= 

... ~ = r-~ • 
= 

• • J 
U-ba-ni multipli- ca- bi- tur: planta- tus in domo 

c 
• • r'i • • 

D6mi- ni, in a-tri- is domus De- i no- stri. 

Gloria X (up to, but not including Cum sancto) 

VIII. C • ~ • .: ~ •• If A 

G ~.~~.~T-------~--~:Ll~rr-·---·---y---·--~~~~~~~ 
LO-RI' A in excelsis De- o. Et in terra pax ho-mi-

t.. ~. • • 
T· .' ··11 T .' 

ni-bus bonae vo-Iunta- tis. Laudamus teo Be-ne-df-cimus teo 
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~ • h = • ·11 • r or· • ·11 • r- • • •• . .. , I , 

Ado-ramus teo GIo-ri- fi-camus teo Gra- ti- as a-gimus ti-bi 

C .~=~~~.~g~~~J~~II~------1 --~ 
• ~ ••.•.• ~ •• rI!. r. f 

I II • 
am tu- am. D6mi- ne De- us, Rex coe-

-=-tI.I----=.-. +-1 -::.::-ti-:--=.-r.FIt---+~~II::-== -:.;;-·-t+II--:;;::. ____ =·-·=-'-=-~ -'·=---'f ~... ~ 

lest is, De- us Pa ter omnf- po-tens. D6mi-ne Fi-Ii u-ni-geni-te 

C 

•• •. ··11 • ~. • .' • = • ·,11 
I .' .' Je-su Christe, D6mi-ne De- us, Agnus De- i, Fi-Ii- us Patris. 

c • J~. r· ~.,I·/'Ii/'lirh •.•. 1/. ~~. 
Qui to I-lis peeca-ta mundi, mi-se- re- re no-bis. Qui tol-lis pee-

c ~. ~ .,1 =/'Ii •• ' • • ~ ••• • .•. II If 

ca-ta mun-di, sus- ci-pe depre-ca-ti- 6nem nostram. Qui se-des 

; . • I •• • •• •• 
I •• .' .' II = r. . ' ~ /'Ii • 

, 
I 

ad dexte-ram Patris, mi-se-re-re nobis. Qu6-ni- am tu so- Ius 

c • •• • • 
• • 
t 

sanctus. Tu so-Ius D6mi-nus. Tu so-Ius Al-tfssimus, Je-su 

c 
•.• ·11 

I ~ .e-
II • • • • r. /'Ii • • • J •• 

I I .' I 

Christe. Cum Sancto Spf~ri- tu, in g16- ri- a De- i Pa-tris. 

C ..... e-:II 
r\.' ••. 
A- men. 
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14. Three sounds, or more, in the same melodic direction (various 
intervals) . 

Climacus 

Scandicus 

Salicus 

a descending neume made up of one 
virga followed by two, three or four 
diamond-shaped punctums 

Ascending neumes 

; 

J. I 

15. The salicus is distinguished from the scandicus by two abso
lutely incontrovertible conditions: 

Firstly, that the two final notes of the salicus form a podatus; 

Secondly, that the little vertical dash is placed under the next-to
last note, and as an exception, coincides with a slight lengthening of 
this note. 

16. Reading exercise. Go through the following pieces naming 
the neumes in order: 

A8perges me (first phrase only) 

VII'!l. •• I fA r- r- • - --r 
A i I ~.. = ------~-.-'="--~-.+-! -·=---;h;;ll;------;."' • ..-Lc,-;j 

-SPER- GES me, '" 06mi- ne, hyss6po, et munda- bor: 

Gloria IX from Glorificamus te on, omitting suscipe and the entire phrase 
and the entire phrase Cum sando. 

VII. C~--------~~--------#-~--~~~----~--

G ... = ~ 
LO- RI- A 

II • • J •. 
= 

~ I I r- J • r- J •• • 
in excelsis Oe- o. Et in ter-ra pax homf-
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! ~ II • , .. . ' • • 
II • ~ ... 

r- •• • • • ; • • I r • I 

ni- bus bonae vo-Iunta- tis. Lauda- mus teo Be-ne- df-ci-. ~ .. . ~ . II • ~ • ,.. .' • '11 • •• ~ 
J 

mus teo Ado- ni- mus teo Glo-ri- fi-ca- mus teo Gra- ti- as a-

c • • ••• . ---I •• ra ~ •••. I! ~ • ~ •• J • 
gimus ti-bi propter magnam g16- ri- am tu- am. D6mi-l1e 

De- us, Rex coe- lestis, De- us Pa- ter omnf-po- tens. D6mine 

; • r- •. 1 • 

• 
. ~. ~ 

I 

Pi-Ii u-ni-ge-ni-te Je-suChri- ste. 

• 1 • 

• I 
I\i •. ~ •. I'll 

D6-mi-ne De- us, Agnus 

I.- I r • . ~ . 
De- i, Ff-Ji- us Pa-tris. Qui tol-Iis pecca-ta mundi, mi-se-re- re 

---I r· I· . . ;t 

. " • • • I • 

nostram. Qui sedes ad dexte-ram Patris, mi-se-re- re no-bis. 

. . .
J 

Qu6-ni- am tu 50- Ius sanctus. Tu so-Ius D6minus. Tu so-Ius Al-
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C r n r- I· • •. I J , . .' 
tfssimus, Je-su Chri- ste. Cum Sancto Spi-ri-tu, in gI6-ri- a 

I •• , •• =. "II ~ II ii' .... ~ .. r-: 
De- i Pa- tris. A- men, 

A.gnus IX (second invocation only) 

"~ 1'""" 110:
1 J "'," ".1" =" "," "lbJ "'1 

ONUS De- i, * qui tol- lis pecca-ta mun- di: mi- se-

v. c 

A 
I r. = ..... 11. ~ r-" 

r.: I I b • b. ·'1 J . ~. . 
re- re no- bis. Agnus De- i, * qui to1· lis pecca- ta mundi: 

e II r. : 1 ~_ ' •• !. ..1· I·, § J ,.. = - = r-•• - -
mi- se- re- re no- bis. Agnus De- i, * qui to 1- lis pecca- ta 

mun- di: do-na no- bis pa- cern. 

Hymn for Sunday Compline on Feasts of the Blessed Virgin 

T'" ~~" ~ I'" " ". I ~ " " 1'"" 110 o:J-l 
E lu- cis ante termi-num, Re-rum Cre- a- tor, p6scimus, 

•••• -.-.- I 
I. ~--:~ ••• ~ ~.~ • r. ••. ~J 

Ut pro tu- a ele- menti- a, Sis praesul et cust6- di- a. 
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=-:==~ I I' ~~ 
r. 

• 

2. Pro-cui re- cedant s6mni- a, Et n6cti- urn phantasma-ta: Ho-

C ~ I • rl'i- r- =~i~~~-._~_._"-=-.. ~ 
stemque nostrum c6mprime, Ne pollu- antur c6rpo-ra. 3. Je-

c - = 

su, ti- bi sit g16- ri- a, Qui na-tus es de Vfr-gi-ne, Cum Patre 

C • ~ ·i--~~--~ _~ __ r-_= __ ~ .0 r-- I r- I ,.. I 1]-'" ;: ij 
et almo Spf- ri- tu,. In sempi- terna sae-cu-ia. A-men. 

Vesper Hymn of the Epiphany 

Ill. ; . 1-=' I •. ~' I r- r- = I If 
C ~-_--J--t£I...:...' ---------. 

RUDE-LIS He-r6des, De- urn Regem ve-nf- re quid times? 

t ____ =~ ~e_~--II _ ~. f---=i---I ==-::q==. , 
------+~ ,.. rf!! f- I "'-r~--~---=------j 

,.. 1 ~ I· I ~ 

Non e- ri- pit mor-tei-li- a, Qui regna dat coe-Jesti- a. 2. i-bant 

G-=-= I~ .~---: 1 I', 1 ~ I' 
_1_----1 Q r. •. T·--='-----~---+=----- ----1.---------

Ma-gi, quam vf-de- rant, Stell am sequentes praevi- am: Lumen re-

~~-1-::J=t-----I--==~-~-~I_--=-II l J 
L. ,-d 1 I rtI I. ____ -,. -

qui- runt lumi- ne: De- urn fa-tentur mune-re. 3. La-vacra pu-ri 

G----trI--iI;;; ~ ~ 1 -~ 
--- . I i--ll--V r. =... ---~--~~------i_r----a.-r--=·. =~~_-_-=~~ ------= _____ ,.._~ 

gurgi- tis Coeiestis Agnus atti-git: Pecca- ta, quae non de-tu-
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; 
r.J I • •. II ... • r. • • I • • I • • 

= I ~ 
lit, Nos ablu-endo sustu-lit. 4. Novum genus po-tenti- ae: 

• r- --. r- • r. jf4==i=J 
I • I 

Aquae ru-bescunt hydri- ae: Vi-numque jussa funde- re, Mu-ta-

;----=----=-.-i-~--_=-- II! I • • =~ 
---II-----------T----.-~=tJ=_. r----;-- i r-~~ • ..:...., _' _____ _ 

vit unda o-rf-gi-nem. S. Je-su, ti-bi sit gI6-ri- a, Qui appa-ru-

;~=rc=--= .~.===~--t1 -~~ · r. - J=t • 
=t=:: r. • ~ 

1- sti gentibus, Cum Pa-tre et almo SPI- ri- tu, In sempi-

terna saecu-la. A-men. 

Communion of the Vigil of Christmas (taking only neumes of two or three 
notes) 

Comm. C 
L I-
R l- • r. ".,., 

E- VE-LA- BI-TUR 
• •• * g16- ri- a D6- mi-ni: et vi-

54 • • •• ,.:. .' • 
I 1iIIi ~'~': 1 I- = 

de- bit o-mnis ca- ro 

C 
II ... .' nostri. 

17. The So-called" Liquescent" Neumes 
Certain neumes end with note-heads markedly smaller than those 

normally used. These are found sometimes at the junction of two 
vowels forming a diphthong (autem, ejus), sometimes of certain con
sonants (omnes, sanctus, excelsis) or before cert.ain other consonants 
petra, melle "cibavit"}. 
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The liquescent note or notes (semi-vocals) lose part of their clarity 
and force, but not their length. 

Liquescent Podatus (Epiphonus) 

Liquescent Clivis (Cephalicus): 

Liquescent Torculus 

Liquescent Climacus (Ancus) 

Liquescent Porrectus 

18. Reading exercise. Name the neumes in the following: 

Gloria XIII (omitting .J eS1t Christe and Amen.) 

C •• I J 
I. • I •. 11 • J • I r· I •. G r. • r • = , .. - -- - -

LD-RI- A in excels is De- o. Et in terra pax homf- nibus 

G 0 ~ o. 0' o' II ~ 0 r- 0. 11 0 n 0 I 0. 11 0 r.. 
bonae vo-Iunta- tis. Laudamus teo Bene- df-cimus teo Ad· 0-

I r • •. •• • ramus teo Glo-ri- fi-camus teo Gnl-ti- as a-gimus tibi propter 

magnam gl6ri- am tu- am. D6mine De- us, Rex coe-Ie-sUs, De- us 

c 
• . 11 

•• I 

= 
r • = • r. • • r- • r- .r-• I • . I 

Pa-ter omnfpo-tens. D6mi-ne Fi-li u-ni- ge-ni- te Je- su 

c II .1 
• • 

Christe. D6mine De- us, Agnus De- i, Fl- Ii- us Patris. Qui tol

-29-
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• • 
I • 

i·. I,.! • ,.. 
.1 

• • 
I • • 

lis pecca-ta mundi, mi-se-re- re no-bis. Qui tol-Iis pecca-ta 

G .1 . 
i· I· r • • .•. II • If • • 11' ~ • • I • = r-

mundi, susci-pe depre-ca-ti- 6-nem nostram. Qui sedes ad dexte-

c 
f •• • '11 J 

ram Pa-tris, mi-se- re- re no- bis. Qu6-ni- am tu so-Ius sanctus. 

G:----------~------------~I--------~-

Tu so-Jus D6mi·nus. Tu so-Ius Altis-simus, Je- su Christe . 

• • I • 
. I 

• •• • 
• I ~. '.,. ,.. .II.~ •.. 11 

Cum Sancto Spf-ri-tu, in gI6-ri- a De- i Pa-tris. A- I men. 

19. Developed N eumes 

"Resupinus" (turning back upward) neumes are those which, 
normally ending in a downward movement (torculus, climacus), rise 
again on one extra note in an upward direction, the interval not being 
important in this regard. 

Usually, but not absolutely, the added note falls on the next high
est stepwise note in relationship with the final note of the basic neume: 

Climacus resupinus ~ ••• 

Torculus resupinus .... 
The torculus resupinus most often takes this latter form .-. 

which is not to be confused with the P?rrecius: ~ 
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20. "Flexus" (fle:-x:ed) neumes are those which, normally ending 
in an upwa:rd movement (porrectus,scandicus) are deflected back
ward in a downward movement on one extra note, again the interval 
not being of consequence. 

Porrectus flexus ~ 

Scandicus flexus ~ 

21. "Sub-punctis" neumes are those which, normally ending in 
an upward movement, (podatus, scandicus, salicus, porrectus) carry 
a "tail" of descending punctums, stepwise or otherwise, all having 
the diamond-shape form. 

Podatus sUbbipunctis 

Scandicus subtripunctis 

22. Reading exercise. Name the neumes in the following: 

Vidi Aquant (first Alleluia only) 1 

Ant. 

I ··6 A I VIII. 

=~ r. •• 
= V = !t~ 

... • • • = . ~ . ~ 
I-Di a-quam * egre- di- en-tern de tern- plo, 

! = := · ~ · "&; r.: I • N =N ra: ·'+-I -=-"~~~-II=J 
a hi- te-re dex- tro, alle- lu- ia: et ornnes, ad 

G 
I-

~ ~ =! ~. , .. : ~ I , • ~ = •• 
.. ~ • ~ .. -f ~ ~ •• ~:I • .' ----

quos perve-nit a- qua i-sta, sal- vi fa- cti sunt, 

]--;=;1 

1. In this and other examples throughout the book the entire composition is given, even though 
only a small part of it is now being considered, as this will provide sight-reading material for 
later phases of study. 
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06mi-no qu6-ni- am bonus: * qu6- ni- am in sae-cu-Jum mi-se-ri-

C .,.. I'" ... 11 .,.. ~ • ~ • •••. I. ~ =~ 
c6r- di- a e-jus. G16- ri- a Pa-tri, et Fr- li- 0, et Spi- rt- tu- i 

ca.· It = .,. .,. ~,.. = · = · .-[;] 

Sancto. * Sic- ut e-rat in princf-pi- 0, et nunc, et semper, et 

I = •• r • .,.. I'" ... ~--. 
in saecu-Ia saecu- J6-rum. Amen. 

Offertory of Ash Wednesday (first phrase only) 

OJrert.c I ~ I 
u. ~--.-.~~~.--.-.-.--.--.~ ••••• -~--~-:~1~···-~---.~·~···~i"~~'~ •• ~~~:~J 
E ~_ ALTA- 80 te * D6mi- ne, qu6- nj- am 

sus- ce-pf- sti me, nec de- Ie- eta- sti in-i-

• • • '. r-.. • r-, • .. J • 
mf-cos me- os su- per me: 06- mi- ne 

c .. ~ •. I· .... .., •• , ... ~".... . 11 
D I,.. · :.. ,. · -. 

clama-vi ad te, et sa- m1- sti me. 
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Gloria I (into.nation only) 

I I 

G
1V

• Ir--. -r--.-. --I-~ -.... --r--.-:=n-ll-.---,-J---:~::-··-I-.-I'- ~ J 

LO-RI- ~ in excel-sis De- o. Et in ter- ra pax ho-mi-

c • •. • r- •••••. 11. ~ • I: It • 1 • ~ •• I • ·11 
ni-bus bonae vo-lunhi- tis. Laudamus teo Be-ne-di-ci· mus teo 

: ••• =.. ~ .' . ~ 
Ado-ramus teo Glo-ri-fi- camus teo Gra-ti- as ti-gimus ti- bi 

• D I'- •.•. i 

propter magnam gI6-ri- am tu-am. D6-mi-ne De- us, Rex coe-testis, 

• I , ••. , 
De- us Pa- ter omni-po-tens. D6mine Fi- Ji u-ni- ge-ni- te 

•• •• " '., • I'- •.•. I wi ~.. • • •. r-
Je- su Christe. D6- mi-ne De- us, Agnus De- i, Fi- Ji- us 

c •.•. 11 • I • I'- • •••• • I • r- •••. 11 • =.~ 
Patris. Qui tol-lis pecca-ta mundi, mi-se-re-re no- bis. Qui tol-lis 

CD· I'- •.•. ' =.'. ~.r..'" 
• •.•. 11 ~ 

pecca-ta mundi, susci-pe depre-ca- ti· 6-nem nostram. Qui se-
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c' · .' .. • = • r- • ••• II • = · 
des ad dex- te-ram Patris, mi-se-re-re no-bis. Qu6ni- am tu 

c ~ • .' II = · = • • =. ~ I • •• 

so-Ius sanctus. Tu so-Ius D6- mi-nus. Tu so-Ius Altfssimus, 

.' •. II J 
• • r- •. J. ~ •• 

• 
Je-su Christe. Cum Sancto Spf-ri- tu, in gI6-ri- a De-

e .. •. 11 .rY'1 •• ~ •• =: II 

Pa-tris. A- men. 

Kyrie Xl 

b ~·I. 
I. ~ = r- ~' 

K •. 
Y-RI- E 

., ., 
•• • • • .~, Ji- ., ••••• " III .1 

e-
I , 

.Ie- i-son. iij. Ky-ri- e e- le- ison. ij. Ky- ri-

c Ib ~ F ~. I. J- •• , 

e 
,. . 

* e- I~- i-son. 

Introit of the Vigil of Christmas 
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c 
··1 •• A 

~ 
... ~ . 

• • • ~ I ••• ~ .... J 
et salva- bit nos: et rna- ne vi-de- bi- I tis g16- ri- am 

C 
II ~ I • • • • ~ •• I .. b···.·I. 1 ;t 

e- jus. Ps. D6mi- ni est terra, et ple-ni- ttido e-jus: * orbis ter-

e = .. I •• II: 1\0: .. II 
ra-rum, et u-niver-si qui ha-bi- tant in e- o. GI6-ri- a Patri. 

c 
E u 0 u a e. 

Introit of Christmas, Midnight Mass 

i =~ ••• ..... ..... •. I ~ ~ 
~ ... • .. .. r- • D 0- MI- NUS * di- xit " ad me: Fi- li- us me-

~ I 
•. 1 =~ ••• • •• •• ~t.· II . ~ It. • r- -\ .-•• 

us es tu, e- go h6- di- e ge- nu- teo Ps. Qua-

= .' I 0 = .. . . . , • 

re fremu- e-runt gentes: * et p6pu-li me-di-ta- ti sunt in- a-

• • II ,. ~ • r. A·II 
ni- a? G16-ri- a Patrie E u 0 u a e. 
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Communion of St. John (December 27) 

CO~~C~.~ •• h.~ __ ~ __ -'~~~~~~~I~ __ ~.~=~·~I~~ __ I~J 
E · ~.II ....... 

x- 1- IT * sermo inter fra- tres, quod discf-pu-Ius ii-Ie 

. .... ; ........ ~ 

non rn6- ri- tur: et non di- xit Je-sus: Non rn6- ri- tur: 

• 
. ~ . I • 

sed: Sic e- urn vo-Io rna-ne- re, do- nee ve- ni- am. 

23. Blended neumes 

Certain neumes form a pressus, that is to say, a fusion into a 
single sound, by the junction of two notes belonging to two different 
neumes which fall together at the unison and over the emission of a 
single syllable: 

(1) The authentic presstts, a punctum before the regular clivis 

form: ~ 

Agnus XII 

II. ....!.:~C~---i= __ -"=~, •• .-•• a=----=. ~ r-
A Q I 

-GNUS De-

• I 

i, '" qui to 1- lis pecea- ta mundi: mi- se-

re- re nobis A-gnus De- i, * qui tollis peeea-ta mundi: mi-se-

" =. .' .-11 3 ~ =: •• -I • "" ra j·ra ra • • -II 
re-re no-bis. Agnus De- i, * qui tol- lis peed- ta mundi: 

;c • ~ r- = ... ·11 
dona no-bis pa,-cem. 
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Kyrie XVIII 

IV. C.", ; ~ ••• •. II • = r. ~ • •. II ."'; J 

K Y- RI- E * e-Je- i-son. iii. Christe e- Je- i-son. iii. Ky- ri-

C II -J r.= •• , • • ·11 ~ .i···;", 
e e-Je- i-son. ii. Ky- ri- e * e- Je- i-son. 

Introit or Holy Thursday (after in cruce) 

Intr. ~C-------~----_____ --.!:r===~ 

N
1V

• rr- ft·.r-·" rt· J i = ~'/ii .;.! '. 
os au- tern * glo- ri- a- ri op6r- tet in cru-ce 

• II 

C b .~ I b r-= • ..r- .r-. ;'" .. , ~ b. .1" J OJ II •• 

D6- mi-ni no-stri Je- su Cbri- sti: in quo est sa-Ius, vi-

II 
.. .. 

ta, et re- surre-cti- 0 no- stra: per quem salva-ti, et Ii-

C r. .; b:.. r., •• ~ •• II. II r- = II •• II II • .' • 

be- r~- ti su- muse Ps. De- us mi-se-re- a-tur nostri, et 

C • r- ; II ; ~·I ~ ; II II •• • • II II •• I II ---.:::=j 

.~. /ii •• r- ... 
se-re- a- tur nostri. Nos au- tern. 
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(2) The pressus of assimilation, made up of two types of forma
tion: 

a) Punctum or virga before any other neume, for example 

Reading exercise: Find these forms in the examples given below: 

Asperges me I (ad lib.) 

Ant. I 
VII. C =. . .;... r. r. 
A = ~ I = · •.•. 

-SPERGES me, * D6-mine, hyss6-po, et mundabor: 
= r- ~ 

la-va-

•• • 0 . = ••••• II c ; 
bis me, et super ni-vem de- albabor. 

Sanctus X (Intonation) 

I I 
N. C~----+I------r-----I----------------~ 

.Q •. • .. I'll III·· , • ~ • r. • r- •. s ANCTUS, * San- etus, Sanetus D6mi-nus De-· us Sa-ba- oth. 

c 
• • ~ ; •. ~ •• r ••. I.~ r • • ~ T • 

Ple-ni sunt eoe-Ii et terra g16-ri- a tu- a. Ho-sanna in ex-

c 
•• • • T • , .r- •. I •• J •• 

eel-sis. in n6mi-ne D6mi-ni. Ho-san-

c ..... •. 11 

na in excel-sis. 
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Introit for Quinqnagesima Sunday 

Intr. !;C-----Ilf----~--------------
VI. ~::;::;;;=:;;:=: ==;:=:;;'=::;;;==:P;~ii=tr--=~=;AA;:;. ·:tl =;.;:=:;.;==:~-~-E ~ ~ .• -J ".... r- ~ 

-5TO mi-hi * in De- urn pro- te- ct6- rem, et in lo-cum 

C 

••• 
re- fU-gi- i, ut salvum me fa-ci- as: qu6ni- am firmamen-

C 1 

• = .... • . : . = •• • rw; •. • 
tum me- urn, et re-fu-gi- urn me- urn es tu: et pro-pter 

c • = ... III 
... •. • 11\ .·1 .r-

• r.= ..... ··fh 
nomen tu- urn dux mi- hi e- ris, et e-nu- tri- es me. 

c = •• • • • • • • 
Ps. In te 06mi-ne spe-ra-vi, non confundar in aeternum: * in ju-

E ~ •• T. I'n· • ·11 u. = .. II ~ • I'n .=If 
stf- ti- a tu- a Ji- be-ra me. GI6-ri- a Patri. E u 0 u a e. 

b) Junction at the unison of any two neumes of at least two notes 
each: 
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24. Reading exercise for review and for recognition of the 
pressus: 

Kyrie IV 

I!~ II! II· , .••.. i iIltli. it. , •• 
e- le- i-son. iij. Chri-ste 

C .11\. 
••• It. T •• ' I •• I J 

e- Je- i-son. iij. Ky- ri- e e- le- i-son. ij. 

Ky- ri- e * ** e- le- i-son. 

Kyrie XII 

VIlLe E------.fIIII"....'·.~I----.&. ----'-1"--1 ---•. -n--II ~ ~ _. fi I·.. ~ -j • •. • ~ ~ .. _ 

•. II 1 • Fi '.~ •• ~~. • • • ·11 I. ... . 
i 

Ky-ri- ~ e- Ie- i-son. ij. Ky -ri- e * e-Je- i-son. 

Sanctus II 

S AN- CTUS, * San- ctus, 
• I 

San- ctus D6mi-nus 

c • •. ~ A •. I , •• , • • 

• J r. .r. 
De- us Sa-ba- oth. Ple-ni sunt coe-Ji et ter- ra g16- ri- a tu-
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c 
-.. . - .... • jI. -..,. I ~ j~'. • ... 

a. Ho-sanna in ex-ceJsis. Be-ne- dlctus qui ve- nit 

Sanctus Xl (except for the word terra) 

n . .,; 1 1 r. ... 1 ~ 
~. •. ~~.. r- = •. r. J r~= 

S ANCTUS, * San-ctus, Sanctus D6-minus De- us Sa- ba- oth. 

~ r- ,.. j ... /'II • .... ..1 ,) r. ... .' ._1 J • , ·t ••. ~ 
Ple- ni sunt coe- Ii et ter- ra g16- ri- a tu-a. Hosanna 

i. ~"'..' I • = ; .. ,) jI... I. /'II ; i 
in ex- celsis. Bene-dfctus qui ve- nit in n6- mi-ne D6mi-

ni. Ho-sanna in ex- celsis. 

Mass XVII (Sixth Mode Kyrie, Sanctus and Agnus) 

VL C 
•. b '.t.". ... II 

b· ,. ~'b '.,.,!. ~ K • 1iIIII ••• I 

Y-RI- E * e- le- i-son. iij. Chri-ste e- Ie-

C =b·~-G'. =b·~· I 

II ... II ~ • .' • :·'t • • .' • I 

i- son. iij. Ky- ri- e e- le- i-son. ij. Ky-ri- e * 
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e- le- i-son. 

- I I I ;l~ v. C.r.; . .:.-.r.; ...: .-t. r. .' 
S ~ .. = ~.- , 

AN-crus, * San- ctus, San- ctus D6ml-nus De- us Sa- ba- oth. 

C rb.bJ b ,. ~ 
A .' I i·. ~ ~ 

= 
- I • A . ~ '. . " 

Ple- ni sunt coe- li et ter- ra gI6-ri- a tu- a. Ho- san-

I -i 
C b t1,.. I ~ r • = ." ~. =-M 

• = rh ."- • ~ • I'll na ' in excel- sis. Be-ne- dfctus qui ve-nit in n6-mi-ne 06-

i mi-ni. Ho- sanna in excel- sis. 

v. C.. .: ." Q r- r. • .' I • 
A----.--~A~.~-*=----------------~,~.~=~ 

- GNUS De- i, * qui tol- lis pecci- ta mundi: mi-se-re-re 

.: •. :r-r. • • -, • 
• 

-=-no- bis. Agnus De- i, * qui tol- lis pecca- ta mun-di: mi-se-

c • = A • .11 .. 
• A ." = 

.: .- : r- r. • ."E 
re-re no- bis. A-gnus De- i, * qui tol~ lis pecca- ta mundi: 

dona no-bis pa- cern. 
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Introit for Sexagesima Sunday 

Intr. E-C-----I---------------+I---
I. • = . . • "- =.. ., · • r-. .'. .~ E · rr- ~. ~ 

x- SURGE, * qua- re obd6rmis D6mine? exstir- ge, et ne 

C . .. ~, .. ". .' It· =. ~ • M • ~ .·1. • 
re·pellas in fi- nem: qua- re fa-ci- em tu- am a-vertis, obli-

CA ••. I .,..= .... = 
vf-sce-ris tri-bu- la- ti- 6· nem nostram? Adhae· sit in ter-ra ven-

•••.•• 1 .'l~ =~~ .' ... 
ter no·ster: exstirge, D6mine, adjuva nos, et Ii- be- ra 

E r.: II . = • • • ~ • •• r- I: I ,.. 1 • • • • J 

nos. Ps. De- us, auri·bus nostris audf-vi-mus: * patres nostri annun-

c • ;tt 
• . 11 = • • • II • ;tt 

11 • • I • • •• • I • • •• .' ti- a- ve-runt no- bis, G16-ri- a Patrie E u o u a e. 

Introit of the Requiem Mass 

IntI". Cii--------------l.-' .... -.~-----
:VL .=.. ;f r-~ ,..: I II r- • ~ •• ,"., • ~... • 
R · EQUI- EM * ae-ter- nam do-na e- is D6mi-

ne; et lux perpe-tu- a IU- ce- at e- is. Ps. Te de-
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;-:--.a-__ .--~.~.~ •• ---.~ __ .-~I~.~.~.~.~~.~.,--~.~.--~.~6L.~.~~ 
cet hymnus Oe- us in Si- on, et ti-bi redde-tur vo-turn in Je-ru-

c ~--,--~--------------•• t •••••••• ··-1···· .= 
sa-tern: * exaudi o-ra-ti- 6-nern me- am, ad te omnis ca-ro 

c 

ve- ni-et. 

25. Non-blended N eumes: Repercussion 

What is the repercussion of a sound 7 It is simply the repetition 
of it, that is, the distinction of it from the sound which immediately 
precedes it. 

This cannot apply, of course, except to successive sounds, that 
IS, those which present no melodic variation and lie at the umson 

_ on the same pitch, and grouped on the same syllable. 

It follows that the repercussion and the pressus are diametrically 
opposed. 

Wherever a pressus comes, there can be no repercussion, and 
vice versa. 

In order to make a distinction, without possible error, between 
the pressus and the repercussion, remember that when in a given 
passage one finds a number of notes at the unison, UNLESS THE 
GROUP OF THESE NOTES TOGETHER TAKES THE FORM OF 
A TRISTROPHA, the passage contains at least one, and possibly 
several repercussions. 

c 

Ii. spe- ni- vi, 
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26. There are two kinds of repercussion, and the following exam
ples in both morlern and Gregorian notation will make the difference 
hetween them clear: 

Ictic repercussion N on-ictic reperCUSSIOn 

'" " 
c .. rt. 

Offertory Reges Tharsis 

o~.rt.1 !.. _. _____ ~ __ 8_8_8 8_'-I-·8_8_8 ____ 1~ _8 8_8_'_"---J'~"~~ 'itl.-·-t·I-J-!-~ '''i,-,r-I-9''~'''''' 
R EOES Tharsis * et rn- su- lae rnll- ne-

I 
ra 6f- fe- rent: re-ges A- ra- bum et Sa-ba 

c ~' •• ,..I ~r81· 888 "".,.,8 ,..:1". 8 I ~''''rt /II r- J 
I • 

do- na ad- du- cent: et ado-nf- bunt e-

urn omnes re- ges ter- rae, 0- mnes gen- tes 

s6r- vi- ent e- i. 
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Offertory of the Common of a Virgin 

Olfert. I 
m. ;-. .. • • ... ~ ..... ~ .. r.'.N· = =; I J 
F --=-· -------

(- u- AE re- gum * in hon6- re tu-

a "" •• r.: =r. •••••• 
.• !\I' = • 

0, a- sti- tit re-gr- na a dex- tris tu-

a r.:1 • f. = I ~~ ... = "'r.·1 • = ... =, ~ • . - • -,~. =~ • - • 
is in vesH- tu de- au- ni- to,_ circumda-

a 1iI!\I.I,.. r- .r- :. It." It. ~'t. ,'1. 1/. It •• ':· lli\ .' ta va- ri- e- bi- teo T. P. Aile-

., 
Id- ia. 

Offertory of the Holy Innocents 

OffiIIe.n. It =. r. r. I = Q =. ."r;, ~·".A .,1 N = J N' ~ 
A -NIMA * no- stra, sic- ut pas- ser, 

b b - b 

e-repta est de hi-que- 0 ve- min- ti- urn: 

( = ... "; .. = ... = b. -\ .' 

hique- us contrf- tus est, et nos Ii- be-

ra- ti SUITIUS. 
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Offertory of the Fourth Sunday of Advent 

Otrert. C .... ~~ I 
VIIL .~ A~j A= •. I .:.~....~ 
A · ' .. .,~ · , -11"'" J 

- '. VE * Ma-ri- a, gni-

c ; =. =r- •. 
ti- a ple- na, D(5. minus 

C _ ~ q=' •• -1'tri" =,.. --=-A- II!, ',' !~ 
... "'~ ,?"& r·· -~.========~~~:;r-lj·I::;·=.=.:t· ~~~~ n. 
te- cum: be-ne- df- eta tu in mu- Ii-

e- ri- bus, et be-ne- di- ctus fru- ctus ven-

tris tu- i. 

Alleluia. of the Dedication of a Church 

VlI. C n..= -\rlt -+ a\~. /II~~.'... II •• 
A · ~ l· T.. :.. r-. .. • 

L-LE- LU- IA. * ij. ". Ad-o-

et confi-te-

c - ~ ~ ~=. 1- ~ ~ III"~ I :J n.~. _ ..., ... "'& •. = · ;: I t.- r-. 
bor * no mini tu- o. 
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27. Why these repercussions! 

"In order to preserve, at least to some extent, the independence 
of the neumes which form a junction at the unison on the same sy~
lable (when, paleographically, these two neumes do not form a pres
sus), the repercussion helps in maintaining the value of the notes, 
and, even more, in safeguarding the feeling for the rhythm which, 
without this repercussion, could easily get lost in vague dronings." (P. 
Carraz) 

This is, in effect, what happens in actual practice when the re
percussions are not observed. 

28. Case of an ictic third note of a tristropha: the ictus some
times placed on the third note of a tristropha may call for repercus
sion or not, according to the case, which will fall into one of the three 
following categories: 

a) This ictus does not call for a repercussion (and is thus purely 
mental) in the case of a tristropha followed immediately by a new 
syllable: 

a r- • It • u, · ... 
et vo-ca- bi-tur nomen 

b) This ictus takes a repercussion when the tristropha is followed 
by a virga on the next step above, a case which can only occur in the 
vocalises and is equivalent to the ear to a podatus. 

* 
C ···'tt « .r-

c) This case does not call for repercussion, since the first rule 
above (a) applies, rather than the second. Rule (a) always takes pre
cedence over Rule (b): 

~" •••• ~t·lt· 
ca- bo 
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29. Reading exercise for recognition of repercussions: 

Introit of the Third Sunday of Lent (omit word me) 

Intr. jI! J •• •• I M. ! 
VII. Iii _ f-iI.!L. IIiloooIJ ~ I • 
O t1I ~ r- •. ~r-r.' • • 

- CU-LI me- i * sem- per ad D6- mi-num, qui- a 

ipse e-vel- let de bique- 0 pedes me- os: respi- ee 

C = .... 
... .1 ~ · i · .. ~~,... r.: I .. ~ r. • • •• 

I 
in me, et mi-se-re- re me- i, qu6-ni- am u-ni-

e It I ;.!t~ Itt J ..... II !- I ••• • 
eus et pau- per sum e- go. Ps. Ad te D6mi-ne le-

e·· ;. · r- I: I •• • • • ••. I J. 

va-vi a-nimam me- am: * De- us me- us, in te eonfi-do, non 

n .... 1'": II to;o .. II .,p ~ • ... 1'": II 
e-rube- scam. G16- ri- a Patri. Euoua e. 

Offertory of the First Sunday of Advent (omitting the word meus) 

A • 
D te D6mi- ne * Je- va-vi a- ni-

• • .... r. ~ I .: • 
mam me- am: De- us me- us, in te confi- do, non e-
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.. ~ ••• ..... =-= 
I.!:! •• ~ , ~ • 

. ,.. . 
• . 

ru- be-scam: ne-que ir- rf-de- ant me in-i-mf- ci 

~' •• r-: r- rh It .... .J r-.. ... - ! '. ~ me- i: ft- e- nim u- ni-ver-si qui te exspe-ctant, 

non confun- den- tur. 

Offertory of the Second Sunday of Advent 

Otrert. G 1· A!I.!''' ··0 .... L· .. l1li !' .... t,. 1 
III. ~ ~ I .r- --1,. • • ~ 

~I--- ---------, I D -E- US * tu COIl- ver- tens vi- vi- fi-----.e.-c-a-_-----b-iS-

c··, -1 ~ , ••• ,. ~ ~~ •• ,. J 
~, ... ;'!rt,.. .t-,-_.----=J=-_--_ __,H_·,.._,_I ~_i ___ !_ 

nos, et plebs tu- a laeta- bi-

C I !; :.~-:.r-r- "". I = 

C I I • Z; ~ • r.~' • ...... .1 ~ ... '. 
mi-se-ri-c6r-di- am tu- am, et sa- lu-ta- re tu- urn 

I " '. •• -------------

da no- bis. 
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Introit of the Day Mass of Christmas (at et vocabitur) 

Intr. II 4.·... !Ie'" •. 
VII. ij i • ••• ....1-= 

P u- ER * na- tus est no- bis, 

j ... r-. .1.. J 

et fl- Ii- us da- tus est 

c .... • .' .. .... • • 
no- bis: eu-jus impe- ri- urn super hU- me- rum e-

, I 

!id ~ · rr- .... .... .-., •• ~: I = · J • •• n. . J 

jus: et YO-Ca- bi- tur nomen e- jus, magni eonsi-Ii-

CAl ... •. 11 • 
An- ge- Ius. Ps. Can- ta-te D6mino eanti-cum no-Yum: * qui- a 

• • II • J 
mi-ra-bf- Ii- a fe- cit. G16- ri- a Patri. Eu oua e. 

Tract of Sexagesima Sunday (at words eam and tui) 

ter- ram, et con- turbasti e-

E ~~ ~ • 'II •• "'I;~n:' •• "'1;,1'11 I II.· I J I'i! ~ t. • ,. • ~. ::.. t... . . 
am. v. Sa- na contri-
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c r- I· 
. = 

.- .. ~ ~ ., •• ~ 19 
ti- 6- nes e- jus, qui- a mo- ta est. 

: •• "'-';r~ I "'-';'I\~ 

1. Ut fu- gi- ant 

.. ;.t a. ~ ... ~~ 11'1 ·~It I i 
a fa- ci- e ar- eus, ut 

~.~~.; • MI •• ~.r-~.1 ~ 
______________________________ ~I-------

li- be- ren- tur e- le eti * tu- i. 
I 

30. Special notes on certain neumes: The Quilisma 

The quilisma, as we have seen, is never found alone. It is found 
in ascending neumes and calls for the expressive lengthening of the 
note or two notes which precede it. 

The group including a quilisma is called "quilismatic": 

Quilismatic scandicus ~uilisma tic salicus ,,' 

31. Around the quilisma are sometimes formed very developed 
D('umatic groups which cannot, because of their complexity, be given 
any special names. In reality they are the result of a kind of amal
gamation of two or more neumes which it is easy to analyze in prac
tice by considering that their melodic design forms a broken line at 
the intersections of which may be found a note which may be sup
posed to be common to two neumes and by which they are bound to
gether. 
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Thus this very frequent combination can be analyzed: 

blended clivis, quilismatic scandicus and porrect.us, or in holding 
strictly to paleographic indications, clivis, quilisma-torculus resu
pinus, forming a group. 

Gloria IV (at word te following Glorificamus) 

IV. a - II ~ .' -
= ~ • ~ .. ~ ii • ~ 

G ~ • ~ • • • • • 
LO- RI- A in excel-sis De- o. Et in terra pax ho-rni-

Gr... •• 4.' •. 11 p • = •. 11 • ,.. .. = .. 11 
I • I 

ni- bus bonae vo-Iunta- tis. Laudamus teo 8e-ne- di-cimus teo 

ai' 

~ 1-- II I ~ 
-1i-= •. • ~--tI I ,.. = ~ .. . . ~. ~ = .. 
rnus ti-bi propter rna-gnam g16- ri- am tu- am. D6mi-ne De- us; 
;-----1 I 

-. 1\ = ..~. =:3 •• ~ · ~ =. II ~ = . ~ !. --;- '. r. . 
Rex coe-Iestis, De- us Pa- ter omni-po-tens. D6mi-ne Fi-Ii 

~------~--------

• 1\ I r- •. ~... fY ..... I':'·h=···= 
I . 

u-ni- ge-ni- te Je- su Chri- ste. D6mi-ne De- us, Agnus 

t-: •. -l ~ "~,, ~ -I.! •• ~ .... ~ ••. H etc. 

De- i, Ff- Ii- us Pa- tris. 
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Sanctus V (second word) 

S,v. ; J"'~~ •. 
AN- CIUS, * San- ctus, San-

c 
./'11 •. I •• ~ • • I 

I 

ba- oth. Ple-ni sunt coe-Ii et ter-ra gI6-ri- a tu- a. 

C /I ..... . ' . = r.' .. • J 

• I 

Ho- sanna in excel- sis. Be-ne-dfctus qui ve- nit in 

c· 
= J .' I ...,.~ • ••• ' = r.'. II . . .: 

n6mi- ne D6mi- ni. Ho- sanna in excel- sis. 

Kyrie XV (final phrase) 

IV. C = . r. ~'....' II Q = = r. ~'. i..·11 = · r. i 

K Y-RI- E * e- Je- i-son. Ky-ri- e e- Je- i-son. Ky-ri- e 

c ~ •• __ -. II ~ ·-Firt ~ •• ___ .11 .,. ...... _ _ ·11 i 

e- Je- i-son. Christe e- Je- i-son. Chri- ste e- Je- i-son. 

c ~ --r.rt II • = '·'-Firt' ~'. - - • -II - = ~ 
Christe e- le- i-son. Ky-ri- e e- le- i-son. Ky-ri- e 

- - - ·11 • 
e- h~- i-son. Ky-ri- e * e- Je- i-son. 
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Alleluia of Epiphany (end of vocalise) 

A
a ~i-.-.~.~~ffi~~~-.-I ~i~~=~~~'·~~~ .. ~~~.~II--~~Jh~M~~ 

L-LELU- IA. * ij. 't. Vl- di-

I I 

mus stel-Iam e- jus in O-ri- en-

te, et ve- ni- mus cum mune-

ri·bus ad- o-ra-re * D6- mi·num. 

Introit of the F<lurth Sunday of Advent (at desuper) 

I I 

=1\ r- J ~ r-: I • b... • 

* coe- Ii de- su- per, et nu- bes plu- ant 

C ~' •• I'- .' I ••• rP • 

ju- sturn: ape- ri- a- tur ter- ra, et germinet Sal-va-

I 
II = • III • = • • r- =: I = • • ... • /'II • 

t6- rem. Ps. Cae-Ii enarrant g16-ri- am De- i: * et 6pe-ra 

C • •• • • .1. •• Itt II =... II 
~ .... . ' . :: 

manu- urn e- jus anmlnti- at firmamen· tum. G16ri- a Patri. 
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32. The Oriscus 

The oriscus is an apostropha added to the last note of a neume, 
either at the unison with this final note, generally in the form of a 
punctum ... : 
or added to this neume on the note lying one step higher than the final 
note of the neume, usually in the form of a virga 

* 

In the former case, a long note is thus formed by this addition, 
"giving the impression of a delicate release of an extended final note" 
(P. Carraz), and this must not be confused with the pressus, the per
formance of which, in many instances, calls for a slight intensity. 

The second case, that of the oriscus on the step above the final 
note of the neume (in the form of a virga), is not always easily recog
nized by the student, but if he will remember that this is an oriscus 
when this final virga stands as the last element of the scandicus as 
shown here, but that it is merely a virga when it is followed by 
diamond-shaped punctums, he will soon learn to make a distinction 
between them. 

33. To avoid all confusion between the terms pressus and oriscus, 
let us recall that: 

The Pressus 

The pressus is not one note, but 
rather a combination of two notes 

The pressus always is formed of two 
notes at the unison 

The pressus is always followed by at 
least one note belonging to the same 
group as its second note 

The first note of the pressus IS al

waus ictic 

The Oriscus 

The oriscus is one note 

The oriscus is not necessarily at the 
unison with the preceding note 

The oriscus is never followed by an
other note 

The oriscus itself is never ictic j in 
every case it is the preceding note 
which receives the ictus, and in the 
case of the oriscus on the next step 
above, Solesmes has put a vertical 
episema on the preceding note 
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34. Thus the expression which is often used, "oriscus group," is 
inexact. Note that the oriscus does not have any special form in re
cent Vatican editions. 

35. Locate the oriseus and other neumes in the following: 

Oriscus at the unison 

Kyrie IX 

Ky- ri- e I e-Ie- i-son. Chri- ste e- le- i-son. Chri-

£ roo~ h roo II 
b - r-~ ... 

Chri-ste e- Je- i-son. Ky- ri- e 

/\I: ... a /\I. 
e- le- i-son. Ky- ri- e I e-\e- i-son. Ky-ri- e 

.. .. -
I 

= - /\1. 11 I -
* ** e-Je- i- son. 

Sanctus XI at terra (See p. 41) 

Communion of Epiphany 

COIIUD. C I j. • • 
IV. II ~ ,.. • • 119 • V ~.,.. .. 

1- 01- MUS * stellam e-jus in O-ri- ente, et ve- ni-

c 
• • . -• I = .. /\I'! - = • =,.~ .~. r-: II 

I 

mus cum mune-ri- bus ad-o-r~-re D6mi- num. 
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Oriscus on the next step ahove 

Introit of the Third Sunday of Advent 

Ink. C 1 

GL ~ I\r. .f • 
AUDE- TE * in 06-mi-no sem- per: i-te-rum di-co, gau-

.. " 
e- I b." .1 b= 

c 

C 

de- te: mode- sti- a ve- stra no-ta sit 6mni-bus homi- ni-

r.: I • ~ • 
bus: D6mi- nus pro- pe est. Ni- hil sol-li- ci- ti si-

=: I • ttl ... ~. 
tis: sed in 0- mni o-ra-ti- 6- ne pe-ti-ti- 6- nes vestrae 

•• '_'" A .'. • ••• ~. IFIII- --

inno-te-scant a- pud De- urn, Ps. Bene-di-xi-sti, D6mi-ne, ter-

c • ra a :1 ,..a •••• A. • •••. 11 • a • J 
1 • 

ram tu- am: * a- ver-tisti capti-vi- ta-tern Ja- cob, GI6-ri- a 

••• II • A , II ..... ' . 

Patrie E u 0 u a e. 

Alleluia of the Feast of St. Basil 

AD. " • • • j.~r..1 i .... ~a. '·i\··nI\·11 -r-J r-~ ~ ....... 1 ~ 
LLELU-IA. * lj. t. In- ve- ni 
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Oa- vid ser- vum me- urn: 

• 
6- Ie- 0 sancto me- o un-xi * 

.. ~r-c "., •• A.II 
e- urn. 

Vesper Hymn of the Ascension 

c -= IV. ~~~. ; __ ~. 

S A-LU- TIS hurnanae Sa-tor, Je-su 

--r.-.. f-, • r.: ~ 
vo-luptas c6rdi- urn, 

_c --~-----t-.--'-~. ~. 7-J L. · ... ~ .·it 
I • ,. • Orbis red ernpti C6ndi-tor, Et casta lux arn<in-ti- urn. 

G:-. -~-.. ~ • ~ • =1=. = -. !L.. I 
iI' I-iI ~.. ,-. '-/\.. ~ . I 

2. Qua vi- ctus es c1ernen-ti- a, Ut nostra fer-res crfrni-na, Mor-

G 

c 

-1\1-; I·~ ./\._. I ••. ../\."-j . =. 1'iI""""' 
pis in-fernurn cha- os, Vinctis ca-te-nas detra-his: Victor tri-

• 
tirnpho n6bi- Ii, Ad dexte-rarn Patris se-des. 4. Te co- gat 
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CIT. t ~ • J • •. 1 • . r.. ~. . .... 'rl 
-+f.iI ___ ~--=-=---------~ ~ =. ~ . f-"'! = . 

indulgenti- a, Ut damna nostra sarci- as, Tu- i-que vultus c6m-

c--
=~.=~. =. ~1_ ... -_=-·.~_=~-_-=·~:-1t.-=-~.~.sJ~:!.~~.=-=-. ]-+;_-_-_ •• =~/I~~~.~~I-I~. 1--_-I.~~.~=~J~~J 
po-tes, Di- tes be- a- to hl-mi-ne. 5. Tu dux ad astra, et se-

~--+I .:-.. =-., ....... r. .,-----c.=--.-=l----. ....---------. I 
•• I ~t= .~.~-= ... 

mi- ta, Sis me-ta nostris c6rdi-bus, Sis lacri-ma-rum gaudi- um, 

C--c.~~=_:.=--, .. ~_ -tI-.I---J-+-•. ~~4 ------
Sis dulce vi-tae praemi- urn. A-men. 

Communion of the Third Sunday of Advent 

Corum. ::;;--- I ~ ... .... VII·I I ....... f"'IIIiI! ... ·1 
D IN-.· .) 

1- CI- TE: * Pu-sil-Ia- nimes conforta- mi- ni, 

• Q I·~"'· = ... · ... ·1 ~ • •• 
I .: 

no-Ji- te time- re: 

et salva- bit nos. 

I 
ec-ce De- us noster ve-ni-

Alleluia of the Fourth Sunday of Advent 

et, 

• J 

et 

A
lII. CE---.I-p----A-!J~= -;.-:--. 1-1 ~tfi.~rt-;-n.-f-.I -.:J~...-:rt...,n=-i n-i .+-1 .,.-. M-,.-~-~-. -rT~-

* .. L- LE-LU- IA. lJ. 
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c 

t. Ve- ni, D6-mi- ne, et no-li tar- da- re: re-

··A· • ~. 
hi- xa fa-d-

. • r.. 
no- ra * ple- bis tu-

ae. 

Comparison between the preer ... and the unison oriscus 

(See Table, pag:e 56) 

Kyrie XVI 

e---~=---~~--~--.~.r---~---rr---.~~ 
fil. • =.. ••••. II •• • • •. II • = •• 
K Y-RI- E * e-Ie- i-son. iii. Christe e-Ie- i-son. iii. Ky-ri- e 

• = .. . ~ · r., .... II 
e- Ie- i-son. ii. Ky-ri- e * e-Ie- i-son. 

Kyrie XI ad libitum 

~ L C.I 

K • ~ ~ .• ta· =, •• I •• ' II J •• ~ •• - =, •• ~ •• H 
Y-RI- E * e- Ie- i-son. iii. Chri- ste e- le-
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~ •• = .. 
i-son. iij. Ky~ri- e e- le- i-son. ij. Ky-ri- e * 

f •• = .. ~ 
** e- le- i-son. 

Agnus III 

A , .. = ..... ,.. • .~ .. 
- GNUS De- i, * qui tol- I lis pecca- ta mun- di : 

C /11= ~ 
r.. r. • A •.•. 11 =... .. i· •.. I 

mi- se- re-re no-bis. Agnus De- i, * qui tol- lis peCCli-

ta mun- di: mi- se- re- re nobis. Agnus De- i, * qui 

; I h=' ..~ . II r. · !. r'. r-·I 1\1. • rh 
,! •• • . • •• -.. ~ 

tol- I lis pecca- ta mun- di: do- na no- bis pa-cem. 

Anthem of thl} Blessed Virgin from Purification to Holy Week (Solemn tone) 

~ I ~ 
VI. ~ b' •• I=+= • = e.:I ~-\ 1·1 b, •• 1 ). • =-
A I VE * Re-gi-na coe- 16- rum, A-I ve Domi-na 

Ant. 

H=-~ IIjj f-
5-=--= ~~,=~.~~·'t~~.I_·==-+E=,+--II/E--I-----'--_-=---=--'~·_.",_--,-.~· -.-ti-~ -I1.-+I-Ill---b-b. :--, I~ ~ 

i •• 

Ange-16- rum: Sal- ve ra- dix, salve porta, Ex qua mun~ do 
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c.I~·~·.'11 ~ •.. - r.r- ~-+~ • 11\.'. 
spe-ci- 6- sa: Va- Ie, 0 val-de de-c6-ra, Et pro no- bis 

i .' 
. .,../'. .' ~ . ~. . ,. 

Chri- sturn * ex-6- rae 

Gradual of the Second Sunday of Advent 

Grad-I = ~~ ~ I fa •• I •• a I ~ ;I v. __ •• , I'll. ~ . ••. r- j J 

E x Si- on * spe- ci- es de- c6- ris e-

C urt .: I ~ ~I·.'I. I r- ~~. I ~.I. I =. ~ .0 · t· I ~ .0 ... 
jus: De- u~ rna-ni- fe- ste ve-

ni- et. t. Congre-ga-

• 
te iI-ii sanctos e- jus, qui ordi-na-

ve- runt te- stamen-tum , I.. "--+ -1---~~--
C ~ ~i~ r- -I ••. I .' ~ J 16M r.! 61 ... db 
~ •• -- I •• I -f+-=-~ 
e- jus * su-per sa-cri-ff- ci- a_ 
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Communion of Christmas, Day Mass 

~~.~C-I-~-.-J----~--I-I~~~~-~-'-.-•. -I-.-~--i~r~'-~-•• -J 
V .•... ' 
C 

• 
re 

I-DE- RUNT omnes * fi- nes ter- rae 

• 
Oe-

..... 11 

nostri .. 

EXCEPTIONS 

sa-Iu- ta-

Anthem of the Blessed Virgin from Advent to the Purification, Solemn tone (at 
the word Alma) 

v. I ~~ 1 , .-~---~-~':-i 
~-.-. ~~~----tl-II--____ --'~-.--=--III l1li - I. I' 1 

A -----;: -==-~~ * ;~d:mpt~-r~ . M:· t:;, qure -~er-
Gbr. = ~- -+-==--~-;--.--3--- .·~ii. .A--. .-+--- J. -. - ------=---------.-+--i ---------.-- --. ----------.--

vi- acre-Ii Por-ta ma- nes, Et stel-. la ma- ris, suc-

. ~- . It--=: - • ~-=---t -~~. i--A-----. -~- '~ 
= • • ------~. ...- ---.-

____ I __ ~ ___ --------~--- ___ _ 

curfe caden- ti Surge-re qui cu- rat p6pu-Io: Tu qure 
-;-

---tl--~-=-+---------~----------
h---~--=-Ih----~ ) -------. -
==-~===~~~-~-~, -... -r- II ~-~r. ~j 

genu- i- sti, Na-tu- ra mi-ran- t;!, tu- Ulll sanctum Ge- ni- t6-

!~-J--+':~ O'-~ _I ~ 0:.J-" ° tL. i 
1 1 

rem: Vir- go pri- us ac poste- ri- us, Gabri- e- lis 

h~=-~-+ . ----:-~~--~---~ 
_.\L--l-!"-=---. -~--I-*-+---· ----.. --------ra-.-----r.------· ~--' ~-~ 

ab 0- re Sumens il-Iud Ave, * pecca- t6-rum mi-se-re- reo . 
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36. N eumes similar to the salicus 

In the following formula, that of a podatus of the interval of a 
:fifth or fourth, ictic on its second note and followed by a virga on 
the next highest note, we have the representation, according to Dom 
Mocqureau, of the contraction of two podatus, which should thus be 
given an expressive lengthening on the ictic note, at least equal to that 
which is applied to the ictic note of the salicus. 

c 
• • 

See: 

Introit of the Feast of All Saints (Intonation only) 
r I 

J~~'. c ~f .. I ~ 1\0 = ;r.ob~ 1'0:1·. • 1'0. j 

G · · 
AUDE- A-MUS * omnes in D6- mi- no, di- em festum 

c 
J"'.~"'. • Jt .~. • ..... , = 

ce-\e- brantes sub hon6- re Sanct6-rum 6mni- urn: de quo-

c 
• • • ... .... = ; 

A I .. ~'.' 
rum so-\emni-ta- te gaudent An-ge- Ii, et co\-\au-

c - I 

,..: II = ~ -\ =~~ •• I • • • • • ~ i • ~ • 
dant Fi.- li- urn De- i. Ps. Exsulta-te justi in D6mi-

C = j r. = .. Jt. .... II. =. .. II 
no: * re-ctos de-cet col- lauda-ti- o. GI6-ri- a Patri. 

c • Jt II • • ••• /\f I 

E u o u a e. 
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Introit of the Eighteenth Sunday after Pentecost 

I;tr. ~T';=± :!\b~ .Ib~_ --:--~---t-. ± ' .!'II'. • = · =~.. . . . 
D A pa-cem, * D6- mi- ne, S!JS- ti-nenti-bus te, ut 

prophe-tae tu- fide- les in-ve- ni- antur: exau- di pre-

ces servi tu- i, et ple-bis tu- ae ls- ra- e!. 

t_-= = I-e-~ • • • • • • • ~~I r. • 
Ps. Lae-ta-tus sum in his quae dicta sunt mi- hi: * in domum 

L flo ~ ...... 11 • P .. II .? ~ · ... AE 
D6mi- ni f-bi- mus. GJ6-ri- a Patri. E U 0 u a e. 

Offertory of the Second Sunday after Epiphany 

Offort. e-C --+b.,-=----*A--- ••• b ~ • l=i 
I. • 1· ..... r.. I ... 1" ,.. = . tt.r. .. ' t 
J ~-BI-LA- IE * De- u- ni- ver- sa ter- ra: o 

L ~ I ••••• r- I~" • 
II •• ~ •• !I... ..... • -. '-Itt 

t:~ 1i.. ~ • 
-----~~~~~.~~~.~.~=--------

ju-bi-Ia-
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te De- 0 u- ni- ver- sa ter-

ra: psalmum di- ci- te n6- mi- ni e-

jus: ve-nf- te, et audf- te, et nami-bo vo- bis, 

0- mnes qui ti- me- tis De- urn, quanta fe- cit 

c - , - . ~Jt I ~ 
Ii .-.= a: I =~ ,.1t~' • ~. • .. ~ ••• - ~ -=. 

D6-mi- nus a- hi- mae me- ae, al-le-

c "'Jno~ •• oN "": II 
hi- ia. 

Antiphon of Second Vespers of the Annunciation 

m---~ I ---+1-------
Ant. I;)~!II~.-. . .~. ~j 
I. • = ••. ••. ---:-+-~ 

A .. - I .-

-ve Ma- ri- a, * grft- ti- a plena: Dominus te-cum : 

C J ~ ~ -.-.-~ • •• -- ---II~---II : .' --

----~~.--.~-.~.~.~-----
beene-dicta tu in mu- Ii- e-ribus. E u 0 u a e. 
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Vesper Hymn for Corpus Christi 

h -!-o;--t~-------

IV. =f ~ ~~_.' · ~. ~. ._:l~~~ 
S Acris sol- emni- is juncta sint gaudi- a, Et ex 

• • -=. 
• I L ~~ 

• .' r--, --fj==-t.t--:=----1 • .-, .. ' 
prae-c6rdi- is so-nent praec6-ni- a : Re-ce-dant ve-te-ra, no-va 

b ~ .-*-16~ ~ • ====p: 
---------It __ ----t,.~. · = · y-tt , 

sint 6mni- a, Corda, vo-ces et 6-pe-ra. 

Sanctus I (at pleni) 

l~ C~.~~--I-=~---I--~.~~.~=~.-'~.-A~~~a~~~\~.~.41~. 
S a •• _ J a... ~ -~ 

ANCTUS, * Sanctus, Sanctus D6mi-nus De- us Sa-ba- oth. 

'.1'-.'. 
Ple-ni sunt coe- Ii et terra g16- ri- a tu- a. Hosanna in 

•• •• I J r-
I • • r. •. I • .~.... I'- a •• 1 c ... 

ex-celsis. Bene- dictus qui ve- nit in n6- mi- ne D6-mi-ni. 

c ~ j ~ ..... ·11 •• a r-
Ho- sanna in ex-cel- sis. 
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Podatus of a fourth 

First Antiphon of Second Vespers of the Epiphany (at the word luciferum) 

1. Ant. I ~ J -a- __ _ 
II. D ~C • +---s I , ·1 a--~-~ I· t--~. i 

-~-i I - I I=r---- - -t---

ANTE lu-cf- fe-rum ge-ni-tus, * et ante saecu-Ia, D6mi-

~ I. I ~ • .. ~_ + I •• 1=-;i~1 . .! •. ~ 
--~ ~ I~-=-

II· -
nus Salva-tor noster h6di- e mundo apparu- it. E u 0 u a e. 

Introit of the Twenty-First Sunday after Pentecost (at non) 

Intr·C~--------------~----------------------------
IV. 

I 
---!III--H1tI-I----'I"-I--I!!!...-I-----I--I-I-1 -l,..~--.:;:-I,..." ~ I UI • ,. 

u-ni-versa sunt p6-NVO- lunta-te tu- a, * D6mi- ne, 

C 
I I 

~ . ...= • 
si- ta, et non est qui pos- sit re- sf- ste- re vo- lun-

= rana lit! I" I • I ~ 
ta-ti tu- ae: tu e-nim fe-cf- sti 6mni- a, coe-

• I ! ---L_ 
i -p - r 

~ ••• 0 ~ I' I I~I na ~ I • ~ = • Ia~. . 
..~. 

lum et terram, et u- ni-versa quae coe- Ii ambi-tu 

conti- n~ntur: 06- mi-nus u-ni -vers6-rum tu 

es. Ps. Be- a- ti imma-cu-Ia- ti in vi- a: * qui ambu-Iant 
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--~ =. p-= ... 
•• I Ii • • r. = · ;... if 

in le-ge D6mi-ni. G16- ri- a Patri. E U 0 u a e. 

37. Disaggregate neumes 

These include groups of at least three notes (as reference, see 
below, the Offertory of the Twenty-Third Sunday After Pentecost), 
of different pitches, preceded by a punctum which is lower than its 
first note and separate from it. 

This punctum ordinarily coincides (see Gradual of Sexagesima, 
Nomen, Deus, given below) with the emission of a new syllable and 
receives the rhythmic ictus in preference over the group which fol
lows. Moreover, it receives a slight broadening of an expressive na
ture which equals that given to the note preceding the quilisma. It 
can be doubled in certain cases, but this must not be taken as a gen
eral rule. 

I ==d o~:.rt. II!!~C~-.-.-II rtl-·IH.H.I-_-~-.-. -.-r;;-.:;Ia---=r-:--toMIIIIo::Il----;o=;-.-N---.---.:-;h =-F 
D a ,t 

E pro-fun- dis * clama- vi ad te, D6mi- ne: 

D6- mi-ne ex- au- di o-ra- ti- 6- nem me- am: 

~-~------~-----~------~---

• I .. • 

de pro-fun- dis cla-

=~---~;;;;t~1 ---------------------
,t 

ma- vi ad te, D6mi- ne. 

Grad. C b J 
I ~. ~ ~ I ~ r..N · 
S· lit. art .. a • ~ra • art~ ~r\I. a IS: 

CI- ANT gen- tes * qu6-ni- am no- men 
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ti- bi De- US: tu so- Ius AI- tfs-si-

• • 
mus super omnem ter- ram. 

c = .. ~ ~ II ~. =~~~ .. i = r- ••• 
- I '... ~. 

1. De- us me- us, po-ne il- los ut .. ~ 
; ti y ~.. -+:, 1"'1'11 J\I •• I'II: I - I 

ro~ tam, et sic-ut stf-

r-sa'J .,.. lSI......... ."0 I Hr·, .,. J •• r- ~ 
an- te fa- ci-

em * ven- ti. 

Actually, the neume begins on the isolated punctum. This group: 

.... 
is a scandicus flexus of this "disaggregate" type. This process of 
separation has a rhythmic significance. We have here one of the 
modifications of the usual graphic form of the neumes to which we 
alluded on page 5 and which the copyists of the manuscripts used to 
indicate the rhythm. 

Thus we do not use the expression "Praepunctis-neume" in this 
categorizing, since it does not indicate the unity of the real neume to 
which the isolated element belongs. We call to the reader's atten
tion, however, that the term disaggregate is uncommon in English, 
and although it can be twisted to apply to the neume in question, we 
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would prefer to maintain the expression praepunctis-neume, since in 
English it can as easily represent the whole neume unit as could any 
other terminology. The objection to the term praepunctis stems 
from its use in French, the language of the Solesmes scholars. The 
placement of the adjective after the noun in French precludes the 
useful English manner of making a unified idea of the adjective
noun combination by placing the adjective first. This may seem some
what involved to the student, and such bickering over terminology 
may seem to be an exaggeration of detail, but in reality it is founded 
on experience with providing student terminology for chant study 
over many years. Often very tiny factors can cause major misun
derstandings. 

Our solution to this point of terminology is this: in this volume, 
we shall use the term "disaggregate" with the understanding that 
it is synonymous with praepunctis. We suggest that this latter term 
be generally used, with an explanation of the meaning as given above 
wherever it is used in print.! 

See Vidi Aquam (p. 31) at dextro and dicent. Compare this with the 
words monte and pot est of the Responsory In monte of Holy Thursday (below) 
and with the word Domine in the Tract of the Third Sunday of Lent (p. 73). 

Resp. 
VIII. 

I 
G--L-_J-·-=~ ~.-:...: -+-_. _~~=-~~ •• ~I ~.~-l,_ 
-.-.~--i-~- - ~..j -

- I 

N mon- te • 0- li- Ve- ti 0- ra- vit 

G+'.--t.---,-- '~-~-+-, .-:-II-ii!l' N . " ---t"'~-~."-r--:- ~. - r-. I i I _ 

----------- -------------------
ad Pa- trem: Pa- ter, si 11- c-ri pot- est, 

--;.J.-"i\ ~, ~~-~l-~~~ ••• • __ i--- I • 
I _------- -------

--------- ---------, 
tninse- at a me ca- lix i- stc : • Spi- ri-tus qui-

;-;~ - ~.!. ~ ~~.!. ~ 
dern prompt us cst, ca- ro autem in- fir- rna. 

1. The Revue Gregorienne (1951, Nos. 5 and 6 and 1952, No.1) carried a documented study 
on the "desagregation neumatique." One may refer to this article, but without trying to see 
such disaggregate neumes everywhere in the Vatican Edition after reading it! The gen
eral indications given here will be enough for the moment. See the note on the final page 
of this chapter. 
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yr. Vi-gi-lft- te, 

in ten- ta- ti- 0-

DISAGGREGATE NEUMES 

_ t

: - ~==~ 
ct o-ra- te, ut non intre-tis 

nem. * Spi- ri- tus. 

Tract. C b ~= ~ ~. ~. 
VIII. = ~= = ~"~ •• -r-.j - r-I\' .• ,-
A -- .. - . 

D te le-· va-vi * 6- eu-Ios me-

C I II lira!} +, .. rart I r-.~. A' I r-: - r- ,.. _. - '. • •. ~ 

os, qui ha- bi- tas in eoe-

C ~~t.~.,_ --r--II ~ ... , ••• ~~. ,.. ... = t.'Ir-:1 J 

lis. 1. Ee-ee sic- ut 6- eu- Ii serv6- rum 

c • .~ _ t1r-. = - r- -~ •• • 
in ma- ni-bus domi-n6- rum su- 6-rum: 

bAll\-r-·11 ~ .. , •. - ~~. ,.. ... = t.'I r-:j - -~ J 

1. Et sic- ut 6- eu- Ii ancil- lae in ma-

C . I -It; - · ~ b·, = I ~ -ft - t1r-. r- -". ; •• - T •••. • 1\-1'11·1 I :- "1\ J 

ni-bus d6- mi-nae su- ae: 1. 1-

ta 6- eu-Ii no- stri ad D6mi-num De-

urn no- strum, do-nee mi- se-re- a-tur no-
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c "'tt~ttr-: II • • ~. ··'t ,pi - t • 
- t. 

stri. V. Mi-se-re- re no- bis D6- mi- ne, 

. It • 

mi- se- re- re * nobis. 

See also the following examples: 

Introit of the First Sunday of Advent (at expectant) 

le-va-vi * a- nimam me- am: De-us me-

r. •. •• ~~ rt •. I=r- •. •• ~ •.• 
rf- de- ant me in·imf- ci me- i: et-e- nim u-ni-ver- si qui 

C 't- rh I 
• • rho I ~ • ~ ..... II • r- j. 

. , 
te exspe- ctant, non confun- den- tur. Ps. Vi- as tu- as, D6-

C I • I . 
• • r- • 

I 0 
= 

• • • .r- r-
• ·11 = 

• 
mi-ne, dem6nstra mi-hi: * et semi- tas tu- as e-do-ce me. 

G16- ri- a Patri. saecu- 16-rum. Amen. 
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Tract. 
VIII. 

A 

DISAGGREGATE NEUMES 

Tract Absolve of the Requiem Mass 

Bs61- ve, * D6- mi-ne, a-nimas 6mni- urn 

G---III-i1-I?-+-iI-.-~-rt-=-=-~--III----li----Cf:'l.-r.-r.-r-. . --.j- -d-i 
--. ------1 ifi ~. -tI--~-~--
---------------- --------

fi-de-li- urn de-funct6- rum ab omni vin-

C I ~~-.~.. ~ •.• .-~_~ I -------~ -~~-.-~-;-------~~-~-~----------
----------- -------------_. 

cu-to de- Ji- ct6- rum. yr. Et gra-ti- a tu- a iI-lis 

;-.-. ;n;rt-~e ·~n~====-----+-
____ ~_~ __ II . _II-._~~~~_~J 
--------.-- ---------------

succurren- te, me-re- antur e-vade-re ju-

C ~ ~ "~. ---. [-.,-.---Ft-~-~ = •• • = .. - '~"~.'. ..- -l-IiH ==---=-----==---=---==-======---= -------
di- ci- urn ulti- yr. Et Iu-cis aeter-

c 5 Irtn ~-- - J -+-~-~--+1 =- _~ ~i_~ =' •• ' ~===~'~~,-1 
I. '. I ~ -------------------

nae be- a-ti-tu- di- ne * per-fru- i. 

C .I.'-tt-~----:-:::::: I ;JII. ~-------
---~~-' -~~~~ :----------
-----------------
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REMARKS ON SOME SPECIAL SIGNS 

38. The Bars 

In Gregorian chant the bars are not bars of measure. They are 
really signs of musical punctuation, and, as such, correspond with cer
tain breaks calling for breathing, to a greater or lesser extent accord
ing to the case at hand. (See the English-language Gregorian Re
view of May-June, 1954, p. 33) 

The quarter-bar generally indicates the end of an incise and de
termines a slight respiration which often takes an optional character, 
but which, in any case, must be taken from the value of the preceding 
note. 

--f---

The half-bar generally indicates the end of a member and calls 
for an obligatory breath, also taken from the value of the preceding 
note. 

The full bar indicates the end of a phrase which is expressed by 
a slight broadening of the movement. The note which precedes this 
bar and which is always dotted is held for its full two counts. Breath 

at the full bar is therefore taken during the rest equal to one eighth 
note (one count) after the bar in question, providing that the note 
which follows this bar carries no ictus: 

On the other hand, this breath is taken on a rest equal to a quarter-
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note (two counts) before the bar, should the note which follows the 
bar fall on an ictus 

• = • 

THEREFORE: 

At every full bar there will be one ictus which falls on the silent rest. 
After the full bar, the movement is picked up again a tempo. 

The double bar indicates the end of a period, expressed by a re
tard proportional to the importance and the character of the piece 
being sung. This double bar also indicates the places in antiphonal 
pieces where there is a change of choir. 

The comma , is only an optional sign for breathing taken from 
the preceding note. 

The minimum pause which sets apart in certain cases two incises 
or t.wo parts of the same incise, is indicated by a horizontal episma 
which in this case calls for a cadence of wholly secondary important, 
without breath. -

f-

• • • • • = 
•• 

• I 

• , 
ti-bi unum, M6-y-si unum, 

39. The flat is the only chromatic alteration used in Gregorian 
notation, and affects, when used, only the note B, or ti. 

"The B-flat holds good: 

"1) up to a natural sign: in the Gradual of the Seventeenth Sun
day after Pentecost; at the word Domini, the flat of the first syllable 
is cancelled by the natural of the last. 

'=1 __ ·_;tt_-+M=·~.~1_6 =_.T-• .II~ •• _I_.-J= tL'!... -_-_1\1_-_-_' .-L' n..!!.~"H-t :=J:f=;j • . , ... t-
'to Verbo 06- mi-ni 
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"2) to the end of the word: in the Communion of the Fourth 
Sunday after Easter, the B of ra becomes natural after the B-flat of 
ne because we pass here from one word to another. 

Comm'L 

Dvm. .--:'~---Io.M,at,b""": ,-. -.-. -. -a..~:*-r--~-.~-r--. 

U.¥. ve- ne- rit * Pa-ni- cli- tus 

"3) up to a sign of subdivision: (a bar, half-bar or quarter-bar) 
in the Alleluia of the First Sunday of Advent at the word tttum, the 
quarter-bar eliminates the effect of the B-flat on the same syllable." 
(P. Carraz) 

.,..... •. , i. r- .·.rt .-
~- urn 

See the following examples for use of the flat: 

Gradual of the Feast of the Holy Trinity 

Grad. CE---~--. --+-/ -.+-6=-. -;..--=-; .-!---II;;;;--I ...... l--iill+, -i. ~ 
V. •• ~ .,... i"" •••• ..~. ;r=r.. f----~ 
B · .. "1-.. 

ENE- Di- crus es, * D6mi-ne, qui in-

tu- e- ris a- bys- 50S, et se- des su-

C 

per Che-ru- bim. ~. Be-nedt-

ctus es 06- mi- ne, in firmamen- to 
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' •. • ,. r. t. • 

coe-

•. 1. I • • f§I • 
Ii, et laudabi-lis * in sae-cu-Ia. 

SIGNS 

• • 

40. The number placed at the beginning of a Gregorian piece in
dicates the mode of its final cadence, and in pieces accompanied by 
psalmody, the psalm tone which follows the piece. 

41. The guide-note; 

a) when placed just to the right of the clef at the beginning of 
the line indicates the dominant of the mode (in certain editions only) ; 

b) when placed at the end of the staff, indicates the note which 
comes at the beginning of the following line; 

c) when placed before a change of clef in the course of certain 
pieces, indicates the pitch of the first note to be sung under the new 

clef. 
42. The asterisk or star indicates: 

a) the end of the intonation by a soloist or group of cantors; 

b) the point at which the choir joins in the singing of the end of 
the ornate versets; 

c) the points of alternation of the two choirs in developed me
lismas (for example, the final Kyrie of Mass IX) ; 

d) the rest at the mediant in psalmody. 

The double asterisk indicates the place at which the whole choir 
sings together after the alternation of the two groups noted above. 

The letters 1) ij signify that the fragment which precedes them 
is to be sung two or three times successively (according to the num
ber of these letters, which are the Roman numerals for such repeti
tions). 

2) /uCoru11'~1J'e represent the vowels of the words 
saeculorum amen, at the end of Introit psalms or Vesper antiphons, 
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to show the adaptaHon of these words to the termination of the 
versets. 

Titles of the Masses of the Kyriale. These are remnants of the 
accretions of words introduced to the long melismas (ornamental 
vocalises) of the Kyries so named, called for this reason "stuffed 
Kyries" which were very much in favor in the middle ages. These 
are also known as tropes. The best. known is the Kyrie (( Fons bon
itatis.' , 

The reason given for this practice was that the people remem
bered the long vocalises of the Kyries with difficulty; therefore they 
were reduced to a syllabism which had no small influence on the 
decadence of the original rhythm and, consequently, on that of the 
whole body of chant itself. 

Chronological indications. These numerals glVlllg indications 
such as fourteenth century, eleventh century, etc. (XIV c., XI c.) at 
the upper right COrner of each piece in the Kyriale, do not refer to 
the time of composition of the piece in question, but only to the date 
of the manuscripts from which the version reproduced by the Vatican 
Edition has been taken. 

[Editor's note: Therefore these numbers can aid us in two ways. 
They can, firstly, tell us how late the sources are for the pieces as 
they now appear, thus warning us against assuming that research is 
definitive in the case of those with only late sources, and secondly, 
they can tell us which of the pieces have the oldest written tradition 
according to well-established manuscript sources. Many of these 
numbers are out-of-date, of course, as regards recent research and 
studies.] 

N.B. 
This "Graded Study of Gregorian Notation" cannot be consid

ered to be exhaustive. A complete exposition would set forth paleo
graphic studies which there can be no question of undertaking in 
the limits of this volume. It is enough at this stage of study that the 
student be able to read in the text. of the Vatican edition such as it is 
today in practical use, the indispensable indications for a unified exe
cution, correctly and esthetically carried out. The student may be 
given to understand from this point., however, that the Vatican tran
scription contains a number of errors: there are false distrophas, 
pressus, scandicus, etc., which only trained persons can uncover after 
reference to the manuscripts. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

BASIC NOTIONS ON THE COMPOUND BEAT AND THE ICTUS 

43. Throughout the entire musical phrase, regardless of what 
form it may take, the rhythmic combinations, even the most complex, 
may be always reduced in final analysis to binary and ternary group
tngs ... 

44. In the musical forms of rhythm known as measured music, 
these groupings usually proceed by regular binary or regular ter
nary movement. 

45. In those forms of rhythm called free, in particular that of 
Gregorian chant, these groupings follow one another in irregular or
der, thus creating a very supple line. 

On the basis of this rhythmic freedom there must be no conclu
sions made rashly as to the caprice or arbitrariness of the perform
ance. Regardless of whether the rhythmic organization of music be 
measured or free, it obeys certain fundamental axioms which we shall 
not go into at this time. 

What is important for us now, in keeping everything aligned on a 
strictly practical plane, is this: 

46. Each of these binary or ternary divisions forms what is 
known in Gregorian chant as a compound beat, a little measure, made 
up of two or three simple beats (whether distinctly heard or not). 
The first simple beat of this "little measure" carries the rhythmic 
ictus for which the sign, when it must be indicated, is the vertical 
episema of Solesmes: 

----:;:, :..-..--=-

The ictus does not call for necessarily either the lengthening or 
the emphasis of the note or syllable which it effects. It simply clari
fies the function of this note or syllable in the elementary rhythm and 
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determines the place which it occupies in the measure of which it is 
the first beat. 

47. It follows, therefore, that if one transcribes a Gregorian mel
ody to modern notation, using as a basis the eighth note for each sim
ple beat, one will obtain a succession (regular or irregular) of 2/8 
01' 3/8 measures, and the bar of each measure will be placed imme
diately before the ictic note of each of them, in the light of what we 
have just said. 

48. Thus in Gregorian chant, during the preparatory studies of 
a piece, the measure is beaten just as it is in modern music (two or 
three-beat patterns), and it is necessary that this operation of group
ing the simple beats become progressively automatic, making only one 
unified process with the reading of the melody itself. 

(Therefore it will now be better understood that we made certain 
allusions in earlier paragraphs regarding certain neumes and reper
cussions). 

49. RULES FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ICTUSES 
. IN ORNATE CHANTS 

The ictus is carried by all notes that: 

1) are marked with a vertical episemaj 

2) are long, regardless of their formation: 
a) dotted notes, 
b) first note of distrophas or tristrophas such as they are 

found in the Vatican edition, 
c) first note of the pressus, 
d) the note immediately preceding the quilisma, 
e) the initial punctum of disaggregate neumes, 
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3) are the first notes of neumes, unless they are immediately 
followed or preceded by a note carrying a vertical episema. 

4) are the culminating virga of melodic groups, whether it should 
come at the middle areas of these groups or at the end. 

50. These rules, which permit of no exceptions, take effect in the 
preferential order given above (Rule 1 sets aside Rule 2; Rule 2 sets 
aside Rule 3, etc.). 

Every ictus not located by the application of one of the rules 
noted above has its place determined "by deduction," that is, by 
binary or ternary subdivision of the simple beats falling between two 
known ictuses. 

N.B. The place of the ictus in syllabic chants follows special rules 
which will be studied later on. 

51. Oral exercise of counting: 

Before beginning the following exercises, re-read page 76 the 
paragraphs regarding the meaning of the bars, because of the rests 
which must be introduced in the counting at the full bars. 

Work the following pieces out in the following manner: 

1) sing the syllable names of the notes (sol-fa system) while 
beating the measure, then 

2) sing the count (one-two, one-two-three) to the correct pitches 
while beating the measure. 

General l 

- Antiphon Miserere of Compline 
-Hymn Te lucis (Pentecost and Blessed Virgin) 
·Gloria and Ag-nus IX 
• Asperges me 
-Gloria XIII (omitting Jesu Christe and Amen) 
·Kyrie Xl 
-Communion Exiit Sermo 
Benedicamus of First Vespers of Solemn Feasts 
Gloria. V 

1. Composition! marked with an asterisk may be found in this book through consultation of the 
Index. Compositions not so marked are in the Liber Usualis; they are given as additional study 
material. 
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Pressus 

"'Kyrie IV, "'XII, and "'XVII (Sixth mode) 
"'Sanctus II and'" XI 
"'Sanctus and Agnus Xl'II 

Repercussions 

"'Introit Oculi mei (omitting intonation, words in me, and the psalm.) 
·Offertory Ad te Domine (omitting meus.) 
"'Offertory "'Deus tu convert ens 

"Gloria IV 
"Sanctus V 

At the UDlson 

"'KY1·ie IX 
"'Sanctus XI 

Quilisma 

Oriscus 

On the step above 

• Alleluia: Vidimus stellam 
"'Hymn Salutis humanae Sator 

'" Alleluia: V eni Domine 
"'Introit Puer natus est 
"'Communion Viderunt omnes 
"'Communion Memento 
'" Kyrie Xl ad libitum 
"'Agnus III 

N eumes similar to the salicus 

"'Introit Rorate 
"'Introit Da pacem 
"'Offertory Jubilate 
·Hymn Sacris Solemnis 
·Sanctus I 

Disaggregate (Praepunctis ) neumes 

"'Vidi aquam 
"'Introit Ad te levavi 

WRITTEN EXERCISES 

52. The student should make transcriptions and neumatic analysis 
and counting tables according to the following examples. He sh011>1 
work with utmost clarity and precision in his script, and he ShOUlL! 
thoroughly examine his work for care and accuracy. 
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Neumatic analysis and counting. Vidi aq1tam excerpts: 

Syllables 

a 

la-

te-
re 

dex-

podatus 

punctum 

NEUMES 

punction + podatus (pressus) 
punctum 

clivis 

disaggregate torculus resupinus 

Counting 

1-2 
3 
1-2-1 
2 

1-2 
1-2 

Rules for 
the ictus 

3 

2- deduction 

3 

2 (e) 

1-2 deduction 

tro, 
aI
le

lu-

doubly dotted clivis 
punctum 
torculus resupinus 

podatus 

1-2-1-2 
3 
1-2-1-2 
1-2 

2 - 2 

3- deduction 

3 
porrectus 1-2 3 

ia doubly dotted clivis 1-2-1-2 2 - 2 
--------- ----------------------- - -- - -- --- ----- -----------

om- quilismatic scandicus, followed by 1-2-1 2- (3)-1 
an oriscus on the next step above 2 

nes punctum 1 1 -------- --------------- --------------- fo--------- ------------
a- distropha 1-2 2 (3) 

qua 

clivis (ictic repercussion) 

podatus 

etc .... 

Tmnscription into modern notation: 

~C .~_\.~ ... ·I 

1-2 

1-2 
3 

3 

------------

• rItY ,J1] 5J J ~ 
~ M ~ 

nostrum nostrum 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE STUDY OF RHYTHM 

PRELIMIN ARIES 

A. Classification of the Arts 

53. The arts are divided into two groups: 
a) the arts of repose which are: 

archi tect.ure 
sculpture 
painting 

b) the arts of movement which are: 
mUSIC 

poetry 
dance 

. 54. The arts of repose are developed in space; 
that of music, as well as poetry, in time; 
that of dance in both space and time. 

55. The laws which govern the arts of repose, immobile by defini
tion, are obviously different from those which control the arts of move
ment. Both, however, are subject to a definite order, which results 
from the application to each of them of precise rules whose ensemble 
constitutes, for each form of art, what we call its technique. 

B. Order and Proportion in the Arts 

56. As a consequence of the order which, in fitting the details to 
the whole, gives them both their proper character and their esthetic 
value, the arts are thus brought under the influence of what we call 
rhythm, that is, the principle under the action of which the order and 
roles of the parts is established, as well as the order of the parts with 
the whole. 

As a result, the rhythm, taken in its general sense, is universal 
and acts on all things in the domain of art, in time as in space. 
(LeGuennant, Precis of Gregorian Rhythmics, Nos. 49 to 52 and cor
responding notes.) 

Nevertheless, the word rhythm, in its actually accepted sense, 
really is applied only to the arts of movement: music, poetry and dance 
(Precis of Gregorian Rhythmics, No. 52). 
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. C. The Arts of Repose 

59. The arts of repose are familiar to us in their synthesized 
form, that is, we perceive them first of all in their ensemble (a cathe
dral, for example), and if we wish to arrive at an understanding of 
their structure, we must call upon the methods of analysis, that is, 
the system of seeing the whole in its separate elements in order to 
fulfill our over-all perception by the knowledge of the finer points. 

D. The Arts of Movement 

58. The arts of movement, on the other hand, are familiar to us 
from the outset in an analytical type of contact.. Each detail is re
corded on our consciousness in turn, and it is our intelligence which, 
aided by memory, then makes as an after-function the vitally necessary 
work of recomposition and coordination of the various separate aspects 
perceived by our senses: the ear, if it is a matter of music or poetry; 
the eye, if the subject is dance.! 

E.Matter and Form 

59. Every work of art is made up of two elements: 

a) matter, differing according to the arts and endowed with cer
tain qualities which are proper to it as matter, but which amount.s to 
nothing in itself, esthetically speaking; 

b) and form, it, too, differing according to the arts ... and even 
infinitely variable within each particular art ... which results from the 
means employed by the artist to adapt the potentialities of matter to a 
determined aim, according to the ideal he conceives (Precis of Greg
orian Rhythmics, int.roduction, paragraph two.) 

60. Thus it is that form can vary whereas matter remains the 
same. 

Here is a very simple example which we shall borFow from the art 
of music in order to demonstrate this: 

o () n I) u 
II 

1. The operation of this recomposltlOn is, moreover, precisely the same whether or not the 
musical work or poem instead of being heard, as is generally the case, is merely read. 
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If we take these notes as the matter, we can present them in sev
eral ways, among which might be these: 

o r 

Obviously, in changing form the theme changes in character. 

AN IMPORTANT NOTE: It should be noted at this point with 
utmost concentration that musical rhythm firstly and primarily regul
lates equal or unequal beats (that is, values of similar or dissimilar 
length), and that the pitches (that is, the purely melodic elements of 
the form) are here of a lesser importance in a certain sense. (See 
Precis of Gregorian Rhythmics, Nos. 91 to 94.) 

The two following examples, differing melodically, are absolutely 
the same rhythmically: 

~j I J 
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and their rhythmic form is this: 

~ r ;; ... L .... '='iiiiiii I i I 
Melodic form and rhythmic form are thus two separate things, not 

necessarily opposed to one another, but quite distinct. (Precis, 
No. 95.) 

This, moreover, is why the study of the beat in musical rhythmics 
is of exceptional importance. 

Here are the definitions which the st.udent must bear constantly in 
mind: 

DEFINITION OF THE BEAT IN GENERAL: 

The beat is the measure of duration. In music the word beat, 
taken in its generally accepted sense, signifies a certain fraction of 
duration, applied to the emission of a sound or a group of sounds. 

Depending on whether the divisions of length are more or less 
widely spaced in relationship to each other ... and we have thousands 
of examples to go by . . . the beats flow along at various speeds. 
The metronome illustrates the principle. 

Under this subject then come two specific definitions: 

THE SIMPLE BEAT: 

A beat is called simple when it is the smallest possible division of 
duration within a given system. The simple beat represents an in
divisible fraction of length-value, that is, a value which cannot be 
divided into smaller units. 

THE COMPOUND BEAT: 

The compound beat is, by its very terminology, compounded of at 
least two simple beats, the first of which carries the rhythmic fall, the 
measuring point, the ictus. The second of these two beats, and the 
third, if there is a third, is non-ictic. 
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The final stage of study is represented by the 

RHYTHMIC BEAT: 

A rhythmic beat is either the arsic or thetic phase of any rhythm 
whatsoever. Thus it is that the arsis and thesis of a simple monoictic 
elementary rhythm, however simple each may be, will be considered as 
rhythmic beats. It is not the structure of the beat which we are con
sidering, but simply the role of this beat in the rhythmic synthesis. 
Thus a beat becomes" rhythmic" at the moment that one assigns it a 
function (arsis or thesis) in the great~r rhythm of the incise. 

F. Matter in Gregorian Chant 

61. With rare exceptions (the melismas and vocalises, for exam
pIe) Gregorian chant is made up of the permanent association of a 
melody and t.ext, both drawn along in the same movement. 

The matter in this case is thus the sound which is presented under 
two aspects, one purely musical (elements of the melodic line), the 
other verbal (the vowels which playa part in the formation of sylla
bles). 

62. The differences which can exist between the sounds (or sylla
bles) may be classified in four types of phenomenon: 

a) The quantitative order which includes all the variations of 
length; this is the most important; 

b) The dynamic order which includes all the variations of inten
sity (loudness or softness) ; 

c) The melodic order which includes all variations of pitch (vari
ous intervals) ; 

d) The phonetic order which includes all the variations of timbres 
(tone colors), in particular the vowels, where vocal music is 
concerned. 

F. Matter and Form in Gregorian Chant 

63. It is important to note that these variations above, being. of a 
physical order, belong to matter as such. 

It is rhythm, which in dominating these variations, will exert, 
throughout them all, its action on matter and give it its form. 
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We must, therefore, without further delay, clarify the nature of 
rhythm, and in order to simplify and make these things clearer, we 
shall not concern ourselves at the moment with anything but the 
purely musical or melodic rhythm. 

MUSICAL RHYTHM 

64. Since music is an art of movement, rhythm has as its object 
the establishing of a definite order, a precise order, between the aspects 
of this movement. 

65. What, then, is this movement1 

a) Movement, in general, is the cessation of repose and immo
bility. 

b) A movement ordinarily takes place between two periods of 
repose and begins with an impulse, and the smallest movement 
possible must therefore include at least one impulse and one 
repose. 

We call the impulse ARSIS 

and the repose THESIS! 

c) The movement is neither the arsis alone, nor the thesis alone, 
but the two in intimate dependence upon each other, in such a 
fashion that the thesis is the natural result of the arsis and that 
since the movement has two aspects, both are indispensable to 
its existence as a movement (Precis of Gregorian Rhythmics, 

No. 140). 

A. Definition of Musical Rhythm 

66. Musical rhythm is defined essentially, therefore, by the rela
tionship of an initial impulse with a final repose. It is the constant 
mark of any rhythmic form, or, in other terms, the principle in virtue 

1. These two .terms are borrowed from the Greeks. We use them with simply their initials 

to designate (ex.PrJ'/rJ' {jErJ'/rJ' ) in our examples the phases of rhythm: 

Capital letters: A e when the arses and theses are compound; 

Small letters: ex. {) when the arses and theses are elementary. 
The student should note that many printed books use the Roman letters Jl and T and their 
lower case counterparts a and t because of the difficulties sometimes encountered in secur
ing Greek type for printing. 
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of which an individual rhythm exists and enjoys as such the perfec
tion! indispensable to any regulated movement. (Precis, Nos. 78, 79, 
80.) 

A rhythm is thus a synthesis (Precis, No. 57), that is, a unit, a 
group made up of at. least one arsis progressing to a thesis on which it 
is fulfilled and terminated: 

It is well to note that this relationship IS not necessarily direct or 
immediate. 

. 67. In the rhythms we call simple, we go directly and without 
transition from the initial impulse to the final repose: 

68. In the rhythms we call compound, on the contrary, a certain 
number of intermediate phases fall between the initial impulse and the 
final repose. These phases can be either the development of the initial 
impulse or the preparation of the final repose: 

69. In any case, the initial impulse and the final repose remain the 
two main supports, the two focal points of the movement considered in 
its synthesis, or, if one prefers, in its perfect state. (Precis of Greg
orian Rhythmics, No. 81 to 84 and 149 to 153) 

Let us draw some comparisons: 

A ball which is thrown and which falls to the ground in a muddy 
spot, sticking there, completes a simple movement (or rhythm). 
1. The word perfection is taken here in its etymological 'sense: completed, terminated, including 

all that is necessary to it. 
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A ball which, on the contrary, bounces after being thrown, carries 
out, one after the other, a series of simple movements. As a result, 
the movement of the whole sequence (or rhythm) becomes compound. 

We may also borrow a comparison from the arts of repose and 
say that a simple rhythm can be expressed in a bridge of one arch, and 
a compound rhythm by a bridge with several arches. 

B. Classification of the Rhythmic Forms 

70. Rhythm thus has only two forms of existence: 

it is simple or it is compound 

A rhythm is called simple when it has a single arsis and a single 
thesis, regardless of the internal organization of this arsis or this 
thesis: 

Simple rhythms: 

c 

I 0----7~ I I A~e! 

A rhythm is called compound when it has more than onearsis OR 
more than one thesis, or more than one of each: 

Compound rhythms:>it 

;.~.-
"'"""-

C. Musical Movement 

71. It is very important that we understand the specific nature of 
musical movement. 

We have said previously that movement was the disrupting of 
repose, of immobility. 

* For the use of capital and lower case letters in these examples, see the footnote, Page 91. 
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Weare in the habit of thinking of movement only in terms of 
operations of transfer, that is, change of position in space, the change 
of location of a moveable material whose movements are apparent to 
us through our senses, and in particular by sight (movements from 
place to place in full view): a man walking, a train running on its 
track, a bouncing ball, the swing of a pendulum, the undulation of the 
waves of the sea, etc. 

72. In reality, this notion of movement is too narrow, and ancient 
scholars, who perceived things more accurately than we on this point, 
considered that there was movement whenever a change of any kind 
whatsoever occurred in the world about them. Aristoxenus of Taren
tum (Fourth century B.C.) wrote in this regard: 

"The voice moves when it sings, just as does the body when it 
walks or dances". 

Dom Mocquereau, moreover, in commenting on this text adds: 

"Movement in sound fulfills all the conditions of a true movement, 
which is, definit.ely, nothing more nor less than the passing from one 
note to another, from a short note to a long, etc .... " 

73. Musical movement is thus a real movement, although it is 
analogous in comparison with movements from place to place (Precis, 
Nos. 64 to 67) because it is the result of the variations which take place 
in a matter which, although invisible, imponderable and measureless, 
is none-the-Iess in existence (it is the air in vibration), since it reaches 
us through the sense of hearing. 

74. Nevertheless, musical movement, because of its very intangi
bility, is a subtle affair, and it is impossible to understand it fully, and 
particularly to feel it, without comparing it with bodily movements and 
gestures. This is the very principle of Solesmes chironomy which we 
shall adapt without further ado to some practical exercises. 

It follows,then, that the terms used to express the various phases 
of musical movement (impulse, repose; beginning point, ending point, 
etc.) are quite logical and cannot give rise to any confusion. 

RHYTHM AND THE PHYSICAL VARIATIONS OF MATTER 

75. Musical movement is thus the result of the changes, the varia
tions, which are produced in the physical matter of sound, and which we 
have grouped in four categories of phenomena (See No. 62). 
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76. Rhythm, in turn, enters into this movement in order to assign 
functions to its ·phases, that is, to attribut.e to each of these changes a 
value of impulse or repose. 

77. To assign functions, to organize a movement is nothing more 
nor less than to give a role of precise nature to each of the elements 
which make it up, whether this be in creating (composing) it or in 
actually re-creating it. in performance. (Precis No. SO, p. 28) 

The whole rhythmic problem centers on this idea. 

I. Rhythm and phonetic order 

7S. In Gregorian chant phonetic variations ought to be considered 
as the least important~ as the word-rhythm (in recto tono recitations, 
for example) rests primarily on the relationship between accented 
syllables which are relatively strong and non-accented syllables which 
are weak. (Precis No. 86 and following. See also Note I, p. 2S) 

II. Rhythm and the melodic order 

79. Rhythm does not necessarily have to have melody either for 
mere existence or for existence in perfect form. Primitive cultures 
(which often exhibit a highly developed rhythmic sense) organize 
noises and not tones. Certain orchestral instruments do the same 
thing (drum, triangle, cymbal, etc.) 

If, for example, we beat the following combination over and over: 

J J J J 
A ~ e 

J J J J J J J J 
we get a series of perfectly defined rhythms in which the character of 
impulse belongs to the eighth-notes, which have more active feeling 
than the quarters. This rhythm is the basis of the themes of the first 
movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. 

If we add a melody to a rhythm originally made up of simple 
blows or noises, the rhythm becomes musical, but since the melody is 
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not really essential to it, this explains why one rhythm can be adapted 
to melodic forms which are completely different from each other:1 

Practically, then, we should think of the rhythm as independent 
from the melody. This does not mean to say that. there are not certain 
cases when the melodic form blends completely with the rhythmic form, 
but we are concerned at this point merely with the independence of 
the two. 

III. Rhythm and the dynamic order 

80. What we are prone to call "accent" is the stress of a sound 
(or group of sounds) which gives it an intensive value superior to that 
of the sounds (or group of sounds) around it. 

Solfege· treatises sometimes give the impression that this accent 
has a set place by locating it. on the first beat of the measure. This is 
reference to what we call the strong beat. Unfortunately, this theory 
of the strong beat is contradicted by facts. Although it does apply to 
certain compositions of exclusively metric character, there is no sup
port for its existence in a large number of cases where the rhythmic 
organization is and remains independent of the restriction effect.ed by 
the measure bars. 

81. In reality, the more the forms of art are raised in the esthetic 
scale of values, the more the accent tends to escape the tyranny of the 
bar line (which in Gregorian chant would precede the ictic note if it 
were to be expressed in modern notation. See chapter one, No. 47) 

It follows, therefore, that the intensity, which is nothing else than 
the culminating point, the pole of a current of accentuation which 
covers the whole rhythmic form. while giving it life, belongs actually 
neither to the arsis nor the thesis. 

1. This is a good point at which to recall the important remark which follows No. 60 relative 
to the independence of the rhythmic form in regard to the melodic form. 
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82. In the following example, the pole is placed on the arsis: 
(G major Sonata of Mozart) 

liC(ftNzL~¥fJNE 
LC=======- 1'=========-

In this case, on the contrary, the pole falls on the thesis: (Unfin
ished Symphony of Shubert) 

i#:> :> :> :> r ~'- 4Q:jIJQJ~~J3±4Jt 
c:--:-=- -==:::::::::1 =====- --=====1 =======- -=:::::::::':====

Here, finally, is a fragment in which the accent falls alternately on 
the thesis and the arsis: (F major Sonata of Beethoven) 

c -=~==~2 fCC======--
The placement of the pole depends on exclusively musical condi

tions, for example, according to whether the same rhythm is presented 
legato or staccato: 

~~sss 
~ --=====1 ~ ---====-:t. 

In a sung text it can also depend on the idiom of the language, as 
can be seen from an examination of the following rhythm which re
mains the same in spite of the placement of the tonic accent in the 
languages used. (This tonic accent is given in capital letters). 

DO - mi- nus the SAY - iour Lord our GOD 

-==::::::::-' ==-====-- :l. 
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Thus the rhythmic form is independent as to its organization (that 
is, the arrangement of the arses and theses) from dynamic variations 
of the study of rhythm, whether we are considering Gregorian chant 
or any music whatsoever. 

IV. Rhythm and quantity 

83. It is obvious that musical rhythm cannot be independent of 
phenomena of the quantitative type, as a sound could not exist except 
as within some given length. 

Rhythm is thus linked to the quantitative order above and beyond 
the matter of sound which it shapes, because of the temporal character 
of this very matter. 

84. This necessary link between the musical rhythm and the 
quantitative order should not be considered, however, except as a gen
eral point of view. In regard to the variations of length, what we call 
the beat, rhythm moves with complete liberty, and it suffices to examine 
any Gregorian chant whatsoever to verify this mobility of the rhythmic 
forms, which are in a perpetual state of modification, as being the 
normal rule. 

THE NOTION OF BEAT IN THE STUDY OF RHYTHMICS 

85. Regarding the beat in rhythmics we must have a very precise 
and very clear concept. 

86. We give the term beat not to the length of the note-value, as 
this term is too general, but to a certain segment of time-value, a pre
cise and definite segment which presupposes on our part the perception 
(visual or aural) of its beginning and its end. 

Two measuring points are thus necessary for our understanding 
of the value of one beat. . 

(Between two ticks of the metronome, for example, lies the value 
of one beat. It is the same thing in a watch when the second-hand 
passes from one mark on the dial to the next, etc .... ) 

87. A beat is either simple or compound.! 

A beat is called simple when it cannot be divided into smaller 
units. This is the case of the Gregorian simple beat which has been 
considered conventionally and according to an unbroken tradition as 
indivisible. 

1. We have already alluded to this in No. 46. It will be noted that the terms "simple" and 
"compound" are here used in a different sense than that given in solfege books, in which they 
are applied to the measure according to whether the beats are divisible by two or by three. 
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The results of this indivisibility are: 

a) that the simple beat cannot be considered as being concerned 
with any but the emission of a single sound and, 

b) that all the simple beats of a Gregorian melody are isochronic, 
that is, equal in length .. 

In Gregorian notation the simple beat is figured as a virga or 
punct1tm (square or diamond-shaped). We conventionally give it the 
form of an eighth-note in t.ranscription into modern notation of a 
Gregorian melody: 

-_'--.I--<.~-"-
1 1 1 1 

88. The compound beat, on the contrary, is by definition divisible, 
that is, made up of more than one simple beat: 

two at the very least, and this forms the binary compound beat: 

•• .-
12 12 12 

three at the most, and this forms the ternary compound beat:" 

••• 
123 123 

89. The compound beat is of very great importance. Actually it 
is on this compound beat that from a certain point onward the entire 
rhythmic synthesis is erected. Thus we must understand the concept 
thoroughly. 

We shall see later on 

a) how it is formed, 
b) what its technical organization is. 

1. The student should be advised that the dotted quarter-note given here is merely an illustration 
of comparative values, and is never used in transcribing chant. For the correct transcription 
of the tristropha, see page 102, the first examples. 
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For the moment it is enough that we understand what in amounts 
to materially, and nothing is easier to see if we compare it with the 
simple beat. 

90. Firstly, in comparison with the simple beat which is called 
unary because it is indivisible and which for this reason represents in 
Gregorian chant the wnit of beat l on which is the basis of all the other 
variations of length in the all-over rhythm, the compound beats are 
values of'long duration. 

The fact that they are binary or ternary and thus unequal among 
themselves alters nothing of this long nature which is common to all of 
them and which makes them the opposites, consequently, of the simple 
beat which is represented for us by the eighth note. 

In comparison with the simple beat, therefore: 

• 
the binary compound beat is twwe as long: 

•• 
and the ternary compound beat is three times as long: 

••• 
Thus it is a matter of a precise rhythmic proportion. 

91. Secondly, we must take careful note of this idea of relative 
length which is essential to the compound beat. 

The simple beats which they contain are not independent from 
each other, but are intimately bound together and form a sort of block, 
a unit which we call, of course, the compound beat·. 

92. Thirdly, however, the compound beats do not always appear 
under the same forms. They can be condensed, articulated or mixed. 

1. It is well to say "in Gregorian chant," for we must conclude that the unit of beat is 
always and necessarily simple. It is not such in modern music. When a composer writes 

at the beginning of his score ,iI. 60, for example, or -"'e72, he bases the movement of 

his piece on the value of an eighth-note which is, in fact, divisible. 
Although Gregorian chant depends on an indivisible unit of beat, the time-value of 

this unit is borrowed from the language of words: a syllable is short and indivisible by 
definition (Precis, No. 28 and corresprmdin{! notes). Thus it is a question here of condi
tions which are peculiar to Gregorian chant, and they cease to be valid for polyphony, 
even in its primitive state. 
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a) If the simple beats are not distinctly expressed and conse
quently form a long note equal to the sum of their respective lengths, 
we say that the compound beat is condensed (or blended) : 

•• .Ii • 

o ,123 

. J J . 
1 2 123 

L-lL---l 

b) If, on the other hand, the long note which forms the compound 
beat is broken into separate notes, and if the simple beats are dis
tinctly expressed, giving a melodic form to the compound beat, we call 
it articulated: 

12 123 
LJL-J 

D JJ J 
1 2 1 2 3 

.1 I I 

c) If, lastly, the articulation of the compound beat is only partial, 
the compound beat is called mixed; 

•• • 
1 2 3 

I 
1 2 3 

The first two combinations are applicable to either binary or 
ternary compound beats. 

It is obvious, however, that the mixed type can only apply to a 
ternary compound beat. This combination is always found, moreover, 
in the form we have given it in (c) above, and this is what shows that 
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an isolated simple beat between two compound beats always belongs 
to the first of these: 

• • • • • 
12 3 1 2 3 

jJ 
....-......... 

J J ~ ~ 
12 3 1 2 3, I 

(Let us note in passing that the order of the time-values such as 
they are given in (c) cannot be reversed, and that the combination be
low is not a compound beat, but actually a rhythm. This is one of the 
forms of the fundamental rhythmic cell which we shall study soon:) 

. .' 
123 

I 

1 23 

93. Fourthly, each of these beats (unary, binary or ternary) con
stituting a value of definite length, it follows that they are all relatively 
equal or unequal. 

Thus there is equality: 

a) between all simple beats, 
b) between all binary compound beats 
c) between all ternary compound beats 

and there is, on the other hand, inequality: 

a) between the simple beats and ternary or binary compound 
beats 

b) between binary compound beats and ternary compound 
beats. 

94. Fifthly, on these variations of length, equal or unequal, on 
these beats which, as we have said, fall as they may, short or long 
under the action of the rhythm, this rhythm acts in perfect freedom, 
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although always in a uniform manner, that. is, by establishing a pro
portion between any two of the elements which come into consider
ation: 

Simple beats with other simple beats, 

Simple beats with compound beats, 

Compound beats with simple beats, 

Compound beat.s with other compound beats. 

This produces a whole series of rhythmic forms or combinations, 
often very extensive, and by this very fact, complex. 

In art as in biology, however, there is no such thing as spontane
ousgeneration. All the forms of art without exception, even the most 
complicated in aspect, derive from an embryonic form which is not only 
the smallest rhythm possible, but also the smallest rhythm conceivable, 
and for this reason we call it the fundamental rhythmic cell. 

THE FUNDAMENTAL RHYTHMIC CELL 

95. There is only one kind of fundamental rhythmic cell (abbrevi
ated as F.R.C.). 

It is found, however, in two different forms, according to whether 
the beats (or note-values) arranged in rhythmic order are: 

A) unequal: 

a~e 

or 
B)equal: 

These values here are reductible to the two basic types of quanti
tative variants, because of the undeveloped status of the F.R.C., 
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namely the eighth note and the quarter: 

96. If we establish a relationship between a short note and a long 
one as in (A), a definite rhythmic form based on the inequality of the 
beat-lengths forces it.self on our consciousness. From the very fact 
that the short note lasts less time than the long one, the short note has 
more movement and is quicker than the long one. In comparison with 
the long note, the short one thus becomes the impulse, the arsis of the 
rhythm. 

"The short note", says Dom Gajard, "since it is short, is in a state 
of beginning, of impulse, of tending toward something, and on the 
other hand, the long note, since it is long, indicates a suspension of the 
movement, the point of arrival, the repose, the ceasing of the move
ment which had been begun .... Thus there is a relationship between 
the short note and the long one which binds them indissolubly together. 
They attract and complement each other." 

Now, then, it is this relationship which essentially constitutes the 
rhythm and which is the determining cause of any rhythmic form. We 
have noted this previously (No. 66). 

97. It will be easy to see in singing the example below that it is 
made up of four fundamental rhythmic cells of Type A: 

~ @is:.KJpb;:f1s -

a ~ 9 , + r a ~ 9 1+ , a ~ 9 I + I a ~9 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

Such a rhythm is indisputable, and moreover, nobody would dream 
of objecting to it. We have here evidence, something which obliges 
us to recognize it as a true rhythmic axiom. 
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This is the form which Dom Mocquereau calls "primordial and 
natural rhythm", and it is to this also that Vincent d'Indy refers when 
he writes that it is made up of light beats (the short notes) and heavy 
beats (the long notes). 

I a~e I a~el 

In analyzing this rhythm we can see that it is ternary: one simple 
beat on the arsis and two simple beats on the thesis. 

If we go no further in the examination of this combination, how
ever, the whole synthesis is in danger of being undermined. 

In the rhythm above, considered from the angle of its formal 
unity, there are not actually three beats, but only two beats of unequal 
rhythmic value, thus: 

a) one simple beat (a short note) on the arsis 

b) one compound beat of binary form (a long note) on the thesis 

In any case, as a result the end of the movement coincides with the 
thet·ic ictus, and when the long note is not a single tone, but two articu
lated simple beats, the final simple beat is nothing but the prolongation 
of the thetic cadence. 

Rhythmically, then, all the examples of No. 97 are identical. Only 
the melodic form of the thesis differentiates between them, and this is 
secondary in importance in the synthesis. 

98. Let us re-examine the preceding melodic fragment, substitut
ing eighth notes for quarters in such a way as to bring into relation-
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ship with each other only values of equal length: 

In contrast with the previous example, this rhythm is analytically 
binary: one simple beat on the arsis, one simple beat on the thesis. . 

As for the synthesis, it will include two rhythmically equal beats, 
each a short note. 

It will suffice to sing through this fragment, or better, to sing both 
this and the preceding fragment in turn, in order to verify that in the 
second example by comparison with the first there is no really essential 
modification. 

The movement in the second example is more brisk and rapid. It 
proceeds in regular steps as a man does when he walks, or a ball when 
it bounces. 

But this is a difference on a minor and unessential point. 

99. It may be objected that in a succession of short notes nothing 
from the purely quantitative point of view marks the arsic or thetic 
function of any of them, and as a result such a series of notes is 
rhythmically vague. 

This is true. The objection, however, while well-founded in 
theory, is of no practjcal value, for in such a case the rhythm is always 
precise as far as chant is concerned because of a foreign element which 
is not concerned with the quantitative order ... an indication furnished 
by the text, for example ... which will permit us to determine the 
movement's order. 

100. Let us conclude, then, that: 

a) the fundamental rhythmic cell is found in two states of being: 
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1) a short note in relationship with the long one, 

2) and a short note in relationship with another short one: 

b) in each of these types, the arsis is elementary (unary). This 
is very important, and it should be carefully noted. 

c) these two types differ from each other as regards the thesis, 
which is binary in (A) and elementary in (B). 

d) in each of these types the ictus belongs to the thesis, about 
which we have already said· a few words and to which we shall return 
later in order to clarify its function. 

e) every ictus encountered in chant thus indicates a thesis of the 
fundamental rhythmic cell, and nothing is easier, consequently, than 
the reduction of any melodic fragment to its constituent cells: 

~ I etc. 

~i?~~fJ'j;Si>~ Gft--I @ J-H~ 
Ec - ce pa - nis an - ge - 16 - rum Fac - tu <; ci - bus 

'~tN __ 
Et in ter_ ra pax ho - mi- ni- bus bo - nae vo - lun - ta - tis 
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CONCLUSIONS 

101. The relationships of rhythm with the four orders of phe
nomena of which we have just spoken cannot be studied separately, as 
we have just done, except by an analytical process in the interests, of 
teaching. 

Actually, matters work out somewhat differently in practice. 

102. Firstly, it is obvious that the rhythm cannot operate on a 
series of sounds which show no variations among them of quantitative, 
intensive, melodic or phonetic order. Such a succession is indifferent 
to the action of rhythm and is actually arhythmic (from the Greek, 
meaning "without rhythm"). (See Precis, Nos. 127 and 128) 

103. Secondly, rhythm is independent of these four orders of 
phenomena in the sense that the rhythmic concept is not bound exclu
sively to anyone of them. 

There are rhythms with various bases: intensive, melodic, quanti
tative or phonetic, that is, rhythms in which one of the phenomena is 
predominant and lends its character to the rhythm as a whole. In 
such cases we are faced with conditions which hold good for One 
rhythm in particular and not all rhythm in general. 

To qualify the nature of one rhythm is quite different from defin
ing "rhythm" in general, clarifying in each case the points which are 
vital to each concept. What may be true for one particular rhythm 
may not necessarily hold for all rhythm, but there are, as we have seen 
and shall continue to discover, certain principles in common which are 
shared by all rhythms. 

104. N ow, then, the basic concept of a thing cannot be drawn ex
cept from those elements which present within it the two characteris
tics of permanency and consistency, that is, the qualities which are 
found 1) at all times, unchanging with time or circumstances and 2) 
in every case, regardless of the special nature or unique aspect or 
unusual character of the case at hand. 

A table, for example, cannot be defined as having any particular 
shape for its top (square, round, triangular, etc.), or any certain num
ber of legs. A table is essentially a horizontal surface supported by 
some vertical elements or vertically-acting suspension, and all tables 
of all kinds follow this "ideal" concept. 
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105. The elements of musical rhythm belong to the movement and 
fall under, as we have already said, the essentials of the relationship 
between an initial impulse and a concluding repose. 

it is thus fitting that we concern ourselves before anything else 
with the movement, or more precisely, with the order established by 
rhythm between the impulses and the reposes in order to achieve the 
synthesis of a movement. It is this unity, this logical relationship be
between the phases of a movement, which constitutes the rhythm. 
Anything else, everything else, is integrat.ed with it on a purely orna
mental and accessory basis. (Precis, Chapters V and VI) 

THE ICTUS IN THE FUNDAMENTAL RHYTHMIC CELL 

We have already said that the ictus falls on the first beat of binary 
and ternary compound beats, that is, of the little measures formed by 
two or three simple beats each (No. 46). 

106. Before speaking further of the ictus in the compound beat, 
however, we must clarify its function in the fundamental rhythmic cell. 

As Dom Gajard puts it so well in the preface to the Precis of 
Gregorian Rhythmics so often cited, the rhythm of Gregorian chant 
"depends quite as completely as regular musical rhythm 011 the essen
tial and universal law of rhythm, which is that of progressing by a 
series of steps." 

These successive steps, each formed analytically by an impulse 
and a repose, are nothing more nor less than the fundamental rhythmic 
cells of which we have written in paragraphs 95 and after. 

The ictus falls on their theses. This is why in the reduction of 
the movement by fundamental rhythmic cells, the words "ictus", 
"measuring point", "touchpoint" or "thesis" are synonymous. 

107. In other words, in the fundamental rhythmic cell, which, we 
must not forget, is a perfect rhythm, t~e ictus is exclusively thetic. 

The word ictus (which is borrowed from Latin) means "blow" or 
"percussion", and in this regard, until a certain time which is not so 
far removed from our day (end of the seventeenth century), orchestra 
conductors or choral directors used to beat the measure, that is, the 
periodic rhythmic fall, with a long pole which they held vertically and 
with which they tapped lightly(?) on the platform on which they were 
standing. 
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Thus at that time there was a real percussion which for the 
players or singers was an audible indication of a rhythmic fact, namely, 
the down-beat of the movement in its elementary progression. 

We direct differently today, since we no longer thump out the 
ictus, but we have kept the word with the meaning which it had for the 
musicians of other times. 

The ictus thus belongs to orderly movement, to rhythm. It signi
fies, we repeat, one of the phases of the movement, and this is always 
the same in the fundamental rhythmic cell. 

Consequently, like rhythm, this cell is independent of the four 
orders of phenomena of which we have written above, and the ictic 
note is neither lengthened nor necessarily stressed under the pretense 
that its being ictic calls for such treatment. (See No. 46, second sub
division) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE COMPOUND BEAT 

FORMATION OF THE COMPOUND BEATS 

108. The sounds which make up a melody are not simply stuck 
together. Between them exists a link, simultaneously vocal and rhyth
mic, in which is born the contin'Ltous movement which is, strictly speak
ing, the essential element of a melodic line. This is what the Greeks 
called the melos, from which we get the word melody. 

These sounds, whether high or low, short or long, strong or weak, 
are first grouped in fundamental rhythmic cells. This is the rhythmic 
synthesis in its first stage, lacking which, as we have said, no synthesis 
exists, and no rhythmic form is conceivable. 

109. These fundamental rhythmic cells themselves, however, each 
formed of a rise and a fall, or an arsis and a thesis, are only analytical 
phases, the subdivisions of a larger movement in the progression of 
which they are carried along. 

They attract each other and succeed one another by blending with 
each other in such a way that their independence is henceforth only 
theoretical, and, on the other hand, . the link which binds them is the 
very requisite of a logically and solidly arranged melodic line. 

110. Let us make some comparisons. 

a) When we walk from one place to another, we do not cover the 
entire distance in a single leap. We divide this distance into a certain 
number of parts proportional to the length of our steps, and it is these 
successive steps which, overlapping in such a way that the raising of 
one foot coincides with the lowering of the other, make walking possible 
and lead us at last from our beginning point to our arrival point, the 
destination. 

b) In the same way, when a ball bounces, it makes a new upward 
impulse at the very point of its contact with the ground, and this is 
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renewed until the energy of the fall is spent, the energy with which it 
is empowered when it is first thrown: 

In the walk of a man, as in the bounce of a ball, there is thus a 
coincidence at the same point of a descent and a rise, a repose and an 
impulse. At this point the entire body or the whole mass of the ball 
rises up to make the next step or bounce. This is so true that when we 
make a movement of two steps we only make three movements in all, 
although each of the two steps is analytically made up of two phases, 
the rise and the fall of the foot. 

Thus it goes with the fundamental rhythmic cells in their continu
ous progression, and it is from the junction of the successive ictuses 
that we derive what we call the compound beats. 

THE BINARY COMPOUND BEAT 

111. Let us look again at the melodic excerpt examined pre
viously: 

~ ) 
t. 

~ 
I I 

i) 
~ V P p W 

a b c d e f g h 

a) Beginning from a, the rhythm falls back on b, and this is the 
first rhythmic step: 

a b 

b) But at this same point b the rhythm rises up again and con
tinues its movement in order to cover in a single pulse points band c 
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and arrive at d: 

abc d 

c) Then come new reboundings at d and f in order to arrive at the 
final repose at h. Thanks to the successive spurts of the rhythm, the 
synthesis, the unity of the general movement which begins on a and 
closes on h is thus brought about. 

abc 
:> 

f g h d e 
> ~-+) > 

112. From these explanations, the following conclusions will quite 
naturally become obvious to us: 

Firstly, that there is only one exclusively thetic ictus in the melodic 
fragment for which we have just made the rhythmical synthesis, and 
this is the final ictus at h. 

Secondly, the other ictuses, at points b, d and f have a double 
meaning and as such, playa double role in the economy of the whole. 

a) They are arrival points and thus the tic, by their 
relationship with what precedes them; 

b) And they are beginning points and thus arsic, by 
their relationship with what follows them. 

They are not one thing to the exclusion of the other. They are 
both qualities at the same time. 
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Definition of the Compound Beat 

113. What we call the compound beat is the grouping of the 
sounds included between two consecutive ictuses, a grouping resulting 
from the reboundings which in being prolonged from ictus to ictus 
effectively produce a link between the fundamental rhythmic cells, and 
therefore the separation of these cells is possible only in analysis, not 
in practice. 

114. The compound beat is thus a grouping of simple beats, the 
first of which carries the rhythmic ictus. 

115. The preceding compound beats are binary, that is, formed 
of two simple beats, since the fundamental' rhythmic cells which form 
the groups are themselves binary (one short note on the arsis, plus one 
short note on the thesis). 

THE TERNARY COMPOUND BEAT 

116. If, instead of bringing into relationship equal beats as in 
example 1, the fundamental rhythmic cells set up a relationship be
tween unequal beats (one short note on the arsis plus a long note on 
the thesis), the compound beats which result. from their conjunction 
on the ictus will be ternary. Their manner of formation, however, 
will be the same, and their ictuses will also have the double character 
of arsis and thesis. 

In this case the rhythm simply lengthens the step slightly, as a 
man does sometimes when he walks. The stride made is longer, the 
time which separates the ictuses is longer, but the mechanics of the 
operation are exactly the same as in the previous case: 

Let. us note once more that the long count of the thesis can be 
either condensed or articulated (No. 97, in fine). 
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·THE COMPOUND BEAT AND THE FUNDAMENTAL 
RHYTHMIC CELL 

I 

117. The dependent nature of the compound beats in comparison 
with the fundamental rhythmic cells of whose junction they are the 
product is clearly shown by the diagram below: 

F.R.C. 

~@)@ 
I I I I 

C.B. ~ ____ ~I LI ____ ~ 

In other words, the compound beats do not come into existence 
obligatorily, but the conjunction of two fundamental rhythmic cells 
automatically produces the formation of/ a compound beat. 

II 

118. This dependent character in no way contradicts the unity 
enjoyed by the compound beat. Its elements form practically "a 
block, a well-blended whole, arising in a single movement" (Dom 
Gajard) having its beginning in the initial ictus of the compound beat. 

The unity of a compound beat is therefore real, even though 
derived. Consequently the compound beat can be distinguished and 
separated from the fundamental rhythmic cells which have given it 
birth and r.an be examined separately with its own characteristics. 

J I I 

L--__ ...J1 I I LI __ .--I 

• This section is of enormous importance for the continuation of rhythmic studies. For the 
expansion of notions merely expounded summarily here, see the Precis, Chapter XIV. 
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These characteristics may be summarized basically as these: 

a) There is natural structural opposition between the funda
mental rhythmic cell and the compound beat. 

b) The fundamental rhythmic cell is a rhythm and as such 
enjoys a unity which is natural and essential to it and 
which is merely the consequence of the relationship which· 
indissolubly links together its arsis and thesis. 

c) The compound beat, on the contrary, is not a rhythm and 
can never be a rhythm, since it borrows its elements from 
two different fundamental rhythmic cells. In a certain 
sense it is an artificial formation. It is a little measure, 
constructed in an opposite way to the fundamental rhyth
mic cell. In the compound beat, the repose preceded the 
impulse. 

IV 

119. Consequently, it is impossible to confuse the fundamental 
rhythmic cell with the compound beat: 

~=~~ I I I .... 1 __ -11 .... 1 __ ..... 

and the position of the ictus is enough in itself to distinguish between 
them.· 

The ictus, placed at the end of the fundamental rhythmic cell ... 
that is, on its thesis, whether condensed or articulated ... is, ()n the 
other hand, placed at the beginning of the compound beat. 

Moreover, it cannot be otherwise, since in the continuous move
ment which produces the compound beat there is an overlapping of the 
fundamental rhythmic cells on the compound beats (see examples I 
and II above). 

V 

120. It is natural, too, that the ictus should change in character 
according to whether it is considered in relationship to the funda
mental rhythmic cell or the compound beat. 
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In the fundamental rhythmic cell, the ictus is exclusively thetic, 
as we have said. 

In the compound beat it has the double character of arsis and 
thesis. This is merely the direct result of the manner of formation of 
the compound beat. 

VI 

121. Every compound beat, whether binary or tenary, thus pos
sesses an initial ictus which has the double character explained in 
No. 120. 

This should be carefully noted in preparation for the time when 
we shall relate compound beats to other compound beats in order to 
enlarge the rhythmic schemes. 

We shall then be obliged to choose between the arsic or thetic 
tendencies of this initial ictus. 

VII 

122. We have not yet arrived at that point, however. 

For the moment, we shall simply mention in conclusion that a 
compound beat is nothing more nor less than a rhythmic building
block, a standardized construction material -'- binary or ternary -
quite as inert as a simple beat. It is a potential rhythmic beat. 

Between one type and the other there is only an arithmetical rela
tionship as already pointed out (No. 90). 

VIII 

123. Note in passing that the ternary compound beat is not equal 
to the length of a binary compound beat, as a triplet of eighth-notes 
to that of two regular eighths would be in modern music. 

A ternary compound beat actually includes one count more than 
the binary compound beat. It is thus longer than the binary com
pound beat. 

This is the result of the isochronism of the simple one-count 
beats (No.8). 
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In comparison with a binary compound beat, the ternary com
pound beat is a "dilated" value of length, according to the expres
sion of Dom Mocquereau. To shorten and cram the ternary compound 
beat into the framework of the binary beat by making a triplet of it 
would be to negate the very source of the spirit of Gregorian chant 
"conceived and organized in such a way as to create within us the 
peace 'which is defined as tranquillity within order'." (Dom Gajard) 

x 
124. The application of the concept of the compound beat to the 

studies of the first year is summarized in practice of the exercises 
of counting "one-two, one-two-three" in beating the little measures of 
2/8 or 3/8 which are the compound beats. That this sort of practice 
is valid cannot be doubted after what we have said in the present 
chapt.er. 

We must avoid giving too dry a character to these counting ex
ercises, that is, an anti-musical character. Such a character will un
doubtedly hold sway if one forgets that the compound beat, formed 
of one thesis and one arsis, is a group without. a real conclusion, 
stopping "in mid-air" and whose movement requires resolution on 
the ictus of the following compound beat. 

'--__ ----ll 

125. In other words, when one relates one compound beat with 
another, as one does in counting the melody out, the generating funda
mental rhythmic cells are automatically reconstructed. 

Thus from one compound beat to the next there is a constantly 
renewed rhythmic life through the elementary arsis which flows in
distinguishably fom the end of each, and which according to the very 
accurate expression of Dom Gajard, "moves within the shadow of 
the ictus which precedes it." 

Thus each compound beat must be linked to the next by this ele
mentary arsis. Briefly, the counting must be based both on the funda
mental rhythmic cells and on the compound beats. 
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Thus will the student give the compound beats the suppleness 
which they get, moreover, from their rhythmic derivation. He will 
also fulfill from the beginnings of his study one of the most demand
ing requirements of the phrase-sense. 

---.J L! _----', L--JL-! _----'!j __ -----'!lL-__ ---"!I'-_---'!~L___1 

2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 

Conclusions 

Firstly, within the compound beat the grouping of the simple 
beats is not made on a rhythmic plan with the impulse preceding the 
repose, but on the metric basis with the repose preceding the impulse. 

The organization of the compound beat is thus inverted in com
parison with the fundamental rhythmic cell. 

Secondly, the fundamental rhytlmric cells being exclusively either 
binary (one short note on the arsis and one short note on the thesis) 
or ternary (a short note on the arsis and a condensed or articulated 
two-count group on the thesis), the compound beats which result 
from their conjunction can also be only binary or ternary. 

Thirdly, the ternary compound beat thus marks the limit of pos
sible extension of this kind of group. Consequently, any group of 
simple beats larger than three is reducable to binary or ternary com
pound beats. In other words, the numbers 2 and 3 are the common 
denominators of any movement in sound. 

Fourthly, the compound beats will serve as the basis for develop
ment of all rhythmic forms, without exception, larger than the funda
mental rhythmic cell. This larger rhythmic development will take 
place on the second stage of the rhythmic synthesis. 

This underscores the importance of the compound beat. 

(Precis, Chapters XII, XIII, XIV) 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

A BRIEF EXAMINATION OF GREGORIAN MODALITY* 

I. Preliminary Notions 

126. A musical composition can utilize, in order to develop, a 
more or less extended portion of what we call the general scale of 
sounds. 

In every case, however, the final repose and cadence of the mu
sical piece should be established on a sound selected as an orientation 
point at the lower end of this partial scale. We call this tone the 
tonic. 

127. Thus it is the note selected from the general scale, as a be
ginning point for the particular scale, which determines the tone, 
that is, the absolute pitch of the sounds which make it up. 

128. On the other hand, it is the position of the tones and half
tones within a scale which determines its mode (or form of existence). 

It is extremely important not to confuse these two terms of 
TONE and MODE with each other. 

129. In order to learn to distinguish between them, let us compare 
the melodic excerpts below and the scales from which they are taken: . 

$~ J J J I r r r r ~ I ro 
A 

$ 
V2 

~ ;:=;, • 
~- • ..... • 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 

• IMPORTANT NOTE: The rudimentary ideas on modality set forth here are to be taken 
up again in regular courses on modality, and their theoretical scope submitted to the light 
of the musical facts of actual chant. This summary simply introduces the student to a 
more profound study of objective nature by supplying him with the first elements of the 
vocabulary and tools of modal study. 
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c , % 112 

.!2 ;;h q; ; 
• .... 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

,~ J J J IrE E r ~v I r 
D 

; !!f .; • • 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

In comparison with excerpt A: 

excerpt B is a change of TONE, hot mode; 
excerpt C is a change of MODE, not tone; 
excerpt D is a change of both TONE and MODE. 

A change of tone is, as we see, nothing more than a simple" trans
position" modifying nothing of the melodic character of the phrase. 

A change of mode, on the contrary, gives a completely different 
character to the phrase, modifying the melodic intervals. 
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130. Music, in the category of "modern" tonal art of the last 
three centuries, roughly speaking, utilizes all the possible tones. 

"In Gregorian chant, the tone is nothing more than a question of 
notation and has no relationship with a fixed series of pitches (or, 
if you will, the absolute pitch of sounds). The scribes noted only in
tervals, and the choice of the written tone was made most of the time 
because of the poverty of the system of notation which permitted al
teration of only one note, the B, either flat or natural." (R. Potiron) 

131. As for the mode, modern music, theoretically, at least, 
knows of only two: 

(a) the major mode, based on the scale of C: 

n o I) 

(b) the minor mode based on the natural scale of A: 

o 

132. In what we call "ancient" music, a scale could be set up 
on any degree of the octave from C to C (do to do). "Since the scale 
was and remained diatonic, it resulted that the position of the half
tones and full tones in relationship to the tonic is found to be modified 
in each case according to the point of beginning which is adopted, 
bringing to seven the number of different modes." (Dom Gajard) 

o o i, I' " o 

.-
~I' o 

o " 
o 
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133. This is the place to rapidly clarify, before entering the de
tailed study of the scales above, the general characteristics of the 
Gregorian melody in comparison with the modern tonal syst.em. 

The Gregorian melody is: 

Firstly, monodic because it excludes absolutely all polyphonic 
and harmonic elements and combinations, and because its means of 
expression are limited exclusively to the variations of a single melodic 
line, that is, to the rise and fall of the notes and their upsurges and 
lapses into repose; 

Secondly, diatonic because it utilizes only diatonic half-tones: 
mi-fa, sir-do, la-si flat, to the exclusion of all chromatic half-tones. 
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Thirdly, modal, that is, const.ructed on melodic scales which differ 
widely one from another as to their internal formation (order and 
position of the tones and half-tones). 

Fourthly, does not admit of a leading tone, in principle. 

II. Gregorian Modes 

134. In Gregorian chant four modes may be discerned, having 
as points of cadence counting from the lowest note respectively: 
RE, MI, FA and SOL. 

The mode on RE is called Protus. 

That on MI is called Deuterus. 

That on FA is called Tritus. 

That on SOL is called Tetrardus. 

135. Let us examine how the four modal scales fit theoretically 
into substance of C major which they utilize exclusively (except for 
the variable function of the changeable note, the B). 

c: .. , 0 

pr~d~ .. J J 
Tntus· 

Tetrardus 

• • ; 

Theoretically, the scale is one octave in length, hut certain types 
extend an octave above the tonic while others begin their theoretical 
octaves a fourth below this tonic, running as. high as the fifth above. 

From this difference comes the distinction between the high modes 
which are called "authentic" or "authents" and the low modes which 
are called "plagal" or "derived." 

136. These subdivisions bring to eight the theoretical number of 
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Gregorian modes which may be tabulated as follows: 

MODES CHARACTERISTIC PRINCIPAL 
I J, 

AUTHENTICS I PLAGALS 1. DOMINANTS 
INTERVALS 1 FINALS 

I , 

Protus Lower third is RE 1 I LA 
I 

minor (whole tone , 
i FA I plus half-tone) , 2 

Deuterus Lower third is MI 3 I SI( do) 
I minor (half tone , 

LA plus whole tone) I 4 

Tritus Lower third is FA 5 I DO 
major (with a haH- I 

LA , 
tone beJow the tonic) I 6 I , 

Tetrardus Lower third is SOL 7 I RE I 
major (with a whole I I 

tone be low the tonic) 
I 

8 I DO 
I I 

IMPORTANT REMARKS 

137. In examining the table above, note that: 

The authentic mode and the plagal mode have the same fmal or 
modal tonic; 

the protus and deuterus modes are minor; 

The tritus and tetrardus modes are major. 

138. Note also that in addition to the tonic, another note plays 
an important role, namely the DOMINANT, differing according to 
the ambitus or tessitura ·of the mode, serving primarily as a note of 
recitation or tenor in the actual psalm tones (See No. 171). 

Exercises Preparatory to the Study of a Piece 

139. Firstiy, name the mode in which the piece is written. 

Secondly, name the final (or modal tonic) and the dominant. 

Thirdly, note the characteristic intervals of this mode. 

Fourthly, sing the scale line of C major. 

Fifthly, sing the modal scale, hearing mentally, if neces
sary, the scale-steps of C major which precede the modal tonic. 

1. It is extremely important to be able to remember accurately the characteristic intervals of 
each mode. 
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III. Separate Examination of Each Mode 

140. PROTUS 

Characterized as a discreet mode, tranquil and reserved, a mode 
of contemplation and peace. (Dom Gajard) 

Common 5th I 4th , [2 !I • • » • --.r 112 
Fmal Dominant , ! • a • ·1 2 

I .... T .... --1-1 Dom 

4th 

As examples see: 
Antiphon Ave ~l aria, p. 67 
Sanctus XI, p. 41 
Agnus XII, p. 36 

and also these other examples in the Liber U sualis: 

Kyrie X ad libitum 
Alleluia: Justus Germinabit 
Sanctus XII 
Offertory Domine J esu Christe 

141. DEUTERUS 

• 6J 

Characterised as a mode of sweetness and gentleness, ecstasy . 
.p..n inconclusive mode, giving a sense of infinity and of suspenSIOn 
between heaven and earth. (Dom Gajard) 

Common 5th I 4th , 17:;-:' €f.- • u 
• 

1~1I2 
Final Dominant , t~~· • 

1 

4 t) 

--=-...,; ..... Dom 

~ 4th 1 
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As examples see: 

Allelllia: Domine Deus salutis 
Introit Benedicite ])omin1l1IL 
Introit Gauden:s galldebo 
Communion Jer1wtTem 
Commnnion J[ emento 
Introit He:s/t/'/'e.ci 

142. TRITUS 

MODALITY 

This is a mode of joyous simplicity and confidence. (Dom Gajard) 

r- 4th 
Common 5th I • ~'---r-.-iII~.-.......... -ft.:........, · 

V:j Dominant 

Final 

L-__ 4~th __ ~ __ 1-~I---_D_o_m ____ ~ 

As examples see: 

Alma Redemptoris, p. 64 
Agnus IX, p. 26 
Ave Regina, p. 62 

and also these other examples in the Liber U sualis: 
Sanctus IX 
Communion Quinque 
Regina Ooeli (Ornate tone) 
Offertory Desiderium 

143. TETRARDUS 

• 

This is a clear, warm and vibrant mode, a mode of joyous flights, 
of enthusi~stic and tri1UI).phal impulses, a mode.of certitude, of solemn 
affirmations, of the perfection and fullness of happiness. (Dom Ga
jard) 
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Common 5th ,4th 

1....-.2 -. -to:-.--+-tJj I .~. - i % Dominant 

Final 

4th tl 1/2 
~ ____________ ~--------Dom 

As examples see in the Liber U sualis: 

[eyrie VI 
Alleluia: Pascha, nostrum 
Alleluia: Magnus Dominus 
Sanctus TV 
Sanctus VII 
Introit Spiritus Domini 

IV. Secondary Finals 

a 

144. Let us remember once more that a scale of any sort is not 
in any way de-characterized by a change of tone (pitch), providing 
that the characteristic intervals are not modified. It is enough to 
merely hear these characteristic intervals of a mode for this mode 
to make itself apparent to us. 

Now, then, Gregorian notation uses this principle ingeniously 
whenever it incurs no alterations other than the B-flat. 

Thus it is that Protu8 can be found with its characteristic inter
vals concluding on LA, for example: 

do RE Ml FA sol LA SI DO 

Or Deuterus beginning on SI (B natural): 

re Ml FA SOL la 81 DO RE 

Tritus (often using the B-flat) beginning on DO: 

mi FA SOL LA B-flat) si DO RE Ml (fa) 
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Tetrardus, also beginning on DO, but utilizing the low B-flat 
which falls beneath this tonic as a sub-tonic note: 

fa SOL LA SI si-flat DO RE M1 

145. Before working on the following pieces which end on these 
secondary finals, let us at least allude to the facts that: 

Firstly, the "construction" of a Gregorian piece of somewhat 
developed nature is often punctuated by lesser cadences or provisional 
points of repose before arriving at the definitive repose of the final 
cadence. 

Secondly, the extreme modal flexibility of Gregorian pieces often 
leads to a placing of their provisional cadences on different modal 
tonics. 

Thirdly, because of this latter fact, the mode indicated by number 
at the beginning of each piece is primarily the mode of the final 
cadence. 

As examples see: 

PROTUS ON LA: -Kyrie IV, Kyrie II ad libitum (Liber, p.80) ; 

DEUTERUS ON SI (B-natural): Mass I - -Gloria, -Sanctus, Agnus, 
-K,!/rie XV, - Kyrie XVIII; 

DEUTERUS ON LA: Communion Beatus servus (Liber p.1203) 

TRITUS ON DO: Offertory In virt1de (Liber p.1205) 

TETRARDUS ON DO: Responsory Jesum tradidit (Liber p.687) 

v. Transposition 

146. We have said that the "selected tones of Gregorian notation 
were merely a matter of written convenience," not affixing the mel
odies to a definite absolute pitch and not concerning itself with any
thing but the intervals. It follows that a large number of pieces will 
not be suitable in range to the average voice. Thus it will be neces
sary to alter their tones (pitches), thus to transpose them. 

147. Before studying the mechanics of transposition, aside from 
all that is implied by Gregorian modality, it is vital to have very pre-
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cise understanding on the following matters: 

1) Structure of the modern major scale, 

2) Names of the principal degrees of this scale (tonic, dominant, 
subdominant, leading-tone, supertonic, mediant and submediant), 

3) Distinction between the idea of a tone as a whole-step and 
the idea of a tone as the pitch of a scale in the over-all scale of mu
sical sounds, 

4) The intervals and their structure, 

5) The signatures of the modern major sharp and flat keys. 

In this regard it will be advisable to memorize the substance of 
the following table perfectly: 

148. ORDER OF THE SHARPS 

F,C,G,D,A,E,B 
< 

ORDER OF THE FLATS 

Downward < 

SCALE USEr> SIGNATURE 

B major 5 sharps 

B-f1at major 2 flats 

A major 3 sharps 

A-flat major 4 flats 

G major 1 sharp 

G-f1at major 6 flats 

~ 

beginning from 
C MAJOR 

TRANSPOSITION 
at the interval of 

~ 
milnor second 

diatonic half-tone 

major second 
diatonic whole-tone 

mznor third 
one and one-half tones 

major third 
two whole tones 

perfect fourth 
two and one-half tones 

augmented f(furth 
three whole tones 

Enharmonic scales 
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,. Upward 

SIGNATURE SCALE USED 

5 flats - D-flat major 

2 sharps D major 

3 flats E-f1at major 

4 sharps E major 

1 flat F major 

6 sharps F -sharp major 
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TRANSPOSITION 

149. Remember, lastly: 

a) that Gregorian modal scales always utilize what we call 
the "scale line of C major" and that the beginning point for any 
transposi~ion will thus have to be C; 

b) that the B-flat can be considered as the descending chro
matic alteration of the leading-tone of C major and, consequently, in 
transposition, this flat will always equal a descending chromatic al
teration of whatever scale-line is used (a natural note becoming flat, 
a sharp note becoming natural, etc.). 

150. Transposition exercises can be approached in several ways. 
Using Sanctu8 XI as an example, the student may be asked to: 

a) Transpose Sanctus XI a fourth higher; 
b) Read Sanctus XI with Sol as the final; 
c) Read Sanctus XI with a dominant of B-flat; 
d) Read Sanctu8 XI using the materials of F major; 
e) Read Sanctu8 XI with the G-clef on the second line (one 

flat in the signature). 

CALCULATIONS: 

I. Firstly, I shall use the scale line which lies a fourth higher 
than that of C major, namely F major, one flat on the signature; 

Secondly, the regular protus plagal mode, which begins on the 
second scale-step of C major, will thus begin on Sol, and its dominant 
willbeB-flat; 

Thirdly, the regular B-flat of the Gregorian notation will change 
the leading-tone of the scale of F, which will then become E-flat; 

Fourthly, the C of the original clef will become an F. To obtain 
this, I shall read, imagining a G-clef to be on the second line . 

• • • 
II. Firstly, to read a protus plagal mode with a sol final instead 

of re is the same as transposing it a fourth higher; the dominant will 
be B-flat; . 

Secondly, instead of the scale-line of C, I shall thus use that of F, 
with a B-flat in the signature; 

Continue as in No. 1. 
• • 
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III. Firstly, to read a protus plagal mode with a B-flat dominant 
instead of an F dominant is the same as transposing it upward a 
fourth; 

Secondly, instead of the scale-line of C, I shall use that of 
F, etc ..... 

Continue as in No. I. 

IV. Firstly, to use the materials of F instead of those of C is 
the same as transposing a fourth higher; 

Continue as in No. 1. 

V. To substitute the G-clef for the F-clef on the third line, adding 
one flat to the signature, is the same as reading a B-flat where orig
inally there was a fa, thus transposing a fourth higher; 

Continue as in No. I. 

EXAMPLE OF AN EXERCISE TO BE WRITTEN OUT 

156. Mark out the four modal scales within the materials of 
E major. 

t # #.. II .. #- • 

157. Construct the four modal scales, beginning each time on E: 
Protus. Scale-line and material used borrowed from D major: 

• • • II 
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Deuterus. Scale-line and material used borrowed from C major: 

• II 

• -
Tritus. Scale-line and material used borrowed from B major: 

, #- #- a- II 

n- #. • 
0 

Tetrardus. Scale-line and material used borrowed from A major: 

• - - ,. 

158. Transcribe the Agnus of Mass XIII a minor third higher. 
(In this case, the notes are read in the key required by the transposi
tion, but written on the five-line staff with a G-clef.) 

Read as: 

• • · i • , • I 

Transcribe as: 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE LATIN WORD 

PRELIMINARY FACTORS TO THE STUDY OF PSALMODY 

I. The Latin Word and the Tonic Accent 

159. Latin, like English, is made up of monosyllabic words and 
polysyllabic words. The polysyllabic words all have a tonic accent 
whose place is designated in our books by an accent mark. 

Every monosyllabic word having a distinct meaning is accented, 
but this accent can be weakened or eliminated, for example, in the 
following cases: 

Rex dixit, Rex Dominus, tu nobis ... (Dom Mocquereau) 
because it is impossible to have two accents in succession. 

N on-accented syllables are called atonal. 

In English, the word accent can fall at any position in the word. 
Sometimes it falls on the final syllable: begin, support, create, etc., 
or on the penultimate (next-to-Iast) syllable: beginning, creation, etc., 
or on the antepenultimate: covering, manager, wonderful, etc., and in 
some instances has been transferred to even four or five syllables 
from the final: manageable, dominating, incorrigibleness. 

160. The tonic accent of Latin polysyllabic words is never on 
the final syllable. 

It can be: a) On the penultimate (next-to-Iast syllable), ill 

which case the word falls into the category of 
tonic spondees (better called paroxytonics): , 

De - us 
in - eli na 

orati - 0 nem 
justificati - 0 nes 

consubstanti - a lern 

b) On the antepenultimate (second-from-Iast sylla,
ble) in which case the word then falls into the 
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category of tonic dactyls (better referred t.o as 
proparoxytonics) : 

I 
Do - ml - nus 

om- m - po - tens 
JUS- ti - ti - a 

miseri- cor - di - a 
justificati- 0 - ni - bus 

Words of two syllables have the accent of necessity on the first 
of their two syllables. 

Words of three syllables can have the accent in either of the usual 
places: 

I I 
Do - mi - nus in - cli - na 

161. What distinguishes the spondee from the dactyl (see pre
ceding example) is thus not the number of syllables of which the word 
is formed, but the number of syllables which come after the tonic 
accent: one in the spondee; two in the dactyl. 

II. The Latin Word and Secondary Accents 

162. There is never more than one tonic accent (T) per word. 

On the other hand, words with enough syllables to show such 
characteristics carry secondary accents (S) which fall every other 
syllable in counting backward or forward from the tonic accent. 

Therefore: 

a) A word of two syllables never has a seondary accent: 
, I I 

De - us me - 0 no - bis 
T T T 

b) A word of three syllables of the spondaic type never has a 
secondary accent: 

/ 
pro - ce - dit 

T 

, 
ex - cel - sis 

T 

I 
Ma-ri-a 

T 

c) A word of three syllables of the dactylic type has a secondary 
accent on its final: 
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D ' . o - mi - nus Gla' - ri - a 
I . 

no - mi - ne 
T S T S T S 

d) Words of more than four syllables all have one or more sec
ondary accents: 

Tonic Spondees 
-' 

be - ne - dic - tus 
S T 

/ 
o - mni - po - ten - tern 

S T , 
con - sub - stan - ti - a - lem 
SST 

Tonic Dactyls , 
dis - ci - pu - lis 

T S 
I 

VI - SI - bi - Ii - urn 
S T S 

• . I d. 
Inl - se - rl - cor - 1 - a 

S T S 

IMPORTANT NOTE 

etc ... 

163. It will be well to note that in psalmody, when a dactyl falls 
immediately before a monosyllable, this monosyllable becomes united 
to it, and for this reason, because of the secondary accent of the 
larger word's final syllable, the monosyllable loses its accent, and the 
whole combination then takes the form of a spondee: 

. . I . 
pro - pI - tr - a - tr - 0 est 

S T S 

Contrastingly, however, if a spondee thus adds to itself a mono
syllable, this also becomes united to it. The spondee and the added 
monosyllable then fall into the category of dactyls. In this case, 
the monosyllable has its own accent transformed into a secondary ac
cent through relationship with the preceding tonic accent: 

flc - tus est 
T S 
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PSALMODY 

164. The word "psalmody" is used to designate the chant of 
the psalms and canticles of the Church. 

The chant of the psalms (songs of praise which David improvised 
while accompanying himself on an instrument similar to the harp) 
passed from the Jewish worship into the Christian worship where it 
took at an early date the form of an alteration of the singing by two 
choirs of a unison melody. 

165. The evangelical canticles (taken from the New Testament) 
are the chants of thanksgiving of Mary (Magnificat), Zachary (Ben
edictus), and Simeon ( Nunc dimittis). 

166. The psalms are divided into verses. Each verse in turn in
cludes two distinct half-verses, indicated in liturgical books by an 
asterisk. 

For each of the eight modes there exists a special psalmodic 
formula which is to be repeated for each verse. 

The choice of the formula depends on a short melody called the 
antiphon, which is sung before the psalm. The mode of the antiphon 
determines the tone of the psalm. The antiphon and the psalm thus 
form a single unit, ~ single musical piece, which closes after the 
Gloria Patri with the repetition of this antiphon. (Dom Mocquereau) 

167. The psalmodic formula is indicat.ed at the beginning of the 
antiphon by a number and a letter. 

The letter indicates the final note. of the psalm tone. If the final 
of the psalm tone is the same as that of the mode of the antiphon, 
the letter is a capital, otherwise it is a small letter. 

168. In the complete psalm formula we find: 

a) the intonation, 

b) the tenor, which is the dominant (principal) of the cor~ 
responding mode, 

c) the cadences of I) the mediant for the first half-verse 
II) the termination for the second half. 
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The Intonation 

169. The intonation is the melodic link which, at the beginning 
of the psalm, generally connects the end of the antiphon with the dom
inant. Only the first verse of the regular psalms is sung with the 
intonation. On the other hand, the intonation is repeated at each 
verse of the evangelical canticles. 

The intonation includes two or three notes or groups of notes on 
which an equal number of syllables is adapted, regardless of what 
syllables happen to fall on these notes or groups. 

We shall learn for now only the second, fifth and eighth modes 
on one hand and the sixth on the other. 

170. Here are the different intonations for these modes: 

Second Tone 

Fifth Tone 

Eighth Tone 

dom. 

'" .<~----•. --~.~.--~.-~ 
• • 

Caota- te D6mi - 00, et ... 

• • 

dom. 

'" • • • 

Cor me-urn contur ... 

• . .... --
--

In De-o Jauda- bo ... 
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Intonation of two syllables (three notes, including a podatus:) 

dom. 

Sixth Tone 
~--.l>--

= --------a------

Confi-temi- ni 

The Tenor 

171. The tenor consists of all the notes sung on the recitation note 
at the unison: 

a) from the intonation as far as the mediant 
b) from the mediant to the termination. 

The melodic position of the tenor is in a general sense on the 
dominant of the mode. 

172. When the first part of. the verse is very long, we often find 
a flex which is the indication of an inflection downwards of the mel
ody and which permits, if absolutely necessary, a slight breath as at 
the quarter-bars. 

The flex is made on the diatonic interval next below the dominant, 
unless this downward step is a semi-tone. When a semi-tone would 
result, the step becomes a leap of a minor third. 

Thus: 

a) the dominant fa of the second mode flexes on re (minor 
third), 

b) the dominant do of the fifth and eighth modes flexes 
on la (minor third), 

c) the dominant la of the sixth mode flexes on sol (major 
second) 

173. The last accent of the text which precedes the flex sign t is 
the last syllable sung on the tenor before the drop to the flex-tone. If 
this accent belongs to a spondee, the flex comes on the final of the 
word. 
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If this accent belongs to a dactyl, the flex is made on the atonal 
penultimate syllable immediately following this accent and is main
tained for the word-final, also, without change of pitch for this latter 
syllable. 

The note on which the atonal syllable is sung is called the" extra" 
or Hunplanned-for" note, but the best term we might apply would be 
"supplementary" note, as this best expresses the French meaning 
given in Solesmes terminology. We also recommend "epenthetic" 
note, derived from the Greek "to insert." In any case, this epen
thetic note is represented by a "white" or hollow punctum: 

Fifth mode: 

Sixth mode: 

;------ • 
---n-tl.!. 

----------------

Notas mihi fedsti vias vi - tae, t 

D6minus cust6dit advenas, t 

• _____ --'='0 •• 

Recedant vetera de ore ve - stro: t 
Numquid non ego D6minus, t 

Immediately after the dotted note of the flex, the tenor is resumed 
as before. 

Cadences 

174. What we call cadences are those little melodic formulas 
which in each half of the verse follow upon the recitation on the tenor. 

The cadence begins at the very moment that the voice steps away 
from the tenor, either upward or downward in movement. 

The mediant cadences close the first half of the verse and gen
erally close on the dominant. 
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Each psalm tone has its own mediant cadence, and thus there 
are eight of them altogether. 

The final cadences, also called terminations, close the second half 
of each verse, and as we have said, can stop on the final of the mode 
or on another note (No. 167). 

This possibility of different choices is necessitated by the repeti
tion of the antiphon which follows the psalm and which forms a unit 
with it. The psalm-tone ending is chosen so as to form a smooth link 
with this antiphon. The first note of the antiphon and the direction 
of its melody are considered in this choice. The choice is not made by 
the singers, however, but is given in the books. 

The melodic formula of this final cadence is thus indicated after 
the antiphon by the letters already mentioned: e, u, 0, u, a, e (No. 53). 

Classification of the Cadences 

175. We make a distinction on one hand between: 

a) the cadences based on one accent, 

b) cadences based on two accents, 

c) cadences based on one accent with preparatory notes, 
and on the other hand: 

a) spondaic cadences and 

b) dactylic cadences. 

I. Cadences on One Accent 

A. Spondaic cadences 

176. The one-accent cadence, the smallest there is, is modelled 
after the tonic spondee me-o and contains necessarily in every instance 
two notes which are considered essential: an accented note (melodic 
accent) and an atonal note which follows it: 

• • I 
• 
. . . . . in vi - a bi - bet * 

A monosyllable or secondary accent can form this melodic accent. 
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B. Dactylic Cadences 

177. When we substitute the tonic dactyl for the tonic spondee, 
we always then have two essential notes, one for the accent and one 
for the final, but between them falls the epenthetic note (for the at.onal 
syllable) which is sung in the tones we are studying at the same pitch 
as the note which follows it. If the following note rises, the epen
thesis rises, and vice versa. 

The one-accent cadence (without preparatory syllables) is prac
tically never used in the terminations (final carences) except in the 
fourth psalm-tone. Moreover, only the mediants of the second, fifth 
and eighth psalm tones use such a cadence: 

One-accent mediants: cadence 

--}2;e!1 , , Elements ------------~ , . , 
T • '- ' . 

2. ,. , I , I 
... tati si-mi-lis Ea-ctus eJlt* 

cadence 

Elements ------------~ )2: e:l " , • • '- ' •• 5. • 
I I 

... tati sl-mi-lis Ea-ctus est* 

cadence 

Elements -----.-------)~ ~ i ~ : 1. 

• 8. ______________ -+ __ ~~~ 

. . . tati 51 - mi - lis fa-ctus est* 

II. Cadences on Two Accents 
178. The two-accent cadence is based on the syllabic type of cor

de me-a, that is, on two tonic spondees. 

It always includes, therefore, four essential elements (notes or 
groups). The melodic accents coincide with the second and fourth of 
these elements. 
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The second accent (that is, the one which is furthest from the 
final note) is absolutely and necessarily on a note melodically higher 
than the recitation note. This is, moreover, an infallable sign for 
recognizing a formula of two accents (mediant or termination, there 
is no exception to this rule). 

Elements------

Tenor ------~) 
1. 

• • 

De torr ente 

) 

-I 
in 

4!3 , 
I /: 

101.' 
I I 

vi - a 
second 
accent 

· 2 : 1 , , /: , , 
• _aL' 

I • . 
~bi - bet * 
I · first , 
: accent · · 

The cadence of two accents can be found in four different forms: 

Accents 
I 

Elements ----

Tenor ----)7-
1. 

1. spondee spondee-

2. dactyl dactyl --

3. dactyl spondee-

4. spondee dattyl -

• • 

Mediants of the first and sixth tones 

2 . I 1 • , 
~ I , 

I I , I • 11 ) 4 , ,3 2 I , 
I , , I I 

I I I t 

I ~ e , ,:e I 

II 
, , 
I I 

- !Ii;!- ',.. , , . . . -I , 
I I • , 

) De : -l us I I me, -:us. 
I I I , 

) matnuum Mmi-Inum 
I . I 

) ff _I Ii-ios ve-: lstros 
I I 
I Jgni 

I ., 

) a ,- 6 -:vl-:um. 

Let us note that when the dactyl occurs, as in the cadences of one 
accent, we use the epenthetic note. 

This epenthesis, in the tones which we are studying in this course, 
is always located between two essential notes, and always sung at the 
same pitch as the note which follows it. 

In the psalm tones which we are studying in this course, we find 
a mediant formula of two accents for the sixth tone (very rarely 
used, however) and a termination of two accents for the fifth tone. 
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Accents 

Elements 

Fifth Tone Termination 

Tenor -----)-? 5.a..::--.--~I---I-'T---II-=--+-...;...o-l-lll-'-+l 

" " a) 0 I - 1TIni~ terl-: ra. 
p6-fpu :-Ii 0 ',- mnes. 

" I n6J.mi+ ni D6-'mitni. 
I I I 
'I I I 1"1 eu st6, - ,dit s-lraTe. 
: i 'I 

I I I 

b) peeca- t6-~uml vi- de: -: bis. 
I I I I 

us-que I in sae.lcu-lium. 
I. " tu '-i I Je - n:i-1Sa-IJem. 
I I I, I' I, 

c) If: -: be- ra: lme. 
I' I I 

Id-mi-ne I vi-Iven -ti 1 - :um 

IMPORTANT NOTE 

179. The epenthesis is not necessarily the central syllable of a 
dactyl. There is always an epenthesis whenever the melodic accents 
are separated by two syllables. 

See the example above in (b) where word finals fall on the epen
thesis. 

180. When the cadence begins with a not.e lower than that of 
the recitation, this cadence contains one or more syllables of prepara
tion to which the elements of the melodic formula (notes or groups) 
which precede the accent are adapted, whether or not these syllables 
are accented or not. 
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181. The final accent of the text is then always found on the 
second element of the melodic cadence. It is, of course, understood 
that the dotted note is considered to be the first element of these 
cadences. The elements are always numbered inversely from the 
end, as this is the way in which the text, too, must be calculated to 
fit the formula. 

182. The notes or syllables of preparation are not used except in 
cadences of one accent (at the mediant or termination). 

In practice, we shall find while studying this course: 

a) One syllable of preparation (one note) in the cadence 
of Tone 2D. 

b) Two syllables of preparation (one note and one podatus) 
in the cadence of Tone 6F. 

c) Two syllables of preparation (two notes) in the cadence 
of Tones 8G and 8c. 

183. 

D syll. 2 
, 

: 1 , 
prep. , , 

: e : 
I , , 

2 F 2 syll. 2 : I .1 , 
prep. I , 

! e' .. I Ii ; 

6 

•• , 1 • . 1 
1. I I • : , • 1 . I I iI • , .1 

• 1 I 

... sicut umbra prae- te- : re-hnt .. sicut umbra ibrae- I te- 're-unt. 

8G 2 syll. 2 I 
: 1 I 8e 2 syll. 2 I :1 , 

prep. , I 
I I 

I , el , 
I 

~. 
, 

" 
I 

prep. , , , , 
, ! e 

, 
II 

, , . • I • L , II I -I i I 0, • '1 ":" 
I I 

.. ; sicut umbra 'flrae- I te- ; re-unt. .. sicut urn [lra:brae .' I te- I re-unt. 
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It would be pointless for us to set down here all the melodic for
mulas of the psalm tones we are going to study, since these formulas 
can be found easily in the Liber U sualis. The student should learn 
them by heart together with the following rules: 

184. This is a very important rule: 

a) Having two accents: all cadences of four notes whose 
first note is higher than the recitation tone; 

b) Having one accent: 

1) all cadences of two notes; 

2) all cadences longer than these whose first note is 

lower than the recitation note or at the unison with it. 

CONCLUSION 

The practical application of the psalm tones to any psalm what
soever presents no difficulties at all if it is written out with the aid 
of tables like those of the examples given here. 

It is a different matter when it is a question of singing from the 
open book, and although it is true that things are made easier in this 
regard because of the fact that our regular books make errors nearly 
impossible by printing the elements of the formulas in different and 
contrasting type characters, it nevertheless remains that these typo
graphical modifications have their foundation which we must thor
oughly understand. They are neither the result of caprice nor of 
chance. 

Moreover, it can happen that under certain circumstances one 
may find oneself before a text bare of all such indications, and in 
such a case one should still be able to adapt it to any of the psalm 
tones. This presupposes that one knows the organization and re
quirements of them perfectly. 

The most difficult type of problem is the application of mediants 
or terminations of one accent with preparatory syllables. 

In such cases the accent must be ascertained quickly and before 
all else, and then the proper number of syllables calculated inversely 
for the preparation. 
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• • • 
It will be worthwhile to do some written exercises (based on the 

design of the preceding tables mentioned above) and above all oral 
practice in slow psalm-singing, with the understanding that for this 
course and its scope we shall limit ourselves to the purely material 
and calculated application of the psalm tones, without going into the 
larger aspects of rhythm. 

For these exercises, the psalms which follow the Mass of Holy 
Thursday and those for the Burial of Young Children will be worked 
out to great advantage. 

In singing, all care must be used to observe the rest at the mediant 
according to the Solesmes principles. In this case, it is always two 
counts in length, equal to the quarter-note as at the full bar in regular 
chants. There is one important difference, however. In psalmody 
there is never an eighth-rest pause as in regular chant when the sec
ond phrase begins on a non-ictic note. In psalmody the rest is al
ways equal to the quarter-rest of two simple counts, even when a non
ictic note follows. 
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[Musical examples referred to in this index are those which are given in entirety in the 
body of the volume. Books referred to are those which are cited prominently in the 
course. ] 

Absolve (Tract), 75 
Accent 

position of, 134 
secondary, 135 
tonic, 134 

Ad Ie Domine (Offertory), 49 
Ad Ie levavi (Introit), 74 
Ad te let1avi (Tract), 73 
A.dorabo (Alleluia), 47 
Adrian, Pope, 5 
Agnus Dei III, 62 
Agnfls Dei IX, 26 
Agnfls Dei XII, 36 
Agnfls Dei XVn 42 
Alma Redemptoris (Antiphon), 64 
Analysis, neumatic, 85 
Ancus, 29 
Anima nostra (Offertory), 46 
Ante /ucijerflm (Antiphon for Epi-

phany), 69 
Antiphon, psalm-tone, 137 
Apostropha, 11 
Aristoxenus, 94 
Arsis, 91 
Arsis, elementary, 118 
Arts 

classification of, 86 
of movement, the, 87 
of repose, the, 87 
order and proportion in the, 86 

Asperges me, 24 
Asperges me I (ad lib.), 38 
Asterisk, 79 
AlId; benigne Conditor (Hymn), 18 
Ave Maria (Antiphon), 67 
Aw Maria (Offertory), 47 
A l,e Regina (solemn tone), 62 

Bars 
double, 77 
full, 76 
half-, 76 
quarter-, 76 

Beat 
binary compound, 112 
compound, 99, 111 

articulated, 100, 101 
condensed, 100, 101 
mixed, 100, 101 

compound, and the fundamental rhyth-
mic cell, 115 

compound, definition of, 89, 114 
dependent character of compound, 115 
formation of compound, 111 
in general, definition of, 89 
notion of, 98 
simple, 14, 98 
simple, definition of, 89 
ternary compound, 114 

Beethoven, 95, 97 
Benedictm es (Gradual), 78 
Bivirga, 14 

Cadences, 140 
at the mediant, 13 7, 140 
at the verse-ending, 137, 141 
classification of, 141 
elements of the, 142 
lesser, 129 
of one accent, 141, 142 
of two accents, 142 

Canticles, 4, 137 
Cell, Fundamental Rhythmic, 103 
Cephalicus, 29 



Chant 
Ambrosian, 5 
Art in prayer, 3 
Fruits of the study of, 3 
Gallican, 5 
History of, 4 

Ambrosian, 5 
chronological indic:ation in Kyriale, 

80 
decadence, 4, 7 
development, 4, 5 
formation, 4 
Gallican, 5 
Kyriale titles, 80 
Mozarabic, 5 
.restoration, 4, 8 
tropes, 80 

In the liturgy, 3 
Legislation, 3 

Constitution Divini Cultus, 4 
Decree, S.C.R. (April 8, 1908), 3 

Encyclical Mediator Dei, 4 
Letter of Cardinal Pizzardo 

(1949), 4 
Letter to Cardinal Respighi, 3 
Motu Proprio (1903), 3 
Motu Proprio (1904), 3 

Manuscripts of, 6 
Matter in, 90 
Matte!" and Form in, 90 
Mozarabic, 5 

Clefs, 10 
Climacus, 24 

res up in us, 30 

Clivis, 14 
Comma, 77 
C ommovisti (Tract), 51 
Compound beat, 81 (see also: Beat) 
Counting, 83 
Creator alme siderum (Hymn), 15 
Crudelis Herode'S (Hymn), 27 
Custos, 79 
Da pacem (Introit), 66 
Dactyl, 135 
Damasius, St., 5 
De profundis (Offertory), 70 

INDEX 

Desrocquettes, Dom J-H., 9 
Deus tu convertens (Offertory), 50 
Deuterus, 124 

characteristics of, 126 

Developed neumes, 30 
Dicite (Communion), 60 
D'Indy, Vincent, 105 
Distropha, 11, 14 
Dominant, modal, 12 5 
Dominus dixit (Introit), 35 
Dot, mora, 14 
Double bar, 77 
Dynamic order, rhythm and the, 96 

Eighth tone, intonation of, 138 
Epenthesis, 140, 144 
Epiphonus, 29 
Episema 

horizontal, 14 
vertical, 81 

Esto mihi (Introit), 39 
Ex Sion (Gradual), 63 
Exaltabo (Offertory), 32 
Exiit sermo (Communion), 36 
Exsurge (Introit), 43 

Fifth tone,intonation of, 138 
Filiae Regum (Offertory), 46 
Finals, secondary, 128 
Flat, 77, 78 
Flex, 139 
Form and Matter, 87 
Form and Matter in Chant, 90 
Formula, psalmodic, 137 
Full bar, 76 
Fundamental Rhythmic Cell, 103 

Gajard, Dom Joseph, 9 
Gaudeamus (Introit), 65 
Gaudete' (Introit), 58 
Gloria I, 33 
Gloria IV, 53 
Gloria IX, 24 
Gloria X, 22, 26 
Gloria XIII, 29 
Gontier, Canon, 8 
Gregorian Institute of America, 9 
Gregorian Institute of Paris, 9 
Gregorian Review, 76 
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Gregory I, Saint, 4, 5 
Gueranger, Dom Prosper, 8 
Guide notes, 79 

Half-bar, 76 
H odie scietis (Introit), 34 

Ictus, 81 
deduction of, 83 
double function of, 113 
~xclusively thetic quality of, 109 
III the fundamental rhythmic cell 109 
junction of, 112 ' 
rules for placement of, 82 

In mantIS (Responsory), 17 
In medio (Introit), 21 
In monte (Responsory), 72 
In volulltate tua (Introit), 69 
Intonation of 8th tone, 138 

of 5th tone, 138 
of the psalm-tone, 137, 138 
of the 2nd tone, 138 
of the 6th tone, 139 

lnveni David (Alleluia), 58 

Jausions, Dom, 8 
Jubilate (Offe.rtory), 66 
JUStllS 111 palma (Introit), 22 

Kyriale titles, 80 
Kyrie IV, '1.0 
Kyrie IX, 57 
Kyrie Xl, 34 
Kyrie Xl (ad lib.), 61 
K yrie XII, 40 
Kyrie XV, 54 
Kyrie XVI, 20, 61 
Kyrie XVII (Sixth mode), 41 
Kyrie XVIll, 37 

Lambillotte, Father, S. J., 7, 8 
Latin word, the, 134 
Le Guennant, Auguste, 9 
Leading tone, lack of, 124 
Letters 

e 11 0 tl a e, 79 
ij., iij., 79 

Liber USllalis, 146 
Liquescent neumes, 28 • 

Lucis Creator, 19 

Matter and form, 87 
Matter and form in chant, 90 
Matter in Gregorian chant, 90 
Matter, the physical variations of, 94 
Matter, variants in , 90 
Mediant, 13 7 
Mediation, 137 
Melodic order, rhythm and the, 95 
Melody, diatonic character of Gregorian, 

123 
modal character of Gregorian, 124 
monodic character of Gregorian, 123 

Melos, 120 
M~nimum pause, 77 
Mlserere (Antiphon), 16 
Mocquereau, Dom Andre, 8 
Modality, 120 
Modes, 120 

authentic, 124 
Gregorian, 122, 123 
modern major, 122 
modern minor, l22 
plagal, 124 
structure of, 125 

Monosyllable, absorbing of, 136 
Movement, musical, 93 
Mozart, 97 

Neumes 
disaggregate, 70 
fundamental, 11 
origin of, 11 
praepunctis, 70, 71 
similar to the salicus, 65 
special, 11 
sub-punctis, 31 

Nombre Musical Gregorien, 8 
Nos alllem (Introit), 37 
Notation 

Alphabetical, 6 
Bilingual, 6 
Diastematic, 6 
Graded Study of, A, 5 
Neumatic, 6 

Number,modal, 79 

o lux beata (Hymn), 20 



Oculi mei (Introit), 49 

Oriscus, 11, 56 
at the unison, 57 
comparison with pressus, 61 . 
on the step above, 58 

Paleograpbie Musicale, 8 
Paroxytonics, 134 
Phonetic order, ,rhythm and the, 95 
Pius X, Saint, 3, 8 
Pius X School of Liturgical Music, 9 
Pius XI, Pope, 4 
Pius XII, Pope, 4 
Podatus, 14 

of a fourth, 69 
sub-punctis, 31 

Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music, 9 
Porrectus, 20 

flexus, 31 
liquescent, 29 

Pothier, Dom Joseph, 8 
Potiron, Henri, 9 
Precis of Gregorian Rhythmics, 86 
Preparation, notes of, 144, 145 
Pressus, 36, 56 

authentic, 36 
by assimilation, 38 
comparison with oriscus, 61 

Proparoxytonics, 135 
Protus, 124 

characteristics of, 126 

Psalmody, 137 
Psalms, 137 

Jewish, 4 

Puer natus est (Introit), 51, 56,64 
Punctum, 11 

Quantity, rhythm and, 98 
Quarter-bar, 76 
Quilisma, 11, 52 

Reges Thanis (Offertory), 45 
Regina Caeli (simple tone), 16 

Repercussion, 44 
Requiem (Introit), 43 

Restoration 
melodic, 7 
modal, 9 
rhythmic, 8 

Rests, 76, 77 
at the psalm-mediant, 147 

Revelabitur (Communion), 28 
Revue Gregorienne, 9 
Rhythm and quantity, 98 

INDEX 

and the dynamic order, 96 
and the melodic order, 95 
and the phonetic order, 95 
compound, 93 
musical, 91 
musical, definition of, 91 
simple, 93 
study of, 86 

Rhythmic Cell, the Fundamental, 103 
Rhythmic forms, the classification of, 93 
Rhythmic synthesis, 111 
Rorate eaeli (Introit), 55, 

Saeris Solemniis (Hymn), 68 
Salicus, 24 
Sa/utis humanae Sator (Hymn), 59 
Sa/va nos (Antiphon), 16 
Sanetus I, 68 
Sanelus II, 40 
Sanetus V, 54 
Sanetus X, 38 
Sanetus XI, 41, 57 
Sanetus XVII, 42 
Scale of sounds, general, 120 
Scan dicus, 24 

flexus, 31 
subtripunctis, 31 

Sehola Cantorum, 5 
Sciant genIes (Gradual), 70 
Second tone, intonation of, 138 
Sergent, Dom, 9 
Schubert, Franz, 97 
Signatures, 130 
Simple beat, 81 
Sixth tone, intonation of, 139 
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Spondee, 134 
Staff, 10 
Strophicus, 11 
Syllables 

accented, 134 
atonal, 134 • 

Synthesis, rhythmic, III 

Te iucis (BVM), 26 
(Pentecost), 21 

Tenor, 125 
of the psalm-tone, 137, 139 

Termination, 137 
Tetrardus, 124 

characteristics of, 127 

Text, unpointed, 146 
Thesis, 91 
Tone, 120 
Tonic, 120 
Tonic accent, 134 
Torculus, 20 

liquescent, 29 
resupinus, 30 

Transcription, 82 
Transposition, 129 

table for, 130 

Tristropha, 11, 20 
Tritus, 124 

characteristics of, 127 

Trivirga, 20 
Trope, 80 

Veni Domine (Alleluia), 60 
Verse, psalm, 137 
Vic/emn! 011111eS (Communion), 64 
Vidi Aquam (Antiphon), 31,72 
Vidimus stellam (Alleluia), 55 

(Communion), 57 

Virga, 11 

Word, the Latin, 134 
Words, monosyllabic, 134 



INDEX OF MUSICAL QUOTATIONS 

AGNUS DEI 

III, 62 
IX, 26 
XII, 36 
XVII, 42 

ALLELUIA VERSES 

Adorabo, 47 
Inveni David, 58 
Veni, Domine, 60 
Vidimus Stellam, 55 

ANTIPHONS 

Alma Redemptoris, 64 
Ante luciferum, 69 
Asperges me (partial), 24 
Asperges me I ad. lib., 38 
Ave Maria, 67 
Ave Regina, 62 
Miserere, 16 
Regina coeli, 16 
Salva nos, 16 
Vidi aquam, 31, 72 

COMMUNIONS 

Dicite, 60 
Exiit sermo, 28 
ReveIabitur, 28 
Viderunt omnes, 64 
Vidimus stellam, 57 

GLORIAS 

I, 33 
IV, 53 

IX, 24 
X, 22, 26 
XIII, 29 

GRADUALS 

Benedictus es, 78 
Ex Sion, 63 
Sciant gentes, 70 

HYMNS 

Audi benigne Conditor, 18 
Creator alme siderum, 15 
Crudelis Herodes, 27 
Lucis Creator, 19 
o Lux beata, 20 
Sacris Solemniis, 68 
Salutis humanae, 59 
Te Iucis (Pentecost), 21 
Te Iucis (Blessed Virgin), 26 

INTROITS 

Ad te levavi, 74 
Da pacem, 66 
Dominus dixit, 35 
Esto mihi, 39 
Exsurge, 43 
Gaudeamus, 65 
Gaudete, 58 
Hodie scietis, 34 
In medio, 21 
In voluntate tua, 69 
.J ustus ut palma, 22 
Nos autem, 37 
Oculi mei, 49 
Puer natus est, 51, 56, 64 
Requiem, 43 
Rorate, 55 
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KYRIES 

IV, 40 
IX, 57 
XI, 34 
XI, ad lib" 61 
XII, 40 
XV, 54 
XVI, 20, 61 
XVII (sixth mode), 41 
XVIII, 37 

OFFERTORIES 

Ad te Domine, 49 
Anima nostra, 46 
Ave Maria, 47 
De profundis, 70 
Dens tu convertens, 50 
Exaltabo, 32 
Filiae Regum, 46 
Jubilate, 66 
Reges Tharsis, 45 

RESPO~SORIES 

In manus, 17, 18 
In monte, 72 

SANCTUS 

I, 68 
II, 40 
V,54 
X,38 
XI, 41, 57 
XVII,42 

TRACTS 

A,bsolve, 75 
Ad te levavi, 73 
Commovisti, 51 



TRANSCRIPTION TABLE 

Single~note Neumes 

.~ ~ 
:: ~ ~: ~ = r . ~ •• 

Two~note Neumes 

r- = ~ = =~ •• = )~)! 

" 
= ;'-j, 

t = m 
... = m 

Liquescent 

, •• = Jjj 

Quilisma 

,; = m 

Three~note Neumes 

". = ~ 

• = )~ .-: ~I 

Special Neumes 

.~ = In 

.... 

.~ 
I 

~ = m 
••• = )l.~)t 

'-.c....---

Pressus 

= 

= 

Oriscus. 

= 
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